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ABSTRACT
The murder of Robert Comgan, an or-

f m e r from the isolated parish of

Saint-Sylvestre, Lower Canada emerged into a national scandal during the mid-1850s.
There are several reasons why this is so. First, there was the maMer in whidi Corrigan
was attacked and beaten by a gang of men.This contravened nuieteenth-century

notions of manüness. Second, the fact that Comgan was an Irish Protestant and hiç
attackers were Irish Catholics allowed for the exploitation of hiç murder along &noreligioits Enes. At the national level, Comgan's INh identity was downplayed as he
was reconstnicted as British. Thus the struggle became one between Protestants and

Catholics while because of prevailing ethno-religious tensions in Saint-Sylvestre itseif,
the Comgan Affair developed along traditional Irish facfion h e s . Third, these e h o religious tensions were heightened by the weakness of the state at the local level in the
face of tight Irish Catholic community çolidarity, which worked in favour of the accused
murderers' attempts to elude arrest.
The story of the Corrigan Affair iç reconstnicted edough the use of the record of
the trial of Comgan's accused murderers in Febmary 1856, as weli as of the
government-appointed inquiry which examined the Comgan Affair in 1857. While the
trial testhonies provide a record of what happened on the day that Comgan was

beaten, the inquiry serves to contextuaiise the events of that day, describing the tensions
in the conununity of Saint-Sylvestre, as weli as providing inçights into the state's

respome to the murder. As well, the newspapers of both Québec and Montréal are used
to gauge the Canadian response to the murder of Comgan.
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INTRODUCTION

In Iate autumn 1855, Robert Comgan, an Irish Protestant farmer from Saint-

Sylvestre, Lower Canada,l was beaten to death at the annual c o q agridtural fair by
a gang of his Irish Catholic neighbours. One would expect that Corrigan's murder
would have quickzy siipped into obscurity, living on, perhaps, in a few local legends

and by the presence of his tombstone in the local cemetery. One would not have
expected a nation-wide scanda1to emerge from the murder of a neighbourhood bully in
an isolated agridtural community. Yet this is exactly what happenecl. Instead of fading

into obscufity, Corrigan's murder burçt onto the pages of Anglophone2 newspapers
across Canada and into the correspondence of government ministers and officials across
the colony. For the next five rnonths, the fate of Corrigan's accused murderers became
an issue of central importance to the Anglophone population of Canada. Even after the
verdict had been handed d o m in the murder trial, the Comgan Affair, as it came to be
called, continued to play upon the imaginations of the people of Saint-Sylvestre, and

Canada in general. Indeed, the murder of Robert Comgan, and the government's
bungling of it, delivered a fatal blow to the already shaky MacNab-Taché Consenrative

n
q
w to look into the
coalition govelcnment.3 Only after the appointment of an i

1 Despite the fact that both Upper Canada and Lowex Canada undenvent name changes,
to Canada West and Canada East, respectivety, with the passing of the Act of Union (1840), most
Canadians, including governrnent miniçters and offici&, continued to use the old names. Thus,
throughout üüs thesis, 1wdl use the old names of Upper Canada and Lower Canada.
Furthermore, when I refer to "Qu&bec,"I am referring to the city.
The Canadien press, like the Canadien population of Saint-Sylvestre, seemed cmtent to
ignore the Corrigm Affair, no doubt seeing it as Little more than a dispute bet~eentwo groups of
Anglophones, and therefore of no concern to them. JohnBuckworth Pmkin, George Alexander
PhiIlpotCs, Alexandre-Maurice Delisle, Inquiry Cornmissioners, to Tirnothy Lee Terrill, Provincial
Çeaetary, Québec, 23 Mardi 1857, Joumalsof the LegisIlative Asmbly of the Province of Canada
(hereafter cited as "JLAC"),Vol. 15, Appenduc 45.
3JohnCharles Dent, The Lasf Forfy Yems: Canada Since the Union of 1841, Vol. II (Toronto:
George Virtue, 1881), 333-7; J. M. S. Careless, The Union of the Canadas: The Groulfhof Canadian
Institutions, 1841-1857 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1967), 19û-202.

-

Corrigan Affair by the succeeding administration did it finally slip into the pages of
hiçtory. Today, despite its obvious importance in 1850sCanada, the Comgan Affair is
hgely forgotten. At best it has become a sidebar of history, dealt with within a couple
of pages, if at allP
There are several reasons why the Corrigan Affair developed into a nation-wide
scandai. First, the fact that Comgan was an Iriçh Protestant who had been attacked by a
group of ùish Catholics allowed for the exploitation of the Comgan Affair dong ethno-

religious lines. In Saht-çylvestre, the furore surrounduig Comgan's murder developed
according to traditional Irish faction lines: Catholic versus Protestant. Thus, the
Comgan Affair provides an example of the transferral of Irish culture to Canada. This is
further emphasised by the existence of both the Orange Order and the Ribbonmen in the
Saint-Sylvestre area.

On the national stage, the Comgan Affair added to an already volatile political
situation. Ethno-religious tensions had been fanned with a seemingly never-ending
debate surrounding the establishment of a separate school system for Catholics in

.

-

For discussions of the incident, s e Dent, The Lasf Fort~Years, 333-7; J. M. S. Careless,
Brown of the Globe, Vol. One: The Voice of U p e r Canada, 1818-1859 (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada,
1959), 2145;Careless, The Union ofthe Canadas, 198-202;Hereward Senior, Orangeisrn: The
Canadian Phase (Montréal: McGraw-HiU Ryerson, 1972), 51,55,745; Michael S. Cross, '"The Laws
Are Like Cobwebs': Popular Resistance to Authority in Mid-Nineteenth Century British North
America," Lmo in a Colonial Society: The Nova Scotia Expience, ed. Peter B. Waite, Sandra Oxner,
and Thomas Barnes (Toronto: Carswell, 1984), 116-18; D. Aidan McQuillan, "Beaurivage: The
Development of an lrish Ethnic ldentity in Rural Quebec, 1820-1860," The Untold S t q : The It.ish in
Canada, Vol. 1, ed. Robert O'Driscoll and Lorna Reynolds (Toronto: Ceftic Arts, 1988), 267-8.
Indeed, a local history celebrating the 150" anniversary of Saint-Sylvestre's founding, published
in 1978, makes only one fleeting reference to the murder of Corrigan. JulienBilodeau, SaintSylvestre se raconte, 1828-1978 (Ste-Marie, QC: Le comité des recherches historiques, 1978), 122.
Moreover, a quick survey of recent pre-Confederation Canadian history texk reveâls no mention
of the Corrigan Affair whatever. Margaret Conrad, Alvin Finkel and CorneLius Jaenen, The
Histmy of the Canadian Peoples, Vol. 1: Beginnings to 1867(Toronto: Copp Ciark Pitman, 1993);R.
Douglas Francis and Donald B. Smith,Origins: Canadian Hisfory to Confiderafion, 3* ed. (Toronto:
Harcourt Brace, 1996);J. L. Finlay and D.N.Sprague, The Structure of Canadian History, 5* ed.
(Scarborough:Prentice Hall Myn and Bacon Canada, 1997).
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Upper Canada. George Brown, the outspoken editor of the Toronto Globe and a
prominent opposition leader, was adamant that there be no sudi systea These tensions
were further exacerbated when Governor Sir Francis Bond Head made some rather
unfortunate remarks about the superiority of the "British race" while delivering a
speech in Hamilton5 The Comgan Affair played into these tensions. Comgan waç abIe
to transcend his Lrishness as he was reconstnibed by the Anglo-Protestant press of
Lower Canada in the image of "John Bull",the dtimate v b o l of British manlùiess.
Moreover, the social construction of Catholics as the "Other" in mid-nineteenth c e n w
Canada allowed the Comgan Affair to develop dong eho-religious lines, irrespective
of the Irishness of the principal actors of the affair.
These ethno-religious tensions were heightened when the men accused of
murdering Comgan were able to elude arrest with relative ease due to the tight
community solidarity of the Irish Catholic population of Saint-Sylvestre. In conjunction
with these bonds of communify solidarity the weakness of the state at the local level

worked in the favour of the accused men.The responçe of the state was limited by the

inability of the magistracy and the other law enforcement mechaniSm to mount a
sustained and effective campaign to arrest the accused men
The final reason why the Corrigan Affair developed into a nation-wide scanda1
was the maMer in which Comgan was atlacked at the county fair. He waç ambushed
by a gang of men and severely beaten. The attack was the culmination of a long-ninning
feud between Comgan and Palri& "Big" O'Neill, one of his attackers, over who was the
better man.This attack contravened notions of nineteenth century rnanliness, and this
point was not lost on the editors of the Anglo-Protestant press. They denounced

5 Dent,

The Last Forty Yem, 33243; Careless, The Union of the Canadas, 196-203.

Corrigan's deged attackers for their cowardliness, as they had failed to follow the
sbichires of the "rough" f o m of manliness that existed in m a l cornmunities.

AIthough the INh were the largest non-Canadien6 ethnic group in Canada for
much of the nineteenth century,' a large degree of clkrhimtion and hostility existed

towardç them, especially the Catholicç. This, however, was hardly a phenornenon

unique to Canada. As Ronald Hyam,Dale Knobel, and Scott See have each noted, antiIrish sentiment was characteristic of the entire Anglo-Atlantic world? InCanada, as
weU as elsewhere, the INh, especidy the Catholics, were considered by the domiriant
Anglo-Protestant population to be primitive, süll half tnbespeople.9 They were seen as
violent social thugs, predisposed to the drink and violence, not to mention criminal
activity in generdlo Thiç stereotype has been perpetuated into the twentieth century

.

1use the ierm "Canadien" instead of the more conventional "French Canadians" because
by the time of the Corrigan Affair, the French population of Lower Canada had been settled for
over two centuries. By the mid-nineteenth century, they had devefoped a culture and a language
that was indigenous to Lower Canada, having been modified from the original French by their
experknces in the Canadian context Thus, they were no longer "French" but "Canadien."
7 If should be noted, however, that Catholics made up the mînority of the Irish in Canada.
Donald Haman Akenson, Beittg Had: Hisforians, Evidence and the Irish in North America (Port
Credit, ON: P. D. Meany, 1985), 82; Donald A. WSon, The Irish in Canada (Ottawa: Canadian
Historical Association, 1989), 9-11.
Indeed, Hyam has reconstnicted the "racial" hierarchy under which the British, at Ieast,
operated. Not sqrisingly, it saw the British at the top, with the I N h Catholics on a par with the
Asian and African peoples, that iç to Say, at the bottom. Ronald Hyam, Britain's Impm'al Chtuy,
1850-1914: A Shzdy of Empire and Expansion (New York: Bames and Noble, 1976), 39; Dale T.
Knobel, Paddy and the Republic: EthniQfyand Nationality in Anfebellum America (Middletown, CT:
Wesleyan University Press, 1986), 73-8; Scott W. See, Riots in Nao Brunswick: Orange Natiuism and
Social Violence in the 1840s (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994), 67-8.
9 H. Clare Pentland, Labour and îapifal in Canada, 1650-1850,ed. Paul Phillips (Toronto:
James Lorimer & Co., Ltd., 1980),105.
l0 Indeed, in investigating a rash of crimes in the Sherbrooke area in the early 1850s
thought to be caused by the large numbers of Irish Catholic nawies working on the Grand TNnk
Railway, stipendiary magistrate Ralph Johnson (who was later to serve in Saint-Sylveshe d u M g
the Comgan Affair) dixovered that in most cases, although the navvies had been accused of
Johnson concluded,
committing crimes, they were, in fab innocent "In the eyes of too ma*'
"their offense seerns to be that they are Irishmen and Catholics." J. 1. Little, State and Society in
Transition: The Politics of Instifufianal R e f m in the Easim T m s h i p s , 183&7852 (Montr6al and
Kingston: McGill-Queen'sUniversity Press,1997),73-8; see &O, See, Riots in New Brunswick, 32,
65.

and c m be found in the works of historians such as Clare Pentland and Michael Cross,
who have characterked Irish Catholics as an inherently violent people.11 Whiie this
stereotype may have been more fiction than fad, it remains that it was real to many
Canadians in the nineteenth century. In Canada,Irish Catholicç continued to fall victim

to "racial" stereotypes. UnWe their Catholic compatriots, INIiProtestants were able to
integrate themselves into Anglo-Protestant Canadian society. The fact that Irish
Protestants shared a religion, and in many cases, an ethnic background,with the AngIoProtestants of Canada certtinly did not hurt their cause.12 Moreover, the ultra-Protestant
Orange Order was able to make itself attractive to large numbers of non-INh
Protestants in Canada, M e r easing the integration of Irish Protestants into Angle

Canadian society.13 White Orange/ Green confrontations and riotç were not an
uncornmon occurrence in the mid-nineteenth century, it was the Irish Catholics, more so

l1 H. Clare Pentland, "The Lachine Canal Sûike of 1843," Canadian Historical Revirn, 29,3
(1948): 255-77; Michael S. Cross, "The Shiners' War: Social Violence in the Ottawa V d e y in the
IBOS," Canadian Hisfmical Reoiew, 54,1(1973): 1-26; Pentland, Labour and Capital, 191-9. For a
scathing critique of the antitiIrishstereotyping of Pentland, see Akenson, Being Had, 77-108.
Akenson, in defending the Irish in Canada, has been too generous to Canadian society. In
pointing out that the Iegal restrictions against Catholics that exiçted in the United Kingdom were
not applicable in Canada, Akenson argues that there were no impediments to Wh, Catholic or
Protestant, integration into Canadian society. Akenson tends to dismiss or ignore studies that
suggest otherwiçe. See, Teny Copp, The Anaiomy of Poverty: The Conditions of the Wolking Class of
Montreal, 1867-7929 (Toronto: McClelIand and Stewart; 1974), 15-29; Michael B. Katz, The People of
Hamilfun, Canada West: Family and Class in a Mid-Ninefeenfh Centir y City (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1975), 3,256,62-6,138,163-4,172-3,1834,284-90;
T. W. Acheson,
Saint John: The Making ofan Urban Colonial C m u n i t y (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1985), 67-114; Akenson, Being Had, 86; Glenn J. Lockwood, "Succes and the Doubtfd Image of
Irish Immigrants in Upper Canada," The Untold Stoy, ed. O'DriscolI and Reynolds: 319-42; Julian
Gwyn, "The Irish in the Nappannee River Valley: Camden East Township, 1851-81," The Untold
Stoy, ed. CYDriscoll and Reynolds: 355-77;J. K. Johnson, Becoming Prorninenf: Regional Leadership
in Upper Canada, 1791-1840 (MonMa1 and Kingston: McGilI-Queen's University Press, 1989), 80119,167-238; See, Riots in New Bmnswick, 43-70,147-61.
l2 Many Irish Protestants were of lowland Scots descent, as many Iowland Scots re-settled
in Ulster after the "conquesi" of Ireland in the seventeenth century.
13 Cecil J. Houston and William J. Smyth, The Sash Canada Wme:A Histmical Geography of
the Orange Order in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980), 9-10; Gregory S. Kealey,
Toronto Wmkers Respond fo Indusfrial Caplfalism, 1867-1892 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1991 (1980)), 98,102; See, Riots in New Brunswick, Tl-111.

than their Protestant coimterparts, who felt the brunt of social outrage at the rio&. This

was due to what amounted to an Orange monopoly on the state's legal structure in
some communities.i4

Irish Catholics were discriminated against, not only due to their ethniaty, but
also their religion. Though the Test Acts, which preduded Catholic participation in
political Me in Uie United Kingdom, were no longer applicable to Canada after the
passing of the Québec Act in 1774,'s the sentiment behind them conünued to emigrate to
Canada. In an exhaustive study, J. K. Johnson discovered that beng both Irish and
Catholic was certainly not conducive to achieving stahis and prosperity.16 Catholicism
was seen as objectionablefor a variety of reasons, most of them based upon the fact that

in Canada, as in the United Kingdom and the United States, the Catholic population
tended to make up the poorest sectors of sotiety; therefore they were seen as lazy and
indolent louts.17 Furthemore, Catholics were seen as owing their primary allegiance not
to the British throne, but to the pope, a "foreign prince," as some referred to him Thus,
Catholics were seen as a potential semrity threat to Britain and its colonies by some of

the more zealous members of the Protestant cornmunity.

In mid-Victorh Canada, Catholics were constructed by the Anglo-Protestant
élite as the social group of "Other." The category of "Other" is essential to the
consciousness of "Self." Indeed, as French theorist Simone de Beauvoir has argued, "no
Cify B yund: A Histoy of hrepean, Birfhpluce of Canada's Capital, 179214 Bruce S. Elliott,
1990 (Nepean, ON: City of Nepean, 1990), 70-1; See, Riofs in New Brunswick, 71-111
lf JohnA. Dickinson and Brîan Young, A Short Histmy of Quebec, 2nd ed. (Toronto: Copp
Clark Pitman, 1993), 54-5.
l6 Indeed, Johnsonfound that of 238 Members of the House of Assembly in Upper
Canada in the period between 1791 and 1841,only eleven could be positively identified as Irish
Catholics. Moreover, no more than twenty of the 238 were Catholics. Johnson, Becorning
Prominenf, 167-238.
17 J. R. Miiier, "Anti-CatholicThought in Victorian Canada," Gmadian Hisforica! Reuîew,
66,4 (1985),478; See, Riots in New Brunswick,613.

one group ever sets itself up as the [Self] without at once setting up the Other over
Catholics
against itself."'8 While Anglo-Protestan&defined themselves as the "SV',
were created as the category of the "Other." They were defined more by what they were

nof as compared to what the Anglo-Protestants m e . The construction of Catholics as
the "Other" had three effects. Firçt, it justified the exclusion of Catholics, especidy the
Irish, from the political, economic, and social élite of Canada.19 Second, it dowed for
generaüsations to be made from the specific. In other words, the actions of a parti&
member or mefnbers of the "Other" group could be generalised to become a
characteristic of that "Other" group in general." Third, little ailowance was made for
ethnic differences wifhin thk category. To many members of the Anglo-Protestant
population of Canada, there was no difference between Irish and Canadien Catholics,
despite the wide divergence in linguistic backgrounds of the two groups, as well as their
tendency to collide just as often as they CO-operated.
While it is hue that we cm not ignore the fact that the "villains" of the Comgan

Affair were Irish Catholic, it is just as important that the "victim"was Irish Protestant.

l8Simone de Beauvoir, ïïze Second Sex, tram. H. M. Pxshley (New York: Vintage Books,
1989 (1952)), xxiii. See also, Kay J. Anderson, Vancouver's Chinafaun: Racial Discourse in Canada,
1875-1980 (Montréaland Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1991), 15-17.
19 WhiIe it i
s m e that in Lower Canada, e s p e d y , Canadiens were not omitted from the
colonial élite, per se, it is also true that Canadiens, dong with Irish Catholics, made up a
disproportionate amount of the lower classes of Lower Canada. Copp, The Anaforny ofPmerfy, 1529; Dickinson and Young,A Shorf Hisfory of Quebec, 114-15,124,128. In the case of the Irish,wMe
men such as Lewis Thomas Dnimmond and Thomas D'Arcy McGee were able to attain positions
of political power in Canada, despite k i n g both Irish and Catholic, such men were few.
Moreover, it could be argued that men such as Drummond and McGee served a purpose for their
political bosses, as they delivered the Irish vote. When they lost their abiiity to do so, they were
quickly and unceremoniously discarded by their former political allies. J. 1. Littie, "Dnunmond,
Lewis Thomas, " Dictionmy of Canndian Biography, Vol. XI (Toronto:University of Toronto Press,
1982), 281-3; William G. Davis, "Thomas D'Arcy McGee:Irish Founder of the Canadian Nation,"
The Unfold S f q ed. O'Driscoll and Reynolds, 463.
Tina Loo, Making Law, Order, and Au fhority in British Columbia,1821-1871 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1994), 140.

In Saint-Sylvestre, this dowed t h e affair to exploit traditional Irish faction deavages?
Tensions between Protestants and Catholics were endemic to Iris'n society. Catholics in
Ireiand had a long tradition of violent resiçtance to Briüsh d e and the accompanying
Protestant a~endancy.zThe Protestants, for their part, responded to this Catholic threat
with a g e o n rnentality. Indeed, the Orange Order and other Protestant vigilante

groups can trace their roots back to this garrison mentality, as the Protestants felt that

they needed a means of protecting themselves from Irish Catholic secret societies? It
should not be surprising that these hostilities were brought acroçs the Atlantic when the

Irish emigrated. In shidying the Orange/ Green riots that occurred in Saint John, New
Brunswick during the 1840s,Scott See has argued that it would be f a d e to suggest that
t h e conflict between the two groups of Irish was simply a continuation of

Irish culture

on Canadian soil, as the two groups of Irish had CO-existedpeacefully in Saint John for
several decades before the riots of the 1840s. Accordhg to S e , t h e violence in Saint John
was more to do with indigenous Canadiancauses than with ones native to Ireland."
That the violence in Saint John did break out dong Irish faction lines, however, suggests
Parkin, Phillpotts, Delisle to Terrill, 23 March 1857, JLAC,Vol. 15, Appendix 45.
Anonymous, The Mysteries of Ireland Giving A Graphic and FaithfulAccount of the Insh
Secret Societies, and Their Plots From the Rebellion of 2798, tu the Year 1883 (London: The Bookçellers,
18û4);Michael Beames, "Rural Confiict in Pre-Famine Ireland: Peasant Assassinations in
Tipperary, 1837-1847," Past and Present, 81 (1978): 75-91; Samuel Clark and James S. Donnelly, Jr.,
"Introduction to Part 1: The Tradition of Violence," Irish Peasants: Violence and Political Unrest, ed.
Samuel Clark and James S. Donnelly, Jr. (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1983):2536; Paul E. W. Robert, "Caravats and Shanavests: Whiteboyism and Faction Fighting in East
Munster, 1802-11,'' lrish Peasants, ed. Clark and Donnelly: 64-101; David Dickson, "Taxation and
Disaffection in Late-Eighteenth Century Ireland," Irish Peasnnts, ed. Clark and DonnelIy: 102-41.
23 çenior, Orangeiçm, 1-12; Peter Gibbon, "The Origins of the Orange Order and the
United Irishmen: A Study in the sociology of revolution and conter-revolution," Economy and
Society, 7,2 (1972): 134-63; Maureen WalI, "The Whiteboys," Semet Societies in Ireland, ed. T.
Desmond Wiiliams ( D u b k Gill and Macmillan, 1973): 13-25; Joseph Lee, "The Ribbonmen,"
Secret Societies, ed. Williams: 26-35; T. Desmond WUiams, "The Irish RepubIican Brotherhood,"
Secret Societies, ed. Williams:13û-49; Houston and Smyth, The Sash Canada Wore, 8-14; Liz C d ,
The Cause of Ireland: From the United lrishmen to Partition (Belfast Beyond the Pale Publications,
1994),1-37.
22

that the old country tensions had not been eniirely forgotten It is likely that the riots in

Saint John were the result of a combination of these two factors: the continuation of Irish
culture as well as indigenous Canadian causes.
Likewise, in Saint-Sylvestre relations between the two groups of INhin the
years between initial settlement and the murder of Comgan appear to have b e n
relatively amicable. Nonetheless, an Orange Lodse had d t e d in nearby Leeds

Township since at least the mid-1830s, drawing some of its membership from the
As well, a Ribbon Lodge had been founded in SaintProtestants of Saint-Sylvesfre.~

Sylvestre around 1840, partially as a response to an aggressive 12h of July march by the
Leeds Orangemen.26 The existence of both an Orange Lodge and the Ribbonmen tend to
suggest that the old hïsh tensions had not been enürely forgotten in Saint-Sylvestre.
Moreover, the magnitude of the hostilities that erupted in the wake of Corrigan's
rnurder, dong with the existence of these secret societies, suggests that Irish culture had
been successfully transferred to Canadian soil.
While tensions in Saint-Sylvestre emerged dong Irish faction h e s , this was not
the case at the national level. Quebec's newspaper editors cowtructed Comgan as "John

Bull," the dtimate British manifestation of rnanliriess. Such a construction tends to
suggest that, at least in death, Comgan was able to transcend his INhness, becoming
British in the eyes of the newspaper editors and their readership. Moreover, this

24 See,

Riofs in New Brunswick,10.

Thomas WaIker, Hugh Russell, Father JohnO'Grady,
Inquity inio the Denth ofRobert Comgan and the Impmfidity of Laurent Piquet, Justice of the Peace
Pereafter cited as " C m g a n Inquiy"), Depositions and Proceedings Relnfed to the Deafh of Robert
C m g a n (hereafter cited as "Conigan Depositiuns"), Canada East-Provincial ÇecTetarfs Office,
numbered correspondencefiles, file 49 of 1855, RG4 Cl, N a t i o d Archives of Canada; Laurent
Pâquet, Magishate, to ~eorge-ÉtienneCartier, Saint-Sylvestre,2 January1856, JLAC, Vol. 14,
Appendix 42.
26 Testiinony of John O'Farrell, Thomas Walker, Hugh Russell, Father John O'Grady,
C m i p n Inquiy.
25 Testimony of JohnO'FarrelI,

renmstmction of Comgan &O demonstrates the assimilability of Iziçh Protestants into
Anglo-Protestant Canadian society. Thus the Comgan Affair developed on the national
stage more as a struggle between Cathoiics and Protestants than dong Irish faction

lines.
While it is tme that discrimination &ted against Irish CathoLics in Canada,
Irish Catholics, at least those who lived in Saint-Sylvestre, were just as suspicious of

other groups in Canadian society. Not oniy were they wary of the Anglo-Protestant and

C a d i e n poopulations, they were suspicious of the state as well. No doubt this suspicion
was part of the culture brought across the Atlantic. While a detailed study of these
tendencies in the Irish context is lacking, the accepted argument seems to be that antis t h m was due to the ethno-religious differences between governors and govemed in
Ireland.27 It is not enough,however, to blame anti-statist tendencies of the INh
Catholics in Canada upon the Irish context Rural comrnunities in general, not just those
populated by the Irish, tended to express hos*

towards outside interference into

what they considered to be the intemal affairç of the community. Instead, they preferred
to settle such disputes through their own traditional law-ways.28 The Comgan Affair

-

Such an interpretation seems to be a given in the Irish context, as in any colonial
setting. P. S. O'Hegarty, Hisfonj of Ireland Under fize Union, 1801-1922 (London: Methuen, 1952), 125. Recently, however, Marxist historians have questioned this nationalist interpretation and have
argued that the hostility of the Catholic popufation of Ireland to the Protestant ruling cIass was
based more upon class differences than upon ethno-religious ones. Gibbon, "The Origins of the
Orange Order"; Curtis, The Cause of Ireland, 1-12; Beames, "Rural Conflict," 77-9;Kealey, Toronfo
WorkersRespond, 102.
28 Keith Wrightson, "Two concepts of order: justices, constables, and jurymen in
seventeenth-century England," An Ungovernable Peuple: The English and fheir law in the seuenfeenth
and eighteenfh cenfurieç, ed. John Brewer and John StyIes (London: Hutchùlson, 1980): 21-46; Bryan
D. Palmer, "Discordant Music: Charivari and Whitecapping in Nineteenth Century North
America," Labour/Le Trauailhr 3 (1978): 5-62; E. P. Thompson, "The Sale of Wives," Cusfoms in
Commun: Studies in Tradifional Populm Culture (New York: The New Press, 1991): 404-66; E. P.
Thompson, "Rough Music," Customs in Cornmon: 467-538; Man Greer, "From Folklore to
Revolution: Charivaris and the Lower Canadian Rebeiiion of 1837," Historical Perspectives on Lmu
and Society in Canada, ed. Tina Loo and Lorna R. McLean (ïoronto: Copp Clark Longman, 1994):

was an example of this. M e r warrants were issued for the arrest of the men a c w e d of

murdering Comgan, the local Irish Catholic community dosed ranks around the
accused men and shielded them from arrest.
Along with benefiting from the solidanty of the INIiCatholic community, the
accused murderers were able to exploit the weéhess of the state at the local Ievel. The
state's representatives in the community were unable, even uiwilling, to mount and
sustain an attempt to arrest the accused men. The ineffectiveness of the local

representatives of the state emphasises that the state cannot be looked upon as a
t
monolithic entity. Indeed, according to sociologist Bruce Curtis, the state c a ~ obe
looked upon as an object at all. Echoing Phillip Abrams, Curtis argues that "[wle
cm.. .see that particular groups and classes draw upon the capaaties of the state system

in the interests of organizing the political subjection of others." The state, then, is a

process, a "transient constellation of institutions and groups drawing upon quite
different resources in pursuit of different and even conflicting objectives.""

One of these transient institutions was the rural magistracy. AlIan Greer has
noted that the unpaid magistracy operated largely without any sort of administrative
controls upon it.30 Th& lack of adininishative controlç was recognised as a problem by
Lord Durham kbis report on the 1837-8 Rebellions, and he conduded that the

35-54; Ren6 Hardy, "Le charivari dans l'espace qu6bécois," Espace e f Cuhre/Space and Culture, ed.
(Ste-Foy,QC:Les Presses de l'université Laval, 1995):175Serge Courville and Normand +in
86; Donald Fyson, "Criminal Justice, Civil Society and the Local State:The Justices of the Peace in
the District of Montrkal, 1764-1830" (Universitk de Montrkal, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
1995),347-57; Little, State and Society,83-128.
29 Bruce Curtis, "Working Past the Mythical Abstraction: Abrams and Foucault on State
and Govemment," Cahiers d'Histoire, 17,l-2 (1997),10,12; Ged Martin, "The State in Canada:
Attempting a Review," Cahiers d'Histiore, 17'1-2 (1997),147.
30 A h Greer, "The Birth of the Police in Canada," Colonial kuiathan: State Fmtion in
Canada, ed. AUan Greer and Iaxi Radforth (Toronto:University of Toronto Press, 1992), 18.

magistracy was M t next to useless as a result.31 Recently, Donald Fyson has challenged

this notion Fyson has argued that the rural magistracy was quite effective in the District
of Montréal in the pre-RebeUion period. Fyson, though, points out that magisirates often
preferred meam of settling disputes that did not depend upon the offiad involvement

of the state.32 Whether one agrees with Fyson or Greer i t remainç that the magistracy,
though cenhally appointed, operated according to local contingencies. A magistrate had
to balance c a r M y the interests of the state with those of the community in order to

perform properly the taskç of hiç office.33 Moreover, as non-salaried offici&,
nagishates were dependent upon the community in whidi they lived and served in

order to earn their heiihood. Two of the magistrates in Saint-Sylvestre a t the time of the
Corrigan Affair, Laurent Pâquet and Thomas Walker, were merchants. Furthemore,
Pâquet operated a sawmiU and held extensive agricultural holdings.% Pâquet and
Walker both e m e d their livings from these ventures, and in order to ensure that they

31 For a summation of Durham's argument, see Allan Greer, The Patriots and the People:
The Rebellion 1837in Rural Loww Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), 93-4; Little,
Stafe and Society, 47-50.
32 Fyson, "Criminal Justice," 30-2,347-57. See &O, Susan Lewthwaite, "Violence, Law,
and Community in Upper Canada," Essays in the Histmj of Canadian Lm: Vol. 5: C h e and
Criminal Justice, ed. Jim Phillips, Tina Loo, and Susan Lewthwaite (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, f994), 362-4; Tina Loo, "'A Delicate Game': The Meaning of Law on Grouse Creek," BC
Studies, 96 (1992-3), 41-3; Loo, Making Law, Order, and Authody, 125-7. Indeed, a magistrate in
British Columbia once settled a dispute over a mining daim by having the hvo belligerents race
from the steps of the courthouse to the disputed ground, with the winner of the race being
declared the winner of the dispute as well. Moreover, this unconventional measure was accepted
as just by both parties, including the loser. Loo, Making Law, Order, and Aufhm'fy, 127.
33 For discussions on this topic, see Wrightson, "Two concepts of order," 21-6; Greer, "The
Birth of the Police," 18; Loo, "'A Delicate Game,"' 41-3; Greer, The Patnofs and the People, 91-100;
Lewthwaite, "Violence, Law, and Community," 362-4; Fyson, "Criminal Justice," 347-57.
34 Canada, Recensement 7851, Canada Est, Sainf-Syluestre; testimony of Thomas Walker,
Cmgan Inquiy; Arthur Caux, "Le Recensement de 1851 dans la seigneurie de Beaurivage: StGilles et St-Sylvestre," Bulletin des recherches hisfonques, 58,2 (1952),89; Bilodeau, Saint-Sylvestre,
rnap insert between pp. 248-9.

continued to be patronised, they had to perforrn their duties as magiskates with
disaetion"
It was not only at the level of the magistracy where the weakness of the state
could be seen-Both Greg Marquis and Donald Fyson have noted that the court system
could become a tool in the han& of the criminalc al jury, as the jury pursued interests
of its own that did not necessarily coincide with t hose of the rest of the court systen
Accordhg to Marquis, it was through the petty jury that the common people could
express their voice in the process of justice dispensation, therefore adding their own
legitimacy to the process.~The Comgan Affair provides an example of this
phenornenon, as a jury comprised of common people from Québec exercised its
opportunity to add legitimacy to the process by acquitting the men accused of
murdering Comgan.
Just as important to the Comgan Affair as ethno-religious issues and
community-state relations were notions of manliness. In construaing Comgan in the

image of "John BulI", the newspaper editors raised the spectre of an ideal manüness.3 It

is important to note here the difference, at least in the nineteenth century context,
between the ternis "masculinity" and "manlùiess.' Gai1 Bederman has argued that
"masculinity" was not a term in common usage before 1890. Instead, it was "manliness"
that men possessed. This is not to Say, however, that the t e m are interdiangeable, that
today's "masculinity" is the nineteenth century's "manliness." "Manliness", unlike

"rnasculinity", carried with it a moral dimension; to be manly was to follow a code

s5 See Lewthwaite, "Violence, Law, and Community," for an elaboration of this point.
36 Greg Marquis, "Doing Justice to 'British Justice': Law, Ideology and Canadian
Historiogaphy," Gmndian Perspectives on Lnu and Society: Issues in Legai Histury, ed. B q Wright
and Wesley Pue (Ottawa:Carleton UniversiS, Press, 1988), 50; Fyson, "Criminal Justice," 3334.
37 Quebec Mercuy,1 November 1855

which encompassed a l l that Victorians admired in men38 "Mascdhity", on the other
hand, is not simply a mord code. Rather, "mascdhity", according to R. W. ConneIl, is a
concept used to describe the "male role", and is variable according to time, place, and
cultural setong.39 Bedemian's concept of "manliness", on the other hand is h i t e d to
the Victorian era in the Anglo-Atlantic world; it is a specific concept." It is &O essential
to note the class-basis of definitions of Manliness; middle- and working- dass men were
expected to conform to different ide&. In the nineteenth century, working- class men

adhered to a brand of manliness that was "rough" and celebrated physical prowess.
Middle-class manliness, on the other hand, was "respectable", and celebrated
intelledual ability, industry, and sobnety.41

In the case of the Comgan Affair, we are left in a rather diffidt position, as it
involves men who were neither of the bourgeoisie, nor were they working-class. The
study of gender, especially as it relates to men, is a relatively recent phenomenon in
historiography, and as of yet, very little has been done on the codes of manliness in

rural areas, aside from an abundance of studies on the old American south. These
studies, however, tend to focus on the gentry and their penchant for fighting duels, or
else the peculiar form of fighting k n o m as "rough and tumble", which was
characteristic of the old southem backcountry.42 The models of manliness characteristic

38 Gai1 Bederman, Manliness and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the
United Stafes, 1880-1917 (Chicago:University of Chicago Press, 1995),17-18.
s9 R.W. CorneII, Masculinities (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 1995), 28-30.
* Thus, f will use the term "manliness" instead of "masculinity."
41 Bederman, Manliness and Civilizafion, 17-18.
42 This phenomenon is interesthg that in "rough and tumble", the combatants fought in a
manner that would not generally have been acceptable, accordùig to the codes of manliness, in
other parts of the Anglo-Atlanticworld. In "rough and tumble", one was encouraged, or rather
expected, to use one's thumbnails, which the combatants grew to exceedingly long 1engt.sand
then sharpened, to scratch and gouge one's opponent. Combatantswere &O encouraged to bite
their opponenb and to pull his hair. The ultimate goal w& to remove one's opponenfs eyeball, or
else bite off either his nose or ear. EUiott J. Gom,"'Gouge and Bite,Pull Hair and Scratch': The

of the old American south, whether gentry or backccunhy, were not p;trticularly
applicable to mid-nineteenth century rural Canada. By the 1850s,duelling was no
longer an option in Canada; Cedia Morgan niggests that this may have b e n related to
shifting ide& of bourgeois d

y honour and "gentlemanliness."* In any case,

duelling was not a custom of the popular classes. Likewise, "rough and tumble" was
never really an option in Canada.44
The problem, then, is what to do with the codes of manüness in Saint-Sylvestre.
Clearly, they do not fit into a bourgeois construction of manliness. As mentioned above,
working-class manliness was "rough", it celebrated traits and characteristics thaï were
not compatible with bourgeois manliness. As Bederman has pointed out, institutions

such as the tavern and music hall were celebrated, as were characteristics such as
physical prowess, fighting, pugnacity, and sexuality.45 Moreover, Celia Danysk has
pointed out that in an agridturd community, notions of d e s s were dosely
entwined with the nature of work. Agricultural work was phyçically demanding and
required physical dexterity, strength, and starnina-46Thus, it codd be argued that this
"rough" working-class manliness can also, at least to some degree, be applied to the
men involved in the Comgan Affair.

Social Significance of Fighting in the Southem Backcountry," A~nericanH i ~ f ~ cMezut
al
90,l
(1985): 1-3.
43 Cecilia Morgan, "'In Search of the Phantom Misnamed Honour': Duelling in Upper
Canada," Canadian Histwical Rariewt 76,4 (1995), 561-2.
44 There i
s some evidence, however, that "rough and tumble" was practiced in the Upper
Ottawa Valley during the 1820s. Edward Ailan Talbot, "Recreational Violence," The Upper Ottma
Valley fo 1855: A Collection of Documents, ed.Richard M. Reid (Toronto:The Champlain Society,
1990), 38-9; Morgan, '"In Search of the Phantom,"' 553-4.
Ilf Bederman, Manliness and Ciuilizafion, 17.
* Celia Danysk, Hired Hands: Labour and the Dmeloprnent of Prairie Agrimlturet 1880-1930
(Toronto: McCleUand and Stewart, 1995), 748.

The Comgan Affair involved notions of violence and manliness. Violence was a
part of the way of Me in rural agricultura.1communities in nineteenth century Canada.

This violence emerged out of the tensions associated with the diverse national and
religious identities of the people who lived in these dose-knit communities. Moreover,
the nature of work in an agriculkral community required a good deal of strength and
starnina. Violence was used to seale disputes in the community. Furthemore, a certain
degree of it was also recreationd That is, it was ritualised violence among men as they

battled for the Bght to call themselves the best man in the community.

Previous accounts of the Comgan Affair have either been based upon faulty
information, rnisinterpreted the events of the affair, or have been concemed primarily
with its effect upon the national political scene. Arthur Caux, in 1950, was the first to

provide an historical account of the Corrigan Affair, but his information is seriously
flawed. He has confused Robert Corrigan with Hugh Comgan, whom he claims was an
Orangeman from neighbouring Leeds Township.47 While there was a Hugh Comgan
who Iived in the area, he was an Irish Catholic who lived in Saint-Sy1vestre." Robert
Comgan, on the other hand, has never been positively identified as an Orangeman,
though it appears that he did attend at least a couple of meetings of the Leeds Orange
Lodge.49 At any rate, Robert Comgan lived in Saint-Sylvestre, not Leeds. Basing his
interpretation upon Caux's archival work, Aidan McQuillan is guilty of the sarne

47 Arthur Caux, "Une exposition agricôIe qui tourne mal," Bulletin des recherches
h i ~ t ~ q u e56,lO-12
s,
(1950), 230.
* Tesümony of Matthew Hopkins, Judge's Notes on fhe Evidence in the case of The Queen us.
R. Kelly, et al. On Trialfor the Murder of Robert C m g a n ai Quebec, F e b t u q 1856 (hereafter cited as
"The Quem v. R. Kelly, et al."), Cvnigan Depositions.
49 Testimony of Thomas Walker, Cmrigan Inqui y;Philippe Sylvain, "L'Affaire CorRgan à
Saint-Sylvestre, " Cahiers dis Dix, 42 (1979), 133.

mistakes, indudingIamongst others' a &identification

of the fatal blow on ComgansO

J. M. S. Careless, moreover, incorrdy identifies Robert as Edward Comgan Careless
also over-simplifies the trial proces, daimuig that the evidence "seemed plain enough"

- that the accused were guiity.51 As we shall see, there were several different versions of
Comgan's murder presented at the trial, and it is not at all dear that the men acmed of
cormnitting the crime were actudy guilty. Careless, moreover, onIy de& 6 t h the
Comgan Affair in terms of its consequences upon the national political scene.52 This is
similar io the approach taken by Philippe Sylvain. Sylvain argues, and rightly sol that
some historim who have looked at the Corrigan Affair have tended to refuse to see the
affair as anythuig more than Irish sectarian violence, employing the usual stereotypes.53
Michael Cross, in his article "'The Laws Are Like Cobwebs': Popular Resistance to
Authority in Mid-Nineteenth Centwy British North America," is anxious to present the
Comgan Affair in ternis of a Marxht analysis of state formation Thus,he argues that
the resistance offered by the Irish Catholic coxnrnUNty of Saint-Sylvestre to the state's
attempts to arrest the men accused of murdering Corrïgan was based solely upon class:

the oppressed common people of Saint-Sylvestre versus the oppressive state.9 In doing
so, Cross completely ignores the ethno-religious basis of the development of the

Corrigan Affair.

McQuiilan claims that Corrigan died of a fractured skull. in reality, Corrigan's skull
was merely bruised, not cracked. Moreover, he died of an internal stomach injwy. McQ~illan~
"Beaurivage," 267; testimony of Jean-Antoine Panet, C m g a n Inqui y;testimony of Dr. Fr#mont
The Queen v. R. Kelly, et al.; Quebec Murning Chronicle, 14 February 1856.
51 Careless, Brown of the Globe, 214; îareless, Tk Union of the Canadas, 198.
52 Careless, Brown of the Globe,2145; Careless, The Union of the Canadas, 198-202.
53 Careless, The Union of fhe Canadas, 198-202; Sylvain, "L'Affaire Comgan," 125-6.
54 Cross, "TheLaws Are Like Cobwebs"', 116-18.

Th& thesis, on the other hand, argues that ethno-reLigious relations in midnineteenth century Canada were central to the development of the Comgan Affair.
Corrigan was an Irish Protestant attacked and beaten to death by a gang of Irish

Catholics. At the national level, the press reconstructed Comgan as "John Bull", whkh
allowed Comgan to trmcend his Irishness and become British. nius,the Comgan
Affair could be exploited by the Anglo-Protestant media as an issue of Protestants

versus Catholics. In reconstructing Comgan as "John Bull",the newspaper editors were
&O

demonstraüng the greater extent to which Irish Protestants were able to integrate

into Anglo-Canadian Society. Irish Catholics were prevented from doing so due to their
religion, as well as to anti-IrishCatholic stereotypes that emigrated to Canada from the
United Kingdom. These stereotypes were reinforced in the eyes of members of the
Anglo-Protestant population of Canada by the actions of the Irish Catholic comunity

of Saint-Sylvesbe in cdosing ranks around the accuçed murderers and preveniing their
arrest by the state's forces. In Saint-Sylvesixe the Comgan Affair developed dong the

traditional Irish faction lines of Catholics versus Protestants. While there were non-Irish
members of the Protestant community of Saint-Sylvestre it retained an Irish identity
throughout the 1850s. Thus, while the Comgan Affair developed dong religious lines
in Saint-Sylvestre, it did so in the midst of a largely Irish population. Moreover, 1 wül

argue that the men accuçed of murdering Comgan were able to elude arrest for so long
due not only to the solidarity of the Irish Cathoiic community, but also due to the

weakness of the state at the local level.

Lastly, notions of manüness were &O central to the Comgan Affair, from its
genesis as a feud between Comgan and O'Neill, to the beating death of Corrigan in

55 McQdlan,

"Beaurivage," 269.

October 1855. Violence was certainIy not unknown to agriculhual communities such as
Saint-Sylvestre in the nineteenth century, given the physical nature of the work, which
required a good deal of strength and stamina. Fights emerged as men battled over who
was the better man, as Comgan and O'Neillhad done, or in order to defend their
honour. Moreover, the m e r in which Comgan was attacked and beaten at the
agricultural fair contravened the notions of "rough" manliness, at least as it was
understood by the editors of Lower Canada's Anglo-Protestant press.

1have chosen to present the Corrigan Affair in the form of a narrative. Over the

course of the twentieth century, the histoncal narrative has fallen out of favour amongst
historians. Under the attack of structuralists, the traditional historical narrative came to

be seen as an inadequate means of interpreting the events of the past. Structuralists
advocated the study of structures (hence the name), rather than events.56 This emphasis

has been valuable to the study of history as it has allowed us, as historians, to
understand the place of structures, such as class and ethnicity, in history. In

emphasising the role of structures in history, the role of human agency is oftentirnes
downplayed, or outnght neglected. Thus, some theorists have criticised the structural
approach for being both reductionist and detemiinist."
Rather than adopt a structuralist means of analysing the Corrigan Affair, then, 1
have chosen to present it in the form of an analytical histoncal narrative. In doing so, 1
hope to focus on the events of the Comgan Affair, not for their own sake, but to

56 Peter Burke, "History of Events and the Revivd of the Narrative," New Perspectives on
Histdcal Wnfing,ed. Peter Burke (University Park,PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1992):
233-48.
Burke, "History of Events," 236.

illuminate these events in t e m of what they reveal about the d t u r e in whidi they
took place." In a sense, I am writing a micro-history: an analysis of a single event in
history. This is not, however, a dassic micro-history in the sense of Carlo Ginzbmg's nie
Cheese and the Worms." Unlike Ginzburg, I do not feel content with çimply

reconstructing the lives of the actors of the Comgan Affair. At any rate, 1would be
cowtrained by my sources, whidi do not allow such "thick desciiption."M Inçtead, 1
seek to c o ~ e cthe
t Comgan Affair to the processes of ethno-religious relations,
manüness, and comunity-state relationsin mid-nineteenth century Canada. Indeed, it

is in thh sense that the Comgan Affair is most important. Essentially, 1am aguing that
the Comgan Affair did not happen in a vacuum,.

A word, then, about the reconstniction of the narrative. This has been done with
the use of several sources, the most u s e f d of wKch have been the record of testimony
before the government-appointed commission, as weil as the record of testimony taken
by the trial judge at the murder trial in February 1856. The commiçsioners of the inqriiry
questioned scores of wibesses, some central to the Comgan Affair, some involved only

tangentially. These witnesses, however, were involved with the affair at a l l levels, from
the genesis of the feud in Saint-Sylvestre, to the involvement of the state, and the
acquitta1of the accused in February 1856. There is, however, a bias in favour of the latter
two stages of the affair. Moreover, as useful as these testimonies are, just as telling are
the people who have been excluded from giving their version of events. Most

58 Burke, "Historyof
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irnportantly, the voices of the men accuçed of murdering Comgan are absent They did
not take the stand at their rnurder trial, nor did they appear in front of the
commissioners of the inquiry in 1857. The prîmary mandate of the inquiry was to seek
out the evidence and determine how the "miscarriage of justiceffthat the acquitta1 of the
a c c w d men was took place.61 Just as important, the inquj. seems to have been stmck
in order to fix blame for the Comgan Affair. Indeed, there was already a target in mind:

Laurent Pâquet, a Saint-Sylvesbe rnagistrate. IIt is indeed teiling that Paquet was not

summoned to Quebec to present his version of events, though the commissioners heard

rnany witnesses give their version of Pâquet's actions during the Corrigan Affair.
Justice Jean-FrançoisDuval, the presiding judge at the murder tRal, meticulously
transaibed the testimony, verbatim, of nearly every witness brought before him.
Duval's notes can be found appended to the kansaipt of the testimony of the
govemment inquhy As well as Duval's banscript, two Québec newspapers, The

Merai y and The Moming Chronick, both published cornplete records of the trial. There
is very little divergence, if any, between the two newspapers, or between the
newspapers and Duval's notes. The reporters who covered the trial for the various
newspapers d sat together in the courtroom, ofientimes exchanging notes and
coments.62
Needess to Say, more than one witness who appeared in front of Duval and the
cornmissioners c o d t t e d pejury, whether consciously or not. There was, at limes,
wide divergence between what various witnesses said, depending upon where their

-
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61 Testimony of Dunbar Ross, Conigan Inquiy; Parkin, PhillpotG, DelisIe to Terriil, 23
Mar& 1857, JLAC. Vol. 15, Appendix 45.
62 Testimony of James Dunbar, JohnH
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sympathies lay. In reconstrrrcting the narrative, care has been taken to present as
accurate a pidure as possible. Thiç is not to Say, however, that what is presented here is
the "Truth", or even that this was an object of my s e a h The contradictions of the
testimony tell a story in themselves, as do the misshg voices of the people who were
not given a chance to speak either More the court or the commissioners of the inquiry.
These contradictions and exclusions remind the reader that the murder of Robert
Comgan led to highly partisan feelings on the part of the Protestant and CathoIic Irish
in Saint-Sylvestre, as weU as among the Anglophone population of Canada in generd. A

note of caution, then. The version of events of the Comgan Affair offered over the next
eighty-or-so pages is just that, a version, an interpretation of those events.

CHAMER 1: THE BACKGROUND
The parish of Saint-Sylvestre lies some fifiy kiiometres south of Québec in the
woody foothüls of the Appaladllan Mountains. Despite its relative proximity to the old
capital, Saint-Sylvestre remained a rather isolated community throughout the
nineteenth cenhiry. Saint-Sylvestremakes up the southernmost tip of Lotbinière

County, itself largely comprised of the old seigneurie of Saint-Gilles de Beaurivage.
Though a part of the old seigneurie, Saint-Sylvestre's topography and settlement pattern
have more in common with the freehold land of neighbouring Mégantic County to the
south than it does with the rest of Lotbiniere.
The northem part of the seigneurie had been settled as early as 1736 when it was
opened up as part of the second tier of seigneuries along the St Lawrence River.
Mégantic and Saint-Sylvestre, on the other hand, were not opened to settlement und
nearly a decade after the completion of Craig Road in 1810. Though it was the major
route of travel and communication between Lotbiniere and Mégantic Counties and

Québec, Craig Road was, for the most part, unpredictable. It was frequently washed out,
sparkuig a stream of cornplaints from travellers and homesteaders.'
The first settlers began to amve in Saint-Sylvestre in 1819. Each parcel of Iand
was three arpents' wide by thirty arpents long. Upon the initial settlement, some settlers

acquired two, and in rare cases three, parcels of land. By the 1851 census, these people
were among the commUNty's elite.3 Settlement was conducted largely along the lines of
-

-

Quebec Mercury, 221 October f828,22 August 1829; JulienBilodeau, Saint-Sylvestre se
raconte, 1828-1978 (Ste-Marie, QC:Le comité des recherches historiques, 1978),57-99; D.Aîdan
McQuillan, "Beaurivage:The Development of an Irish Ethnic Identity in Rural Quebec, 18201860," The Untold Simj: 77ze Irish in Canada, Vol. 1, ed. Robert O'Driscoli and Lorna Reynolds
(Toronto: Celtic Arts, 1988),266.
One arpenf equals approximately -36hectares.
3 Canada-Recetzsemenf 7851, Cannda Est, Snint-Syhesfre ;Bilodeau, Sninf-Sylvestre,76431.
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the various concession ranges. These settlements, according to James Mdavey, a local
magistrate at the h n e of the Comgan Affair, were quite detached from each other due
to the physical impediments to communication in Saint-Sylvestre. The topography of
the parish becomes increasingly broken and rocky towards the southem end as the
altitude Nes from just over two hundred mebes above sea level in the north to over six

hundred metres in the south. Moreover, there was a dense forest covering much of the
parish, adding to the intemal coll~fnunicationdifficulties. While roads did ewist in the

pariçh, they were not always the most efficientmeam of travel, as they followed
circuitou routes around rocky outcrops and other physical impediments. Thus,the
residents tended to rely upon the narrower irails through the woods for inter-parish
travel.4
Table 1.1:Religious Composition of Saint-Sylvestre, 1851

Religious Affiliation
Roman Catholic

Church of England

Population
2,872

Percentage of
Percentage of Total
Protestant Po~uiation
Po~ulation
N/A
76.9

410

47.6

11.O

11

1.2

0.3

Presbyterian

Other

Source: Canada-Board of Registration and Statistics, Census of t k Gznahs, 1851-2,
Personal Census, Vol. 1,122-3.
.

4 Testimony of JamesMullavey, Inquiry info the Deafh of Robert Comgmt and the Impnriidify
of burent Pâquet, Justiceof the Peace (hereafter cited as " C m n Inquinj"), Depositions and
Proceedings Related to the Deafh of Robert C m g a n (hereafter cited a s "Conlgan Deposifions"),
Canada East-Provincial Secretary's Office, numbered correspondence fiies, file 49 of 1858,
National Archives of Canada; Bilodeau, Saitzf-Sylvestre, 74-81, map insert between pp. 248-9;
McQuillan, "Beaurivage," 266.

There were two villages in the parish, Saint-SyIveske East and Saint-SyIvestTe
West The former, the Irish Catholic stronghold, was located in the approximate centre
of the parish, and it is here that the Catholic Chur& was located. Saint-Sylvestre West,
which was located dong Craig Road in the western portion of the parish, was the
Protestant stronghold, and was the site of the Anglican Church.5 Sizeable populations
were &O to be f o n d at St Patrick's Mills, and in the Saint-Jacques, SaintCharles,

Sainte-Marguerite, and SainteCatherine concessions.6 While the nearby townships of
Leeds, Inverness, and Ireland in Mégantic County were settled by a mixture of
predominately Protestant Scots, Irish, and English pioneers, Saint-Sylvesbe was peopled
by an Irish Gtholic majority, though there were sizeable minorities of Irish Protestants

and Canadiens.It is likely that the majority of Saint-Sylvestre's Irish hailed from the
north of Ireland, given that the Irish CathoIic secret society which operated in the

parish, the Ribbon Association, originated in Ulster More spreading across the
northem half of the %land.' Table 1.1shows the religious affiliation of Saint-Sy1vesh.e'~
3,733 inhabitants in 1851. More than three quarters of the population was CathoIic. The

Qiurch of England was the largest Protestant denomination, cornprïsing nearly half of
Saint-Sylvestre's Protestant population, but only 11per cent of the population as a
whoIe. Table 1.2 shows the birthplace, by nationality, of the people of Saint-Sylvestre.

The Irish-bom made up the largest proportion of the non-Canadian-bom population in

Arthur Caux, "Le Recensement de 1851 dans la seigneurie de Beaurivage: St-GiUes et StSylvestre," Bulletins des reclwches Iristoriqlres, 58,2 (1950), 89; Bilodeau, Suint-Sylzlestre, 176-SI.
Testimony of JamesMuliavey, Conigmz Inquiry; Biiodeau, Saint-Sylvestre, 74-81, map insert

between pp. 248-9.
JosephLee, "The Ribbonmen," Secret Societies in Irelnnd, ed. T.Desmond Williams
(Dublin: G U and M a d a n , 1973), 26.

1851. The largest group in Saint-Sylvestre in 1851were English-speaking Canadians,
who comprised just over 42 per cent of the population Given, however, that this census
was taken some thirty years after the initial settlement of the parish, it is safe to assume
that a sizeable number of these people, if not the majority, were the offspring of the

original Irish-bom settlers.
Table 1.2: Population of Saint-Sylvestre by birttiplace, 1851

1,569

Percentage of Total
Population
42.03

United States

9

0.24

Other

4

0.11

Place of Birth

Population

Canada (English-Speaking)

Ireland
Canada (Frendi-çpeaking)

Source: Canada-Board of Registration and Statistics, Census of the Canadas, 1851-2,
Personal Census, Vol. 1,86-7.
Ethno-reiigious settlement within Saint-Sylvestre, with the exception of the two
villages of Saint-Sylvestre East and Saint-Sylvestre West, seerns to have been quite

mixed. That iç to Say, there were clusters of Protestants settled among the majority

Catholics throughout the parish.9 The Protestant community of Saint-Sylvestre had close
ties with that of Leeds Township, which lies some ten kilomehes south of Saint-

-

-

- -

-

-

Including England, Scotland, Wales, and Jersey.
Canada, Recensement 1851, Gand Est, Snint-Sylvestre; testimony of James Mullavey,
Corrigan Inquiy;Biiodeau, Sainf-Sylvestre,7481,map insert between pp. 2443-9.
9

Sylvestre West on Craig Road, where Protestants were the overwhelming majority.

Unlike Saint-Sylvestre, however, the Protestant colmunity there had sizeable
minorities of Scots and English Protestantsto
AgTidtural prospects in Saint-Sylvestre were slim, given that only a thî.n layer

of SOScovered the rodcy Appalachian foothills. Indeed, the poor soil was a major factor

in its economic stagnation, for even with the completion of the Grand Tnink Railway in
1853, the economic prospects of the parish did not improve all that much. Laurent
Pâquet, a local magishate and census-taker in 1851, was hard-pressed to praise the
agricultural potential of Saint-Sylvestre; au he could muster in its defence was that the
soil was partiCulady weU-suited to the growing of applesY
Nonetheless, the settlers of Saint-Sylvestre were proud of the progress their

parish had made over the coune of the thirty years between the original settlement of
the parish and the first Canadian census in 1851. Pâquet went so far as to boast
[e]n 1820, la paroisse de St-Sylvestre était une belle et grande forêt, à cette
époque, personne n'avait encore osé troubler le repos de ses habitants à
l'exception des chasseurs Indiens de Lorette qui y veneaient le printemps
en diminuer le nombre.L'orignal et le cheuvreuil y étaient assez
'communs, aujourd'hui, cette forêt est presque disparue, elle a fait place à
une belle et riche campagne qui est peuplée 'de 3,600 âmes?
While Pâquet may have exaggerated in staang that the forest was practically cleared as
weLI as in praising the agricultural richness of the parish, the sentiment canrtot be
missed: Saint-Sylvestre was a frontier settlement and the mardi of civilisation had corne
and conquered the woody foothüls of the Appalachians.

laCanada-Board of Registration and Statistics, Census of fhe Canadas, 1851-2:Personal
Census, Vol. 1/88,
Caw, "Le Recensement," 90; McQuii.lan, "Beaurivage," 266.
12 Canada, Recarsement 1851, Canada Est, Saint-Sylvestre.

While the Saint-Sylvestre frontier may have been dosed by the h e of
Comgan's murder, it had not been dosed long, and the culture of the frontier stiU

existed. Since the writings of Frederidc JacksonTurner13 over a century ago the study of
the frontier has been central to the study of patterns of settlement and cultural

tançfemal in North America. Recently, geographer Cole Harris has picked up on
Tumer's frontier thesis and expanded it. He has argued that when a population
migrates, the home society is stripped d o m and simplified in its new home. In this

way, only the aspects of the home society that are us&

to the new setting are kept, the

others are discarded. As this new society matures and expands, however, cIass
stratification, one of the casualties of the "sûipping-down" process, re-emerges as land
becomes more scarce and markets for the pioneers' products become more accessible.14

Contrary to Harris, Jack Little has argued that rather than simphijmg the cultural
practices of the Scots Highlanders who settled in Winslow Township, Lower Canada,
the frontier actually strengthened some of then15
Saint-Sylvestre conforms to aspects of both Little's and Harris's concIusions. As

in Winslow, at least some of the cultural practices of the Irish Protestant and Irish
Catholic settlers seem to have remained, most notably the existence of secret societies
such as the Orange Order and Ribbon Association. Furthemore, there was no "melting

pot" process at work in Saint-Sylvestre, at least at the thne of the Corrigan Affair. AU

13 See Frederick JacksonTurner, "The Sigruficance of the Frontier in American History,"
Fredaick Jackson Turner:Wiscoitsin's Historian ofthe Frontier, ed. M. Ridge (Madison, WI: State
Historicaf Society of Wisconsin, 1986):27-47.
1%.
CoIe Harris, "The Historical Geography of North American Regions," American
Behariiord Scientist, 22,1 (1978):115-30; R. Cole Harris,"The Pattern of Early Canada," People,
Places, P a t f n s , Processes: Geograpltical Perspectives on ille Canadian Pasf, ed. Graeme Wynn
(Toronto:Copp Chrk Longman, 1990): 35û-73.
ls J.1. Little, Croffers and Hnbifants: Setfler Society, Eco~zonry,and Culture in a Quebec
Township, 1848-1882 (Montréaland Kingston: McGill-Queen'sUniversity Press, 1991), 253-6.

three ethno-religious groups maintained quite independent identities despite the mixed
settlement pattern. Indeed, according to McQuillan, the 1850swas a period in whidi the

lines of ethnic identity were developed and solidified in Saint-Sylvestre.16
There appears, however, to have been at least a partial re-emergence of a dassstratified scciety in Saint-Sylvestreby 1851, as a group of men had emerged who appear

to have been the élites of the community. Two of these men were Laurent Pâquet and
James Mullavey. Both men were magistrates, so it not should be sufprising k a t they

were among the p&h élites. Along with hiç çizeable land holdings, which produced
the best yields in the parish next to Mullavey's, Pâquet also operated a saw dand was
a merchant?

Moreover, by the time of the Corrigan Affair, it appears as though the arable
land of the community was close to being taken up, if it was not already. This can be

witnessed in the fate of the brothers James and Edward McKee. Their father, Andrew,
was among the original settlers in Saint-Sylvestre,but when James and Edward came of
age, land was scarce. Thus, instead of becoming a famer Iike his father, Jamesbecame a

blacksmith in the community, as there had been no available land for him to take up
farrning. His brother, Edward, however, deàded to take up agriculture, thus he left
Saint-Sylvestre for Coventry, Vermont?

McQuillan, "Peaurivage," 270.
Canada, Recenotr2enf 1851, Canada Esf; Caux, "LeRecensement89; BiIodeau, SaintSylvestre, 74-81, map insert between pp. 248-9.
l8Testimony of Edward McKee; JamesMcKee; Andrew McKee,Jean-BaptisteNoppert,
Judge's Notes on fhe Euidince in the Trial of The Queen us. R. Kelly, ef al. O n Trialfor the Murder of
Robert Cwrigan af Qriebec, Februanj 1856 (hereafter cited as "The Queen v. R. Kelly, et al."), C o m g m
Depositions; testimony of James Md(ee; Andrew McKee, Cmgan Inquiy; Qzrebec Moming
Uwoizicle, 1February, 9 Febmary 1856.
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McQuilkn has argued that the period between 1819 and the late 1840s was one
in which the settlers of the parish were more concemed with the clearing of land and

the development of agriculture than with local politics and feuds? McQuiuan's
concIusion, however, seems to be misinfonned. On the contrary, there were severd
confrontations in Saint-Sylvestre between the various ethno-religious groups. For the
most part, disputes within the communify seem to have arisen between the Canadiens

and the Irish Catholic population, cenbeing around control of the pariçh vestry board.
When the parish church was h t built in 1831, it stood ernpty for two years
while iünerant priests from Saint-Gilles continued to make the trip up to Saint-Sylvestre
to deliver Mass. It was not uniil1833 that a priest, Father Ferdinand Gauvreau, took up
residency. The appointment of Gauvreau angered the parish's Irish Catholics, who felt
that since they were the majority, an Irish priest should have been assigned to SaintSylvestre. Eventualiy, they got their wish, as Gauvreau only remained in Saint-Sylvestre
for three years. He was replaced in 1836 by Father James Nelligan, who hailed from
Ireland. The popular NeUgan was to remain at Saint-Sylvestre u n d 1851, when he was
replaced by another Irish pnest, Father John O'Grady, who remiiied until1858.20
Nelligan became somewhat of a lightening rod between the two groups of

Catholics in Saint-Sylvestre, no doubt due to his intimacy with his Irish parishioners;
indeed, his niece, Bridget, was mrried to Richard Kelly, the apparent leader of the local
Ribbon Associati0n.n In 1839, Nelligan appealed to the vestry board to grant hlln the
money to have a new presbytes. built, as the existing one had been deemed inadequate

McQuiUan, "Beaurivage," 266.
McQuillan, "Beaurivage," 267; Bilodeau, Sainf-Sylvestre, 11423.
Testimony of Hugh Russell, Comgm 1npir-y;Canada, Recensenzenf 1851, Canada Est,
Sain f-Sylvestre,
19

in both size and prestige for the parish priest His request was granted by the Iriçhdominated board, much to the chagrin of the Canadiens. They appealed to the Bishop of

Québec who was, of course, &O Grnadien. Despite the fact that Neliigan's expenditure
was upheld post Imc by a Cnruzdien priest from nearby Sainte-Marie de Beauce, who acted
as the Bishop's delegate, the Iriçh Catholics were resenthil of the Canadiens of Saint-

Sylvestre for appealing to the Bishop. McQuülan concludes that this was due to the fact
the Canadiens were fond of making sudi appeals.* While McQuillan presents no

evidence thiç chim, it is quite likely that the majority Irish Cathoiics were resenm of
the minority Gmndiens for appealing to outside authorities for redress when they were
opposed to the decision of the majority. It is &O possible that the Irish Catholic
reseniment had something to do with pre-emigration factors brought over from Ireland,

where those outside authorities were often hostile to the Catholics.
Though they battled for control of the local c h u . , there were also instances in

which the two groups of Catholics co-operated. In Saint-Sylvestre, as elsewhere in
Lower Canada, the there was a vocal opposition to the creation of district councils in

1840. The Irish Catholic and Canadiens of the community had serious reservations about
the high property qualifications for the elected councülors, as well as what they
perceived to be a lack of counciUors' power in the face of the govemment. As Little
would have been a challenge for many
points out, the high property q~alifi~cations
residents of the Chaudière District, of whidi both Saint-Sylvestre and Leeds were a part,
due to the relative poverty of the region. Not ody would it have been diffidt to find
men who qualified to run for the positions of councillor, many would have also had a
difficult üme just meeting the voting qualifications. Thus, the Irish Catholics of Saint-

= McQuillan, "Beaurivage," 267; Bilodeau, Saint-Sylvestre,11423.

Sylvestre passed a series of resolutions at a public meeting held in August 1841, c&g
for the repeal of the act that aeated the counds, or at the very least, the amendment of
its offensive meanires, promising to use all constitutional means open to them to ensure

thls was done."

In the late 1 8 4 0 the
~ ~ guene des éfezfezpoirs,
or "Candie-Snuffersf War", swalled
because the opponents of school r e f o m were thought to be snuffing out the light of
knowledge, broke out in Lower Canada. Wendie Nelson has rugued that the pemeistes

were angry over the introduction of compulsory taxation for the creation and support of
the new educational system which was to be administered with a higher level of state
intervention.24 To the Irish, these refonns may have brought up reminiscences of the old
couniry, where a state-controiied educational system was one of the means employed
by the British to anglicise them.25 At any rate, Irish Catholics in nualareas of Lower
Canada that were affected by the guerre joined the Canadien hbitnnfs in their protests.
Though it was largely centred in the District of Trois-Rivieres, the guerre also spread to
other areas of the province, including Saint-Sylvestre.26

-

-

~3 J. 1. Little, Sfate and Sociehj in Transifion:The Politics of Institutional Refonn in the Eastem
Tmzships, 1838-1852 (Montrkal and Kingston: McGiU-Queen'sUniversity Press, 1997),144-8.
2.1 Wendie Nelson, "The 'Guerre des J2teignoirsf:School Reform and Popular Resistance in
Lower Canada, 1841-1850" (Simon Fraser University, unpublished Master's Thesis, 1989), 2 3 .
25 Oddly enough, in amassing his evidence in order to prove the hospitable ahosphere
Irish Cathoiics fomd in Upper Canada, Donald Akenson cites the introduction of the Irish
National Schools series of textbooks under Egerton Ryerson's reforms of the educationd system
there. These textbooks, however, were part of a campaign of anglicisation undertaken in Ireland
i
n order to eradicate the indigenous Irish cuIture and language. Donald Harman Akenson, Being
Had: Hisfurians, Euidence and the Irish in North Anrerica (Port Credit, ON: P. D. Meany, 1985), 15568; P. S. O'Hegarty, A H i s f o y of Ireland Under the Union, 1801-1922, (London: Methuen, 1952), 3923.
26 Philippe Sylvain, "L'Affaire Corrigan à Saint-Sylvestre," Les Cahiers des Dix, 42 (1979),
128; Philippe Sylvain, "Corrigan, Robert," Dictimmy of Canadùrn Biograplty, Vol. Vm (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1985).

As this discussion suggests, Saint-Sylvestre was not a s peacefui during the
frontier period as McQuïUan suggests. This is not to Say, however, that Saint-Sylvestre
was a veritable hotbed of dixontent either. Indeed, confrontations such as these appear

to have been relatively rare. Relations between the Irish Catholics and Gzmdiens appear
to have been relatively amicable, and, like other places in Lower Canada, they tended to
CO-operatea s mu& as they disagreed.27 McQuülan argues that the diplornatic ski& of
Father NeIEgan were instrumental in keeping the peace between not onIy the two

groups of Catholics,but &O between the two groups of Irish in Saint-SyIvestre."
Indeed, instances of confict between the two groups of Irish in the parish appear to
have been rare. If this is m e f it certainly was not due to the work of the Reverend

Wülüim King,who was the Anglican miwter at Saint-Sylvesbe from 1û48 to 1882.29

King had corne to British North America from England as a schoolmaster for the
Anglican Newfoundland and British North America çdiool SocietyJOseMng the
society in various postings throughout Newfoundland and Lower Canada. In Bury

Township,King's post prior to Saint-Sylvestre, Kirig had become involved in a bitter
power stniggle with the locally elected school offieals over control of the local
schoofhouse. The intensity of th%feud was magnified when King was ordained as an

27 Both Robert Grace and Ronald Rudin argue that, for the most part, Irish Catholics and
Canadiens tended to clash in disputes surroundhg the control of the local parishes of the Churcfi,
as weli as the creation of Irish parishes in Montréal and Quebec. Ronald Rudin, TIIe Forgottm
Quebecers: A Hisfonj ofEngZish-Speaking Quebec, 1759-1980 (Québec:Institut québécois de
recherche sur IÊt culture, 1985), 113-14; Robert J. Grace, The Irish in Quebec: A n Ini-roduction to fhe
Hisforiogaphy (Québec: Institut qu&&ois de recherche sur la culture, 1993), 97-101.
28 McQuillan, "Beaurivage," 267.
29 Biiodeau, Saint-Sylvestre, 181.
30 The Newfoundland S o o l Society was founded in 1823. In 1834, British North America
was added to itç sphere. When the publicly funded education system was interrupied by the
1837-8 Rebellions, the Newfoundland and British North America School Society opened parochial
schoois. In 1840-1,it began to receive government grants to operate these schools. Little, Sfate and
Society, 202, n. 1.

Anglican minister in 1842 The superintendent of education for Lower Canada, JeanBaptiste Meilleur, was anxious to keep religion and education separated, at least to sorne
extent.31Thus, when he finally amived in Saint-Sylvestre in 1848, King brought with him
a reputhon as a trouble-maker; a reputation which he would not fail to Iive up to in his
new home. As we shall see in later chapters, King was instrumental in the elevation of
the Comgan Affair into a amse célèbre.
While instances of direct confrontation between the two groups of Irish in Saint-

Sylvestre do not seem to have been common, it remains that both the Orange Order and
Ribbon Association were in existence long before Comgan's murder. The Orange Order
first emigrated to Canada with Irish Protestants in the early nineteenth century.32 In

Canada, the Orange Order was to have its greatest success in terms of membership,
influence, and power, as it was able to transcend ethnic lines and appeal to Protestants
who were not of Irish ancestty?) The Orange Order was able to exploit feelings of
insecurifyamong many Canadian Protestants, Irish and non-Irish alike, towards the

Catholic population, which was increasing, both naturdy as well as through heavy
immigration from Ireland. The Orange Order also fulfilled a role as a commmity
organisation and benevoIent association, which allowed it to expand its functions

Little, State and Society, 202-7.
the Irish origins of the Orange Order, see Hereward Senior, "The Early Orange
Order, 1795-1890," Secret Societies, ed.Williams: 36-45; Cecil J. Houston and William J. Smyth,The
Saçh Canada Wore: A Hist&cnl Geography of tlte Orange Order in Canaàà (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1980),1-20.
33 Houston and Smyth,The Sash Canada Wore,1-20; Gregory S. Kealey, Toronto Wwkers
Respond to lndusfrial Capitalis~n,1867-1892 (Toronto:University of Toronto Press, 1991(1980)),11213; Scott W.See, Riots in Nau Bnsnswick: Orange Natiuism and Social Violence (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1994), 7l-111.
31

32 For

beyond its traditional anti-Catholic activities, becoming an integral part of the
communities in which it was established.34
The Orange Order had been active in the British-settled areas of Eastern
Townships as early as the 1830s. Given that the Eastern Townships was one of the few
regions of Lower Canada to have a large Anglo-Protestant35population, thiç is not
particularly surprising." While Houston and Smyth suggest that even though the
population in the regions which surrounded the Eastern Townships was largely
Catholic, this had litîle to do with the existence of the Orange Order in the area. Such a
conclusion, however, tends to ignore the basic raison d'être of the Orange Order's
existence. Fundarnentally, the Orange Order was an anti-Catholic organisation,
dedicated to the eradication of Catholicism within the British Empire. Indeed, while
some authors argue that the Orange Order camed out an important role as a Protestant
benevolent association and comunify organisation, whidi it no doubt did, they tend to
ignore the more reprehensible aspects of the Orange Order and its role in the violent
clashes between Protestant and Catholic INh in Canada during the nineteenth
century.B
The Leeds Orange Lodge was active in the period leaduig up to the murder of
Robert Comgan. It had been established at some point in the 1830s, and its membership
roILs also included members of the Saint-Sylvestre Protestant co1munity.39 King was

3 Houston and Smyth, rite Snsh Canada Wore, 14134;Kealey, Toronto Wotkers Respond,
98-123; See, Riofs in New Brunswick, ïî-111.
It must be noted, however, that the Orange Order was weakest in those areas of the
Eastern Townships dominated by Arnerican settlers.
36 The Orange Order was &O active in the Ottawa River Valley, as well as in Montréal,
Quebec, dong with small enclaves around Anglo-Protestant setdemenk in the Gaspbie. Houston
and Smyth,The Sash Canacla Wote, 50.
37 Houston and Smyth, The Sash Canncla Wore, 54.
38 Houston and Smyth, The Smh C m d a Wme, 54; Kealey, Toronto Workers Respond, 98-123.
39 T e s h o n y of Hugh Russell, JohnCordack, John Hill, Conigan 1nquir-y.

one of these people, having joined the Leeds Lodge soon after his arriva1in 1848." There
were also rumours that Comgan himseif was a member of the Order, but this is
impossible to determine condusively. At the very least, it appears that Corrigan did
attend some Orange meetings in LeedsP The activities of the Leeds Orangemen prior to
Corrigan's murder are not all that clear; the evidence suggests that they did not engage,
for the most part, in antagonistic behaviour towards the Catholic population of SaintSylvestrePt The local Ribbon Association, however, was apparently formed in respowe
to an aggressive Twelfth of J d y march by the Leeds Orangemen in 1840.a

The Ribbon Association had, like the Orange Order, emerged out of sectarian
strjfe in Ulster in the Iate eighteenth century, though it quickly becarne focused on the
land question in the northern haIf of Ireland.4 The Ribbonmen made use of violence

and sabotage in their batîles against evictions and land enclosures, as well as the general

inequalities between CathoLics and Protestants in 1reland.G Similar to the Orange Order,
the membership of the Ribbon Association was largely drawn from the lower classes,
the smaii farmers and iünerant labourers of rural Ireland.46 While the Ribbonmen

existed to resiçt the oppression of the largely Protestant land-owning class of Ireland, it
is also important to recognise that it was not a revolutionary movement like the Irish

of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Indeed, rather than
Republican A m ~ y

When an Orange Lodge was established in Saint-Sylvestre in the sprïng of 1856,Kjng
instailed himself as grand master; testimony of Rev. William King, Corrigatt I~zqniy.
41 Testirnony of Thomas Walker, Comgnn Inquiry; Sylvain, "L'Affaire Corrigan," 133.
* Testimony of Hugh Russell,JohnCordack, John Hill, Co-an Inquinj..
a Testimony of John O'FarreU, Corrigan Inquiry.
4.1 Lee, "The Ribbonmen," 26.
Lee, "The Ribbomen," 26.
Senior, Orangeism, 3-5; Paul E. W. Robert, "Caravats and Shanavests: Whiteboyism and
Faction Fighting in East Munster, 1802-11," Irish Peasnnfs: V i o h c e and Political Unrest, 2 780-1914,
ed. Samuel Clark and JamesS. DonneUy, Jr. (Madison,WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1983),
64; Lee,"The Ribbonmen," 28; Michael Beames, "Rural Confiict in Pxe-Famine Ireland: Peasant
Assassinations in Tipperary, 1837-1847,"Past and Preserzt, 81 (1978),75-7.

being revolutionary, such peasant movements were reactionary in that they were

defending what they cowidered to be their traditional rights a g a the enaoachment
of the land-owning dass."
While surprisingly little work has been done o n Irish Catholic secret societies in
general in the Canadian context,* it is d e a r that they, like the Orange Order, were

brought across the Atlantic by Irish emigrantç. The Saint-Sylvestre Ribbonmen were
reportedly part of a larger Ribbon organisation that centred on Quebec, and, according

to some contemporary accounts, spread as far as one hundred fifty miles around Saintsylveshe.49

Ço pervasive were

the Ribbonmen in the Quebec region that they began to

creep into the police force over the second quarter of the nineteenth century, which
made the suppression of Irish Catholic crime and violence difficult." Indeed, according

to Crown Prosecutor and Lower Canadian Solicitor-General Dunbar Ross, the
Ribbonmen were able to control the outcome of justice in the District of Quebec, as they
were able to pack juries in their favour.51

LiZ Curüs, 27ze Cnzise of lreland: From the United lrishrnen fo Partition (Belfast: Beyond the
Pale Publications, 1994),3. See &O Eric Hobsbawrn, Pnitlitioe Rebels: Shrdies in Archaic Foms of
Social Mmement in the 19"r and 20Ul Cetzturies (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1959),214; E. P. Thompson, "The Moral Economy of the Engliçh Crowd in the Eighteenth Century,"
Customs in Cornmon: Studies in Traditional Populnr Culture (New York: The New Press, 1991), 488.
48 Indeed, aside frorn a wedth of information on the Fenians, only one study has been
conducted. Rusty Bitterman, "AgrarianProtest and Cultural Transfer: Irish Immigrants and the
Escheat Movement on Prince Edward Island," The Irish in Atlantic Cnnada, ed. Power: 96-106. Ian
Ross Robertson also makes mention of Irish Catholic secret societies in the Tenant League on
Prince Edward Island. Im Ross Robertson, The Tenant League of Prince Edwnrd Island: Leaselzold
Tazzire in the New World (Toronto: Universiky of Toronto Press, 1996).
49 Though this certainly seem to be an exaggeration. Testimony of William Harrison,
C m g a n InqziinJ; CoIonel William Ermatinger and Captain R. B. Johnson to Dunbar Ross, Çolicitor
General for Lower Canada, Pte-Levi, 26 December 1855, Journals ofthe Legislafioe Assembly of fhe
Province of Canada (hereafter cited as "WC"
Vol.
),
14, Appendix 42; Ross to ~ e o r g e - É t i e ~ e
Cartier, Provincial Secretary, Quebec, 30 December 1855, JMC,Vol. 14, Appendix 42.
Sylvain, "L'Affaire Corrigan," 129.
Ross's complaints, however, may have had more to do with his inability to secure
convictions in cases hvolving Irish Catholics than actuai reality. Testimony of Dunbar Ross,
William Ermatinger, James A. SIater, William Gunn, Comignn Inquiry.

As with the Orange Order, it is not clear what the activities of the Ribbonmen in

Saint-Sylvestre entailed. Their very existence suggests that at least some level of conflict
existed between the Irish Catholics of Saint-Sylvestre and the Protestants of SaintSylvestre and Leeds, yet the testimony of residents of Saint-Sylvestre and Leeds from
both the murder trial and the inquiry into the Comgan Affair give no hint of this." At

any rate, it appears that by 1855 the Ribbonmen had so established themselves in SaintSylvestre that they were able to enforce their own version of justice with the beating of
Comgan, without fear of retnbution.

By 1855, the Irish Catholic majority of Saint-Sylvestre had emerged Yicorious, at
least for the üme being, in its battle with the Cnnadiens over control of the Catholic

Church. This led to more peaceful relations between the two groups of Catholics,at least
until the 1858 elections.53 Relations between the two groups of Irish, on the other hand,
are more difficult to gauge. While there do not appear to have been any instances of
confiict, aside from perhaps the 1û40 Orange parade, old counby tensions certainly
existed, if only in the presence of the Orange Order and Ribbon Association.These
tensions certainly erupted as open hostilities in Saint-Sylvestre in the late auhimn of

1855.

52 Testimony of John Cordack, John Hill, James Mullavey, William Kîlfoyle, Hugh Russell,
Corngan Inquiy.; testimony of Andrew McKee, Hugh RusseLi, James MulIavey, The Queen o. R.
Kelly, et al.
53 In the 1858 election, the Irish Catholics of Saint-Sylvestre, led by their curé, Fr.
O'Grady, made a fraudulent "attempt" to elect one of their own to the legiçlature. While there
were no more than 300 regiçtered voters in the parish, over 3,000 votes were caçt. Not ody did
deceased former residents of Saint-Sylvestrevote in the election, so did famous dead personages
such as George Washington and J u h Caesar. McQuilian seems to be arguing that this was a
serious attempt by the Irish Catholics to eIect one of their own to the legislature, but it seems
more likely that the Irish Catholics were mocking the elections for some unknown reason. At any
rate, this behaviour seerned O: enrage the Catradiens against the Irish Cathoficç.Moreover, after Fr.
O'Grady was forced to flee the parish, he was replaced by a Canadien curé, much to the chagrin of
the Irish Catholics. McQuillan, "Beaurivage,"26û-9; Bilodeau, Saint-Sylvestre, 114-23.

In December 1854, Robert Corrigan was trading horses in the Saint-Jacques
concession of Saint-Sylvestre when he boasted that he was the best man in the parish,
daring any man to corne and challenge him. None in the tavern that day were willing to
challenge the broad, stocky Comgan, but word of his h a s t traveued fast. It was not
long before it reached the ears of Patrick "Big" O'Neill, an Irish Catholic Ribbonman
O'Neill, as his nickname çuggests, was a big man with a reputation as a fighter, and was
regarded as the strongestman in Saint-Sylvesbe; he did not take kindly to Comgm's
Challenges, to Say the least.1 O'NeiU rounded up some of his friends and headed to the
Corrigin farm to take Comgan up on his challenge so that they could decide who,
indeed, was the better man. To their dismay, they found Comgan unwilling to fight on

this day. Instead, he invited his would-be adversaries into his home, where they
apparently resolved the dispute with words rather than violence?
This, however, was not the end of the matter. One of the men in O'NeiU's party
that day, JohnHarris,was determined to see O'Neill and Comgan fight. To thiç end,he
spread rumours about Comgan,saying that he had been openly mocking O'Neill.' On
15 January1855, when the Reverend King went to the SainteMarguerite concession in
order to perform a service for the Protestants there, Harris got his wish. As Comgan
headed home &:er the senrice, he was approached and surrounded by O'Neill and a
gang of five other men, including Harris, all of whom were on horseback and armed

Testimony of Hugh Russell, John Cordack, John Hill, Ralph Johnson, lnquinj info the
Dea fh of Robert Comgan and the Impdality of Larirm t Pâquet, Justice of fhe Peace (hereafter cited as
"C-n
Inquiry")f Depositiorzs and Proceedings Relafed to the Death of Robot Comgan (hereafter
cited as "C m g a n Depositions"), Canada East-Provincial Secretaqfs Office, numbered
correspondence files,file 49 of 1858, RG4 Cl,National Archives of Canada.
Testimony of JohnJ. C. Pendand, William KilfoyIe, Hugh Russell, C m g a n Inqtiiry.
3 Testimony of Hugh Russell, Corrigm Inquinj.

with shrllelaghs.4 O'Neill and his men challenged Comgan to a fight Comgan dryly

pointed out that shce he was but one man and they were six, he couid hardly fight

them all at once, but he invited thern to corne at him oneby-one. O'Neill was the o d y
man who accepted this challenge and he dismounted his horse to fight.
As Corrigân was taking off his coat, û'Neill struck him on the badc of the head
with his shillelagh, drawing blood. When Corrigan recovered lis senses, he attacked

O'Neill, who had by now discarded his weapon, and knocked him to the ground.
Undaunted, O'Neill quickly recovered his feet and engaged Comgan again. Once more,
O'Neill was knocked to the ground in short order. As O'Neill attempted to recover his
senses a second tirne, Comgan began chasing Harris back towards Russell's farm,
where a a o w d was still milling about after the senrice. Corrigan finally comered Harris
outside of Russell's barn and threatened him: "PU give you an advice which will be

better to you than Blind NeUigan's holy water, that is not to d g n my charader or that
of anybody else in the future!"5
When O'Neill caught up with Comgan, he attacked. This time the outcorne was

different Comgan was decisively beaten and he fell to the ground heavily. Russell had
had enough; beginning to fear for Comgan's Me, he and another man separated the
combatants. O'Neill and his men were ordered off Russell's property. Corrigan was

taken inside of Russell's home to have his wounds tended to, and to recover his senses.
After a short while, he sslipped out the back door of the house and across the fields to his
own farm. O'Neill and his men, meanwhile, rrefused to leave. Finally, they burst into

A smelagh is a thick, knotted Irish walking stick.
Hugh Russell, Conigan Inquiy. "Blind Nelligan" was, of course,a
reference to the former Catholic curé of Saint-Sylvestre,Father JamesNelligan, who, even four
yens after his departure, remained popular with his former parishioners.
4

5 Testimony of

Russell's house in order to search it, expecting to find Comgan inside, whidi, of course,
he was not6
The next day, Russell and King visîted Comgan and urged him to rnake his
peace with (l'Neill More the feud escalated. Comgan seemed to agree and he
appointed Russell to negotiate on his behalf. He was not tikirg any chances, however.
That sarne day Comgan travelled all the way to Québec in order to take out a warrant
for assault against O'Neill and his gang: JohnHarris, George Bannon, William Love,
Anthony Halifax, arzd Patrick Downy. Strangely, Comgan also accuçed William

Kilfoyle' of assault, even though he was not part of O'Neill's gang that day.8
Why Comgan did not go to one of the local magistrates to cornplain about the
behaviour of (YNeiU and his gang is not dear, although this may be attributed to the
mistrust of the local magistracy that came to the fore later that year. Moreover, in

January1855, there were only two magistrates serving the parish of Saint-Sylvestre,
both of whom were Catholic: Laurent Pâquet and James Mullavey.9 Presumably
Comgan, a noted anti-catholic zealot, was loathe to go to a Catholic magisbate for aid
in this case. Furthemore, both Mullavey and Pâquet appear to have been friends of

Richard Kelly, the leader of the local Ribbon Assoaation, of which O'Neill and his men
were reportedly members.10 It is also possible that both Pâquet and Mullavey refused to

Testimony of Hugh Russell, John Cordack, John HU,Wfiam KiifoyIe, Corrigan Inqrliry.
William Kilfoyle's name is alço variously spelled as "Gilfoy", "Gilfayle", and "Kilfoy"
throughout the records of the Corrigan Affair.
8 Appendix " A , C o m p Inquiry; testimony of Hugh Russell, William Kilfoyle, Comgan
Iizquinj.
9 A third maetrate was not appointed und late September 1855, when Thomas Wallcer,
a Protestant merchant, received a commission. Testimony of Thomas Walker, Cwngan Inquiry;
John Buckworth Parkin, George AIexander PhSlpotts, Alexandre-Maurice Delisle, Commissioners
of the Inquiry, to Timothy Lee TerrilI, Provincial Secretary, Montréal, 13November 1857, C m g u n
Depoçitions.
Testimony of James Mullavey, Laurent Pâquet, Jzidge's Notes on the Evidence in the Case
of The Queen v5. R. Kelly, et al. On Trialfor the Mzrrder of Robert Conigan at Quebec, Februq 1856
6

7

become involved in the dispute, urging Comgan and 0Nei.U to corne to a settlernentby
themsdves.
Such behaviour would certainy not be out of the ordmary for magistrates in

nirieteenth century Canada. As Susan Lewthwaite has recently argued, magistrates
could be fearful of gening involved in disputes within their communities, as they were

not immune from threats of violence, or worse, actual violence.11 Moreover, it was also
easier for a l l involved to have a dispute settIed without the involvement of the state in
the process, something of whidi the magisbates were certainly awareP
Comgan's use of the law in attempting to settie this dispute is also interesting.
C d a Morgan has argued that duelling was an alternative to the involvement of the
law in settling disputes. This does not mean, however, that by tuming to a duel, the

belligerents were eschewing Iegd action in favour of an extra-Iegal means to settling a
dispute. M e a d , Morgan argues, duelling was a supplement to the legal process.13
Simüarly, Comgan appears to have used legal action against O'Neill and his gang to
supplement the use of violence in their dispute. Moreover, that other members of the
community stepped into contain the violence between O'Neill and Corrigan suggests
some level of ritualisation.

(hereafter cited as "ïïre Queen v. R. Kelly, et nl."), Corrigan Depositions; testimony of James
Mdavey, Comgatz Itzpiy.
11 Susan Lewthwaite,"VioIence, Law, and CommUNty in Rural Upper Canada," Essmjs in
fhe Hisfory of Canadian Law, Vol. 5: Crime and Criminal Justice,ed. Jim PhiUips, Tina Loo, and Susm
Lewthwaite (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994),3545,359-60.
* Lewthwaite, "Violence, Law, and Community," 354-5,359-60; Man Greer, The Pafriots
and the People: T h Rebellion of 1837 in Rural Loww Canadn (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1993),97-8;Tina Loo, "'A Delicate Game': The Meaning of Law on Grouse Creek", BC Studies,96
(Winter 1992-3),41-3.
13 Cecilia Morgan, '"In Search of the Phantom Misnamed Honour': Duelling in Upper
Canada," Gznadian Historical Rmiew, 76,4 (1995),546.

At any rate, the warrant Comgan more out in Qu4bec for the arrest of O'Neill
and hiç men quickly proved to be a dead letter when they eluded arrest with ease.
Meanwhile, after several false starts, Russell and Kilfoyle, who acted on behalf of

O'Neill, were able to c3nvince O'Neill to accept a negohted settlement. Finally, a peace
was brokered between the two men, with H
&

also forced to swear an oath promising

that he would not malign Comgan's b a c t e r in the future."
To all outward appearances, the feud was now over. Privately, however, it
simmered. It was no longer an &air

between just O'Neill and Comgan, either. nie local

Ribbon leader, Richard Kelly, had taken great exception at Comgan's piece of "advice"
to John Harris. Thus, the Ribbonmen were now brought into the feud. Moreover,
Comgan may have incurred the wrath of his neighbours for appeaüng to a @Quebec
magiskate. In dohg so, Comgan had violated the n o m and customs of the community
as he had appealed to an outside authority, rather than settling the dispute via intercornmunity means.
Certainy Comgan's character did nothing to quell the dispute. Almost
immediately after he settled in Saint-Sylvestre with his wife and son15 in 1852 or 1853,

Comgan had alienated the L"sh Catholics of the community, e s p d y the Ribbonmen.
He had a reputation for being both a braggart and a bully. According to witnesses,
Corrigan also found speaal pleasure in making crude jokes about God and the Virgin

Mary, mudi to the chagrin of the Catholics of the commUN'iy.16 Thiç was made aU the

lqestimony of Hugh Russell, WilIiam Kilfoyle, Cunigan Inquiy.
Corrigan and his wife, Catharine Morton, had two more children after settling in SaintSylvestre, one boy and a girl, n a d Henrietta. Philippe Sylvain, "Corrigan, Robert," Dictionary of
Canudzizn Biography, Vol. Vm (Toronto:University of Toronto Press,1985).
l6 Testimony of Father JohnUGrady, C m g m I~zquiy;
John Buckworth Parkin, George
Alexander Phillpotts, AIexandre-Maurice Delisle, ùiquiry Commissioners, to Tîmothy Lee Terrill,
15

worse by the fact that Comgan was an apostate; he had converted to the Church of
England some time between arriving in Canada from County Tyone, Ulster in 1831,
and his arriva1 in Saint-Sylvestre.17 Comgan, it seems, had a fondness for c o f i c t Aside

from his battle with O'Neill, he was facing assault charges in Leeds, apparenfiy arising
from a dispute between hun and an unnarned man over who was the better of the two.18
Moreover, Corrigan was involved in litigation with a merchant from Québec who
a c w e d him of attempüng to bilk him for merchândise he had received on credit.19 As
Jack Little has noted, however, civil sui&iniaated by merchants against farmers were
not uncornmon during thiç period due to the lack of specie in circulation."

This simmering feud became so intense, Comgan complained to his lawyers,
that he was forced to arm hirrtself with pistols whenever he left his house, even if he
remained on his own property. Moreover, Comgan told his lawyers, he was even
looking to seil hiç land in order to leave Saint-Sylvestren There is, however, no record
in the surviving evidence of the Comgan Affair as to what sort of intimidation Comgan

fell victim to. It may be that Corrigan was subjected to a form of charivari known as
charivari-injure. Accordhg to Rene Hardy, following Martine Segalen's findjngs for
France, this form of charivari was hostile and its goal was to intimidate the victim,
hopefdy into leaving the c o l l l ~ u n i t yCharivari,
.~
however, does not seem to have

Provincial SecretaryfQuébec, 23 March 1857, Journals of fhe Legislative AssernSly offhe Prouince of
Canada (hereafter cited as "JLAC"), Vol. 15, Appendix 45.
Corrigan's whereabouts between 1831 and 1852-3 are unknown. Sylvain, "Comgan,
Robert"; testimony of Hugh Russell,JohnHillf Patrick Kilfoyle, Ralph B. Johnston, C o n i p n
Inquiy.
' 8 Testimony of JohnJ. C. Pentland, Richard Pentland, Comgan Inquiy.
19 The True Wifness and Cntlzolic Chronick, 2 May 1856.
J. 1. Little, Stafe nnd Society in Transition: The Politics of I~zstitutionnlRefmr in the Easfem
Taunslzips, 1838-1852 (Montréal and Kingston: McGd-Queen's University Press, 1997), 81.
Testimony of JohnJ. C. Pentland, Richard Pentland, Conigan Inquiy.
22 Martine Segalen, "Les derniers charivaris?" L 'AfZasfiUdmque de la France, 1543-1950,ed.
JacquesM o f f , as quoted in René Hardy, "Le charivari:divulguer et sanctionner la vie privée?"

"

been a custorn in Ireland.= At any rate, without evidence, it is impossible to know. It is
dear, however, that he was no longer welcome in Saint-Sylvestre, at least among the
Ribbonmen and their supporters.
The feud finally boüed over on 17October 1855at the county agridtural fair.
Comgan had been selected as a judge of livestock, which shows th&, despite his feud
with the Ribbonmen, he retained some standing in the community. Çometime after 1230

in the aftemoon, Comgan and his fellow judge, Thomas Durkin, an Irish Protestant
from Leeds, came to the sheep of John McCaifrey, a Ribbonrnan from the neighbouring

parish of Sainte-Agathe. When Corrigan and Durkin awarded McCaffrey's sheep a low

mark, the latter protested. At this, Co+

exploded: "If my judgements are to be

called into question, then 1will judge no more today!" With that, he tumed to storxn off
the field. Just as he turned around, however, he was shuck with a large stick by Patrick
Donaghue, another Ribbonman. Comgan feu to the ground, a whistle blew, and he was
set in to by a gang of men M a C f r e yremained among his sheep, while h k i n ,
thinking that the aowd was out to lynch the judges,beat a hasty reheat home.24

Discozrrs et pracfique de l'intime, ed. Manon Brunet and Serge Gagnon (Québec:hstitut québécois
de recherche sur la culture, 1993))49,53; Greer,
Pntriots and fk People, 80; Hardy,"Le
charivari d m Ia sociabilité rurale québécois au XIXe sikIe," De la sociabilifé:specz)În'féef
mutations, ed. Roger Lavasseur (Montréal:Boréal, 1990), 64-5;Little, Stafe alid Society, 98-101.
More work is certainly needed on this topic, hcwever, as much of Irish history is
concerned with the ways and means with which the Catholic popdation resisted British d e ,
rather than the interna1 regulation of their communities. Nonetheles, given the prevalence of
secret societies across Ireland, and their means of dealing with their opponents, using m e m
ranging from arson to assassuiaiion, it i s quite Iikely that charivari would not have served any
purpose in Ireland.
24 Testimony of Thomas Durkin, Jean-BaptisteNoppert, W
illiam Lowry, James Mullavey,
Laurent Pâquet, Francis Maguire, Christopher Keenan, Robert Simpson,John Hogan, Mary
McLean, Edward McKee, Thomas Cromwell, Terence Burns, John Bridget, TIre Queen v. R. Kelly, et
al.; Quebec Moming Chronicle, 9 February, 11 February, 12 Februq, 13Febnzary, 18February
1856.

When the fight broke out among the sheep, Richard Keliy was one-and-a-half

arpents away, helping Laurent Pâquet and François Dion dit Deslauriers, a local
Cizdien farmer, judge the mares. Pâquet was the first to notice the fight, and he, Kelly,

and Deslamiers, dong with Louis Demers and Terence Burns, m h e d towards the
scene. About ha-way there, however, Pâquet pulled up and hgered about three-

quarters of an arpent away from the scene while the other men rushed onto the fight?
MeanwhiIe, Co+

was being beaten by a gang of men, the crowd Uiickening

around the combatants. Patrick Monaghan, one of the assaüants, grabbed a large stick

and wamed everyone in the aowd not to interfere.26 Most of the aowd heeded
Monaghan's waming, with three e x c e p h . First, Peter Stocking, an Irish Protestant,
attempted to intervene; after taking a couple of steps, however, he was wamed by

0'NeiI.i to go no M e r . When he ignored this waming, Stocking was knocked
unconscious by the big Irishman with one punch.= William Lowry, another Irish
Protestant, also attempted to intemene, but was stopped by Patrick Donaghue.
Donaghue punched Lowry a few times and allegedly threatened him,while pointing
towards Comgan, " D a m your soul! SU kill you as fast as h ! " 2 8 Finally, Richard Kelly

25 Testimony of William Lowry, Thomas Adams, François Dion dit Deslauriers, Louis
Demers, Laurent Pâquet, JohnBndget, Mary McLean, William Woodward, Terence Bum, James
Muiiavey, The Queen v. R. Kelly, et al.; Quebec Morning Chronicle 9 February, 11February, 12
February, 13February 1856.
76 Testimony of Jean-Baptiste Noppert, The Queen v. R. Kelly, et al.; Quebec Moming
Chronicle, 9 February 1856.
Stocking had attempted to intenrene with a large rock in his hands, and there was some
debate as to whether or not he threw it More he was put out of commission.Testimony of Mark
Ebon, William Lowry, Thomas Adams, Laurent Pâquet, John Bridget, Mary McLean, Wiiiiam
Woodward, The Queen v. R. Kelly, et al.; Qrrebec Mmniizg Chronick, 9 February, 11February, 12
February, 13February 1856.
28 Testimony of William Lowry, The Queen v. R. Kelly, et al.; Quebec Mming Clzronicle, 9
Febniary 1856.

arrived on the scene and stepped into the battle. Unlike Stocking and Lowry, Kelly was
able to stop the beating.29

"You have killed me! Are you going to murder me out?" Comgan moaned from
the ground where he Iay, bleeding hom several wounds. "JesusChrist! Let's kill him
out!" yelled Patrick Donaghue. Before this could happen, however, Kelly, Demers, and
two other men were whisking Comgan off the fieid away to safety. Comgan implored

his rescuers not to carry him off the field a coward. K d y told him to shut up, he had
only received half of what he deserved and Kelly was not adverse to letang the crowd
finish hîm off. They carried Comgan towards a Iog pile outside the home of John
Machell, on whose land the fair was being held, and left him there to recover his
senses?
Meanwhile, fighting had broken out inside of Machell's h o u e when Stocking,
who had by now recovered comciousness, went looking for the mîn who had knocked
hirn out Instead of O'Neill, he found Francis Donaghue, another Ribbonman. As

Stocking and Francis Donaghue fought inside Machell's house, Edward McKee, worried
for the injured Comgan's safety, led him away to the home of his father, Andrew, a few
acres away. The elder McKee admuliçtered to Comganrswounds before heading back
to the fair, which seems to have simply resumed after all the fighting was over. Within

an hour of the brawling, Francis Donaghue was back at his stand on the fairgrounds

29 Testhony of Witliam Woodward, Thomas Adams, John Bridget, Laurent Pâquet,
Terence Burns, James Mullavey, John Hogan, Francis Maguire, Louis Demers, François Dion dit
Deslauriers, The Qrreen u.R. Kelly, et al.; Quebec Moming Chronicle, 9 February, 16 Febmary, 18
February 1856.
30 Testimony of William Lowry, JamesMullavey, Laurent Pâquet, François Dion dit
Deslauriers, Louis Demers, Francis Maguire, Christopher Keenan, JohnHogan, Robert Simpson,
Mary McLean, Thomas Cromwell, Terence Burns, John Bridget, The Qireen v. R. Kelly, et al.; Quebec
Moming Chronicle, 9 February, 12 February, 12 February, 18 February 1856-

where he was selling apples. Later on that aftemoon, both Keiiy and Deslauriers took
their supper in the house of Machell, who was also the president of the local agricultural
society.31

niis did not mark the first üme that violence had erupted at the county
agridtural fair. The fair was first held in 1853, and that year, as weil as at the 1854 fair,

fighting had erupted. Unlü<ethe 1855attack on Comgan, which had been planned,
however, the fights in the previous years were not preconcerted attacks, nor did they

involve either the Orange Order or the Ribbon Association I t is apparent that Comgan
was the vi&

of a pre-meditated assault Earlier in the morning of 17 October, a

meeting had been held behind Machell's barn, ostewiby to plan the attack on Comgan
Whüe Richard Kelly did not attend this meeting, many of the men later accused of
beating Comgan did.32 Regardess, the 1855 agriculhiral fair was the 1 s t one held in
Saint-Sylvestre due to the violence that came with the gathering every year.33

When Andrew McKee retumed home after the fair Uiat evening, he found
Corrigan's condition to be deterioratkg. Despite his ailing condition, Comgan refused
to see a doctor, insisting that he was already a dead man? Nonetheless, King dispemed

-

31 Testimony of Andrew McKee, François Dion dit Deslauriers, Rev. William King,
Michael Kelly, JamesMuUavey, The Queeri v. R. Kelly, et nf.; Qrrebec Mmitzg Chronicle, 9 February,
16 February,18 February 1856; testimony of Andrew McKee, C m g a n 1nquir-y.
32 Testimony of Jean-Baptiste Noppert, The Queerz v. R. Kelly, et al.; Quebec Morning
Chronicle, 9 February 1856.
33 Testimony of Father John O'Grady, Hugh Russell, Comgan Inquiy.
Testimony of Andrew McKee, Conignn Inquiry; teçtimony of Andrew McKee, The Queen
v. R. Kelly, et d.;Qiiebec Momiizg Chronicle, 9 February 1856.

some medicine to C0mgan.S King's remedy, however, seems to have only made
Comgan's condiaon worse, and the elder McKee finally sent for a physician in Leeds.36
Mer realising that the men who had apparently beaten Comgan were süli at

large the day after the attack, King was furious. He immediatdy had Andrew McKee
m o n the magisbate Laurent Pâquet to corne and take Comgan's deposition in order
to identify those guiity of beating him, "so that they might be puniçhed."37 When Pâquet
arrived at McKeefshome Thursday evening (the day after the brawl), Comgan swore
out a deposition in which he identified no less than eleven men,all of whom were Irish
Catholic Ribbonmen, as g d t y of beating him. They induded Richard Kelly, Patrick
O'Neill, Francis Donaghue, Patrick Donaghue, George Bannon, Matthew Hopkins, and
John McCaffrey.38
At least three of the men acmed by Corrigan were, in all likelüiood, not
involved in the brawl. Richard Kelly, as we have seen, arrived at the scene of the fight in
thne to break it up and it seems unlikely that he wodd have had time to strike
Comgan;39 John McCaffiey did not get involved in the fight, as he was concemed for
the safety of his sheep; and,lady, Matthew Hopkins was not even at the fairgrounds

when the fight broke out, having been sent on an enand by Francis Donaghue some
ürne before the beating.4 The namuig of these three men was not unlü<e the accusation

xiKing had apparently studied medicine casually for the past three decades, and was
used to performing the services of a physician when there was no qualified doctor to be found.
Testimony of Rev. W i h k g , TIie Queeit v. R. Kellyf et nl.; Quebec Moming Chronicle, 9 February
1856; testimony of Rev. William King, Comgatz hzquiy; Bilodeau, Saint-Sylvestre, 773-5;807-9.
36 Tesümony of Andrew McKee, Rev. William King,Dr. JamesReed, The Queen v. R. Kelly,
et al.; Quebec Moming Chronicle, 9 February 1856; teçtimony of Andrew McKee, Rev William King,
C m g a n Inquiy.
37 Testimony of Rev. William King, The Queen W. R. Kelly, et al..
3s Testimony of JamesGreen, Com'gan 1nqziin-y.
39 Testimony of Louis Demers,François Dion dit Deslauriers, Laurent Pâquet, Terence
Burns, Tire Queetz v. R. Kelly, ef al.
* Tesümony of Matthew Hopkins, Michael Kelly, The Queen a.R. Kelly, et al..

Comgan leveiled against William Kiltoyle in January 1855d e r the fight between
O'Neill and Corrigan. Like Woyle, Kelly, Hopkins, and McCaffrey were Ribbonmen,
part of the group with which C o m p had been feuding over the course of 1855. While
they may not have partiapated in the fight, to Comgan it seems that they were guilty
by association. Moreover, wMe Kelly may not have aduaUy k e n involved in the
beating itseIf, as îhe leader of the Ribbommn, it seerns unlikely that a premeditated
attack of the nature of the one on Corrigan would have happened without his
knowledge and blessirtgs.
At any rate, Pâquet fonvarded the deposition to Quebec in the hands of Peter
Stodcmg in order to have the Clerk of the Peace for the District of Qu&c,

James Green,

prepare the warrant. Stocking delivered Pâquefs letter to Green on 20 October. The next
moming, Edward McKee arrived at Green's office to inform him Uiat Corrigan had
expired the previous Nght. Consequently, Green made up a new warrant for the arrest
of the accused men,under the charge of murder in the first degree. Pâquet had &O
asked for assistance in making the arrests, claiming that he had no one in Saint-Sylvestre
under his command who was capable of executing such a warrant. The next day Green
sent out a police force under the command of JamesMurphy to arrest the accused."

As the news of Comgan's death spread in Saint-Sylvestre, tensions began to
mount. 'While the attack was premeditated, it is clear that it was not meant to kill
Comgan Had the Ribbonmen wished to have Comgan dead, there were other, more

discreet, methods of doing so than by beating him on a busy fairground in the broad
light of day. Indeed, as both Rusty Bitterman and Michael Beames have noted, murder

Testimony of Laurent Pâquet, nie Queen .a. R. Kelly, et al.; testimony of JamesGreen,
Cmgmz Inquiy; Parkin, Delisle to TerriII, 13 November 1857, C m g n n Deposifio~rs;Quebec

Monring Chronicle, 12February 1856.

was a favourite tactic of the Ribbonmen and other Catholic seaet societies in Ireland.

The most cornmon weapon used in such cases, however, were firearms, not fists and
sticks. Moreover, such attacks usually took place in isolated setüngs so as not to attract
attention* Uearly, Comgan's death was an unwe1come consequence for the
Ribbonmen. While the Ribbonmen could at least be satisfied that Comgan would not
cause them any more concem personally, the Protestants, especially King, were
outraged that he had been beaten to death, and worse, nothing had been done to stop

his affackers, or arrest them

AU three of Saint-Sylvestre's magistrates were present at the agridlmal fair that
day. Pâquet's rather odd behaviour has already been noted above. James Mullavey, the
Irish Cathoiic magistrate, remained rather elusive as to where he was and what he was

doing when the fight broke out; he clearly did not wish to get involved in the affair at
au." The third member of the magistracy was the Protestant Thomas Walker, who had

only been appointed three weeks earlier. Walker had been previously wamed "by a
prominent member of the comunity" to mind his own business. On the day of the
fight, rather than intervene and try to break it up, Walker put his hands in his pockets

and went home9 The behaviour of these men is intriguing. It may have been the case
that both Pâquet and Mullavey had &O been wamed not to get involved. More likely,

* Michael Beames, "Rural Conflict in Pre-Famine IreIand: Peaçant Assassinationsin
Tipperary," Past and Present, 81 (1978),75;Rusty Bitterman, "AgrarianProtest and Cultural
Tramferrat:Irish Immigrants and the Exheat Movement on Prince Edward Island," nie Irish in
Atlantic Canadn, 1780-1900, ed. Thomas P. Power (Fredericton: New Ireland Press, 1991), 103-4.
Tesfimony of James Mullavey, nie Qireen v. R. Kelly, et al.; teseimony of James Mullavey,
Cowigan Inqrriry.
4.1 Walker did not idenhfy the "prominent person" who had warned him to mind his own
business. Teshony of Thomas Walker, The Q u m o. R. Kelly, et al.; t e s h o n y of Thomas Walker,
Corripz Inquiry.

they did not have to be warned like Walker, a new arrivd,45 as they were already aware
of the internal politics of the conununify.
The people of Saint-Sylvestre, including the Protestants, did not feel compelled
to do anythmg about the fight in its hunediate aftennath, at l e s t before news of
Comgan's death spread. It was well known that Comgan was fond of bragging about

his prowess as a fighter, despite his relatively s m d stature. Moreover, he had been
involved in at Ieast two fights over his boastings that he was the best man in the area.

Lastly, Comgan was a relatively recent arrival to a comunity whose social pattern
had been set for thnty years; newcomers to the community appear to have been
relaiively rare.* It is possible that some members of the Protestant community were not
ail that shocked or outraged with Comgan's beaüng, at least before news of his death

spread.47
At C a W c m a s on the Sunday (21 October) after Comgan died, Terence
Sheridan, an Irish CathoIic, overheard a group of men, led by the Donaglues,*

planning a raid on McKee's home, where the body s a l l lay. They planned to steal the

body and destroy it before an inquest could be held - providing the coroner arrived,
since they planned to intercept and reroute him on his way from Quebec. Later that

45

Walker had settled in Saint-Sylvestrein 1852. Testimony of Thomas Walker, Conigatt

Xnquiy.
Indeed, those who listed t h e birthplace
~
as Ireland or England in the 1851cençus were
almost uniformly over the age of 35; Recensement 1651, Cnnada Est, Saint-Sylvestre.
47 Testimony of Hugh Russell, Andrew McKee, Comigan Inqriinj.
* Patrick Donaghue, Francis Donaghue, and Edward Donaghue were ail accused in
Corrigan's death. The Donaghues all appear to have been related through maniage. It is apparent
that Francis and Edward were brothers, while Patrick's brother, James, was a baiIiff in SaintSylvestre. Patrick's other brother, Matthew, does not seem to have been involved in the Corrigan
Affair. Patrick's uncle, James, lived in Leeds, and his niece was married to Edward. There was
also another Donaghue, another Patrick, more commonly known as "Yankee Pat", who lived at
Saint-Sylvestreai the time of the Corrigan Affair, though his relation, if any, to the rest of the
Donaghues is not dear. Testimony of JamesDonaghue, "Yankee" Patrick Donaghue, ihe Queen v.
R. Kelly, et al.; Quebec Moming Chronicle, 18 February 1856.

evening, Sheridan reported what he had heard to Andrew McKee.Understandably
alarmed, McKee immediately rounded up his two sons and sorne thirty friends. They
armed themselves and established a guard at McKee's ovemight to repulçe the attack,
which never came. The next morning McKee, still shaken, consulted with King and the

Irish Cathok magistrate, JamesMullavey, on what to do with the body, which had
begun to decompose. It was deaded that Comgan's body should be removed to the
schoolhouse in Leeds. Leeds was an Orange Order stronghold, so it was unlikely that
the Ribbonrnen would attempt to steal the body hom there, especidy with an m e d

guard to protect it.49 nius,a force of some three hundred men,all of whom were
Protestants, armed themselves and escorted the body to Leeds. They had armed
themselves parlially as a show of force against the Ribbonmen.50 It is at this point that
we c m see the murder of Comgan develop into an ethno-religious confrontation. Up

unal this point, it had remained simply a crimjnd act.
The coroner, Jean-Antoine Panet, finally arrived in Saint-Sylvesbeon 23 October,
only to find that the body had been moved to Leeds. He had not been met with the
expected resistance during his joumey from Quebec. The coroner's inquest was
convened in Leeds the next day and lasted for two days. John O'Farrell, the Member of
the Legislative Assembly for Lotbiniere, as weU as the lawyer of both Richard Kelly and
George Bannon, wanted to attend the inquest in hiç role as defence cornel. Panet
agreed on one condiaon, that OfFarrell's clients attend as well. Needless to Say, this
offer was quickly and unequivocally rejected.51 Regardless, the W e s t carried on. M e r

- -

--

-

-

Testimony of Andrew McKee, JamesMullavey, Rev. William King, The Queen v. K.
Kelly, et al,; testimony of Andrew McKee,James Mullavey, Cmgatz Inquiy.
Testimony of Andrew McKee,f ames McKee, William Harrison, Cmripn Inpiry.
3 Testimony of Jean-AntoinePanet C-an
Inquinj.
@

hearing all the evidence, including a long testimony from Pâquet, the jury, which was
comprised of sixteen Protestants and four Irish Catholics, returned a unariimous verdict
of " w i M murder" against the following men: Richard Kelly, Patrick "Big" O'Neill,

JohnMcCaffrey, George Bannon, P a u Donaghue, Edward Donaghue, Francis
Donaghue, James (aka John)Hagan, Patrick "Blinkjng" Monaghan, Matthew Hopkins,

and Hugh Hopkins. AU were frorn Saint-Sylvestre with the exception of McCaffrey,
who was from SainteAgathe, and all were Ribbonmen.52 Moreover, they were the same

men Corrigan had acwed of beating him in his deposition to Pâquet9 Panet then
issued a warrant for the arrest of these eleven men and entrusted it to William Harrison,
a Protestant bailiff from Leeds? There were now two warrants out for the arrest of the
eleven men a c c w d of murdering Comgan The first, issued by Pâquet, was held by the

Québec police force. The second, issued by Panet, was held by Harrison.
It is at this point that the death of an obscure farmer in an isolated rural parish
became an Affair," as a battle emerged between the Irish Catholics of Saint-Sylvestre
If

and the law enforcement mechanisms of the state over the fate of the accused men.The
development of ethno-religious tensions also underlined the emergence of the murder

of Comgan as an "Affair." After the body was removed by a large group of armed
Protestants to Leeds, an Orange Order stronghold, these tensions mounted. Thus, what

had begun as a dispute between two men over who was the better man was tumed into
a dispute that centred upon the different religious identities of Robert Corrigan and

Patrick O'Neill. It was the ethno-religious identity of O'Neill and his CO-accusedthat

52 Testimony of James Green,John O'FarreU, Jean-AntoinePanet, C m g a n Iizpiry; Quebec
M m y ,30 October 1855;Montreal Wihzess, 7 November 1855.
3 Parkin, Phillpotts, Delisle to Terrill, 13 November 1857, Comgan Depositions.
"Testimony of fean-htoine Panet, William Hanison, C m g a n Inqtrinj.

became the key issue, as they were dIW h Catholics. Catholics, as mentioned, were the

social group constructed as "0th" by the Anglo-Protestant popdation in midnineteenth century Canada.
Violence was also central to the unfolding of the C o m g a n Affair, aside from the
obvious: that Comgan was beaten to death. Moreover, this violence seemed to become
rituaiised as other members of the community stepped in to negotiate a settlement
between Comgan and O'Neill when they were unable to do so with violence. As was
discussed in the Introduction, violence was characteristic of Irish life and this was
certauily brought to Canada by Irish immigrants.That said, however, it is rather too

convenient to f
d back upon the "culturalbaggage" theory in examining the violence in
the Saint-SyIvesbe and Leeds area. Moreover, to do so is to fall into the same ethnic
stereotypes that CIare Pentiand and Michael Cross have been @fy

of.55 Violence was

not uncornmon to rural communities in p e r d during the nineteenth century,
irrespective of politics and religion? Indeed, it could 5e argued that violence was
expected in agricultural communities. As Celia Danysk points out, constructions of
manliness in agricultural communities were dosely intertwirted with ideas of masculine
prowess as "[aJgricdture was a physically d e m d i n g occupation - it required strength,

"5
H. Clare Pentland, Labour alrd Capital in Gznada, 1650-1850, ed. Paul Phillips
(Toronto: JamesLorimer & Co., Ltd., 1981), 96-129; Mîchael S. Cross, "The Shiners' War: Social
~"
Hisforical Rwiew, 54,l (1973): 1-26. For a
Violence in the Ottawa Valley in the 1 8 3 0 ~ Gznadinn
scathing attack on Pentland and his stereotyping of the Irish, see Donald Harman Akenson, Being
Had: Histmiarzs, Euidence and the Irish in Norflr Anrerica (Port Credit, ON: P. D. Meany, 1985), 10942.
Or10 Miller, The DonneIIys Must Die (Toronto:Macmiilan of Canada, 1962); Dickson D.
Bruce,Jr. Violence and Culture in the An febellum Soufh (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1979),
89-113;EIliott J. Gorn, "'Gouge and Bite, PuIl Hair and Scratch': The Socid Sigruficance of
Fighting in the Çouthern Backcountry," American Hisfoncal Mau, 90,1(1985): 1 û 4 ;Altina L.
Waller, Fmd: Hu@lds, McCoys, and Social Clrange in Appalaclzia, 1860-1900 (Chape1Hill, NC:
University of North Caroline Press, 1988); Robert Muchembled, La Violence au Village: sociabilitéet
conzpurfmtts populaires en Artois de XVe au XVIIIe siècle (Brussels:Éditions Brépols, 1989).
Susan Lewthwaite, "Violence, Law, and Community."

starnina, and physical dexterity."n Thus,it is not difficult to see the place of violence

and fighting in such a community. As men challenged each o W s prowess, as Comgan
had done to O'Neill, they fought to determine who was the stronger, and therefore
better, man.

Celia Danysk, Hired Hands: Labour and the Developmni t of Prairie Agriculture, I88O-I%O
(Toronto: McCIehd and Stewart, 1995),75.

CHAP'IER III ON THE TRAIL
OF THE ACCUSED
Most humbly sheweth:
That your Petitioners, and other, quiet, loyal[,] and well-diçposed
Roman Catholic Parishionershave been and are daüy iwulted, menaced,
threatened, and abused - and many of them have had their actual
dwelling-houses and domiciles broken open, sacked, and plundered in
the dead of night - and at midnight have, by a band of marauders, who
openly dedared that they are Orangemen duly authorized by the
Govenunent of the Province to act in this manner, through the pretext of
searching for and finding out those a c c w d in the murder of the late
Robert Comgan.. . T Myom said Petitioners deeply deplore that our
P&h should be the theatre of any felony much less anythmg that should
be construed into voluntary or premeditated murder.. .and that in
consequence thereof they and their other Roman Catholic Parishioners
feel conscious that they are in no way to bblame.. .and that neither their
persons nor property should be attacked, searched, and plundered by
day or night by the Megantîc and St. Sylvester Orangemen, and iruoads
be made on their properties at the dead of night by a Banditti of anned
ruffians and vagrants, who searched [sic], not so much for the accuçed as
they do for plunder.
That these ruffians have openly and at divers places dedared that
they would usurp the law of the land and substitute in the place L p c h
Lmu,and have bIood for blood before the accused would be brought to
trial; and that by their continual invasions and discharge of firearms, and
mustering to some hundreds at a time, thereby, driving our wives and
children into hysterics, shew every determination and inclination to put
their threats into execution if not prevented by the authorities of this
Province without further delay.1

By the end of the k t week of November, tensions had risen to a dangerous
level in Saint-Sylvestre, as th& petition from some 160 Irish Catholic parishioners
suggests. These 160 men appealed to the governent for protection from the ûrange

"Banditti" out of fear for the5 lives and property in the face of the aggressive Leeds
Orangemen.In addition, the petitioners were well aware of the fact that the entke Irish

Petition of the undersigned Roman Catholic inhabitants, householders of the Parish of
Saint Sylvester, in the District of Quebec, Her Majesty's m e and Ioyal subjeck, To His Excellency,
Sir Edmund Head, Baronet, Governor Generd of British North America, &c., (hereafter cited as
"PetitionofHer Majesifs Tnie and Loyal Subjects") Joumals of the Legislafme Assembly of the
Prouince of Canada (hereafter cited as "JLAC"), Vol. 14, Appendix 42.

Catholic community of Saint-Sylvestre was beïng tarred by the violence of a small

minority; they therefore sought to distance themselves from the accused murderers. As
mentioned in the Introduction, in mid-nineteenth century Canada, Catholics were the
social group constructed as the "Other." Sudi a construction allowed the dominant
hglo-Protestant group to slip from the specific to the general in the characterisations of
the "Other'' group. In other words, the actions of a few Ribbonmen in Saint-Sylvestre,

became in the eyes of the AngIo-Protestant governrnent, press, and population in

general, symptomatic and characteristic of the behaviour of Irish Catholics in generd
Aside from attempting to distance themeIves from the accused murderers, the
petitioners were careful to point out that it was the Orange Order that was behaving in

an outrageous manner. Moreover, the petitioners pointed out, the Orangemen were
mocking the govemment by declarirtg th& (fraudulent)government-sandioned
legitimacy. In constructing the Orange Order as the villains, the petitioners underlined
who were the loyal party in Saint-Sy1vesh.e - the Irish Catholics - and who were not the Orangemen. By distancing themselves from the deged murderers, the peîitioners
rnay have betrayed a deavage in the Irish Catholic community of Saint-Sylves&e.

If they did, it went unnoticed by the Anglo-Protestant élite of Canada. John
Dougall, the vehemently anti-Irish,anti-Catholic editor of the Montreal Witness,
discounted a public meeting held by a group of Irish Catholics in Saint-Sylvestre to
express their abhorrence at the murder of Comgan and to extend their sympathies to his
widow.2 Dougall echoed the sentiments of many others when he wrote that the best
proof that the Catholicç of Saint-Sylveste could give of their sincerity would be to aid in

2Montred Witness, 21 Novernber 1855; True Wifnessand CafholicChronicle, 23 November

1855.

the arrest of the accused. Moreover, he reminded bis readers that ail those who had
knowledge of the whereabouts of the accused and faiied to communicate nidi
information to the proper authorities were abettors of murder.'

This was not unlike the response of the govemment to the petition from the Irish
Catholics of Saint-Sylvestre.In a telegram to Provinciai Çecretary ~eor~e-Étienne
Carfier, Lower Canadian Çoliator-GeneralDunbar Ross4 argued that "it c m o t be
denied that the St. Sylvester Roman Catholic party, by their unlawfd sympathy for the
accused, have theme1ves to blame."s Like Dougall, Ross was of the opinion that the
entire Catholic conununity of Saint-Sylvestre was guiIty of harbouruig the fugiaves.
Ross based his conclusions on rather weak evidence: the fact that no Catholic had come
forward with any information, and an inflanmatory letter from the pen of Reverend
William King. King acmed the Catholics of Saint-Sylvestre of plothg to kiII seven
more Protestants wiWn the next year.6 WhÏIe Ross seems to have been aware of King's
tendencies to resort to half-tmths and exaggerationç,7 he was nonetheless more than

willing to accuse alI of the Catholics of Saint-SyIvestre of f a h g to come fonvard with
information that he fdt they had.

Montreal Witness, 21 November 1855.
ROSShad been the Member of the Legislative Assembly for Mégantic County in the
early 1850s before being defeated by the Consemative John Greaves Clapham in the 1851 election.
3
4

After his defeat in Mégantic, Ross ran in nearby Saint-Marie de Beauce, and was easily elected
there. Thuç,he was familiar with the Saint-Sylvestre and Leeds region. Irene Biias, "Ross,
Dunbar,"Dictionmy of Candian Biography, Vol. D( (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,1985),
690.
5 Dunbar Ross, Solintor-General, Lower Canada, to ~eorge-&kme Cartier, Provincial
Secretq, Québec, 28 November 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42.
King deged that the CathoLics of Saint-Sylvestre had published a k t of seven more
Protestants whom they intended to murder in the next twdve months. He declined to name the
intended victims, however. Reverend Wrlliam King to Cartier, St.Sylvester 12 November 1855,
JLAC,VOL14, Appendix 42.
7 ROSSto Cartier, 28 November 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42.

The accusations of both King and the petitioners iliustrate that tensions were
mounüng in Saint-Sylvestre. Constable Murphy and his Quebec police arrîved before
dawn on Monday, 22 October. Much b his consternation, Murphy f o n d the magishate,
Pâquet, unwilling to accompany the police on their search for the accused, daiming that
he was frightened. Nonetheless, Murphy was able to bully Pâquet, as well as two of his
neighbours, to go dong with the police as guides. Pâquefs neighbours, however,
slipped away at the first opportunity, while Pâquet himself would only go as far as
McKee's home. Here, Murphy was able to procure more reliable help in the persons of
both McKee's and King's sons.8

As dawn had not shll not yet broken, Murphy had his guides lead his men to the
homes of the accused men. These searches turned up nothing. When asked where their

huçbands were, the wives of both Patrick Donaghue and Richard Kelly were evasive,

saying only that their husbands had "gone away." This pattern was to be repeated over
the course of the next two days. When pressed for more information, some Irish
Catholics told the police that the accused men had escaped to the United States. M e r
two days of searching, Murphy and his men retreated to Québec empty-handed.9 Irish-

CathoIic community solidarity was apparently so tight that Murphy complained to his
supervisor that "[w]e had a great difficulty in [procuring] the assistance of persors who

knew the parties accused."'O It seemed to Murphy that the people of Saint-Sylvestre

Testimony of James Murphy, Inquiy into the Death of Robert Corrîgan and the Impartialify
of Laurent Pâquet, Justice of the Peace (hereafter cited as " C m g a n Inquirf), Depositions and
Proceedings Related to the Death of Robert Corrrgan (hereafter cited as "C m g a n Depositims"),
Canada East-Provincial Secretïqfs Office, numbered correspondencefiles, file 49 of 1858, RG4
CI, National Archives of Canada.
9 Testimony of James Murphy, C m g a n Inquiy.
l0 J. Maguire, Office of the Inspecter and Superintendent of Police, to Cartier, Qu6becf 24
October 1855,JLAC, VOL14,Appertdix 42.

knew of his mending arriva1 in each settlement, and were therefore able to conceal
evidence from him with ease. Whüe they may have been unwilling to co-operate with
the police, Murphy noted, neither did they offer any form of resistance-fi
Murphy was not that surprised by his la& of success in Saint-SyIveshe. In his
eight years as a police officer, he had been charged with the execution of a handful of
warrants in the Saint-Sylvestre and Leeds area, and each thne he had encountered

resistance, from both Catholics and Protestants, Irish and non-Irish. He had even heard
of instances where people who had CO-operatedwith him were puniçhed by the bumùig

of their farm buildings and the maiming of their cattle.12
MeanwMe, William Harrison, the Leeds bailiff who held the coroner's warrant,

had assembled a gang of deputies and had taken up the search as well. He and his men
made repeated searches of the woods and homes of Saint-Sylvestre both day and night

throughout the last week of October and the first weêk of November, but "owing to the
accused being screened by the inhabitants, Be] was unable to effect any arrests."13 One

of the ways in whïch the accused were "screened," according to Harrison, was that
upon his arriva1at a given settlement, a horn could be heard blowing h m house to
house and into the surroundingwoods, apparently in an attempt to warn the accused
and their allies of Harrison's movements.14

II Testimony of JamesMurphy, JamesGreen, Cmigan Inqui y.

* TestimOny of JamesMurphy, Comgan Inquiy. Arçon and the maiming of livestock
were activities favoured by Irish Catholic secret societies such as the Ribbonmen. Rusty
Bi-f
"Agrarian Protest and Cultural Transferrak irish Immigrants and the Escheat
Movement on Prince Edward Island," The Irish in Atlantic Cimada, 178O-l9OO,ed. Thomas P.
Power (Fredericton:New Ireland Press, 1991), 102-4.
l3Testimony of W
illiam Harrison, C m g u n Inquiy.
14 Testimony of William Harrison, C-an
Inquiy; Ross to Cartier, 28 Novernber 1855,
JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42.

The use of a hom to si-

the movements of police forces, or the begmning of

an attack, would not be inconsistent with the practices of Irish Catholic secret societies

in generaL Ian Ross Robertson, in writing of the Tenant League on Prince Edward
Island, notes that tin-trumpets were often used to sigrufy the movements of state forces
sent to seize properiy or rnake anests, as well as to s i m the start of attacks on the

military.ls As we saw in the previous chapter, the attack on Comgan at the agricultural

fair comrnenced with the blowing of a whistle or hom. Moreover, Constable Murphy

had also complained of homs being blown whenever he and his men arrived in a
settlement.16
There appears, then, to be a conbadiction between the petifion of the Irish
Catholic parishioners and the behaviour of the Irish Catholic community in protecting
the a c c w d from b o t -the Orange Order and the state's forces. Dunbar Ross and John

Dougall both certainy felt that there was a contradiction. In reality, however, the
situation in Saint-Sylvestre was mu& more complex than Ross or Dougall would allow.

Certainy, there was a group of people, the Ribbomen and their allies, who did shelter
the accused; without such support there is no way that the men would have been able io
elude arrest for so long. As Eric Hobsbawm has pointed out, it is impossible for
fugitives from the law to conhue to evade capture without some amount of assistance

from the c o m u n i t y inwhich they live. Moreover, these "social bandits" must be

15 Ian

Ross Robertson, The Tenant League of Prince Edwmd Island: Leasehold Tenure in the

New Wodd (Toronto:University of Toronto Press, 1996), 3,81,90-2,101,111,133,139,141,144,
147-8,154,163,173,205,207,209,213-14,21~17,222-3,225-6,282-4.
l6 Testimony of JamesM q h y , C m g m Inquiy.

careful not to alienate those who proted them, or else they mwt use intimidation and
outnght terror to ensure the complicity of their communiiy.~7
What role intimidation on the part of the Ribbonmen played within the Irish

Catholic communify is left to our imaginations, as there is no surviving record (if there
even was such a record in the first place). As well, it is difficult to determine how many
of the non-Ribbon Irish Catholics were sympathetic to Comgan's accused murderers.
Community solidarity amongst the Irish Catholics of Saint-Sylvestre remained tight,
with no one daring to break it This, however, assumes that the whereabouts of the

accuçed men was common knowledge among the Irish Catholic community. Moreover,

even i€someone did corne forward, it is likely that the Ribbonmen would have been
able to shuttle the accuçed out of danger before the state could do anything about it,
especially given the dense forest that covered much of Saint-Sylvestre's rocky terrain
Furthmore, the person who furnished authorities with that information would have
been subjected to ostracisation by the rest of the W h Catholic community, to Say

nothing of the response of the Ribbonmen. Thus, even those who may have
disapproved of the murder of Comgan, if they even held information, would have been
unlikely to break community solidarity by stepping forward.18

17 Hobsbawm identified social bandits as "peasant outlaws whom the lord and the state
regard as crimin&, but who remain within peasant society, and are considered by their people as
heroes, as champions, avengers, fighters for justice, perhaps even leaders of Liberation, and in any
case, as men to be admired, helped and supported." While the men accused of murdering
Corrigan were certallùy not liberation Ieaders, they could, arguably be seen as avengers, as they
intended to punish Comgan for his continuai transgressions of acceptable behaviour. As we have
seen, his death was accidental. E. J. Hobsbawm, Bandits (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson,
1969), 13; E. J. Hobsbawm, P h i t i u e Rebels: Studks in Archic Foms of Social Movemenf in fhe 19"
and 2W Centuries (Manchester: Manchester University Press,1959), 25-22; J. 1. Little, "Popular
Resistance to Legal Authority in the Upper St Francis District of Quebec: The Megantic Outlaw
Affair of 1888-89," Labour/ Le Trmil, 33 (1994),107-9,119-21.
l8 In the case of the M6gantic Outlaw Affair of 1888-9 in the Upper Çaint-François D
istrict
of what was, by then, Québec, government spies sent into the region discovered that there was a
strong feeling of diçapproval on the part of some members of the locd Scots community towards

Comgan was the victim of rough justice on the fairgroundç that day. He had
continudy transgressed the boundaries of what was considered to be acceptable
behaviour by the dominant group in Saint-Sylvestre, the Irish Catholics. It was not just
the Ribbonmen who found offence in Comgan's behaviour; many non-Rbbon Irish
Catholics, as weli as some Ciznadiens, were just as outraged and offended.19 Thus,
Comgan needed to be punished for his behaviour, to remind h i ,and others as weIl,
that his maMer was not acceptable to the majority of the population. Comgan was
ceaainly not meant to die from his wounds, and when he did, a good number of the

Irish Catholics, as we have seen, found it abhorrent.20 Nonetheless, there was general
agreement with the senürnent that had led to Comgan's beating. This is not to Say, of
course, that the entire W h Catholic community of Saint-Sylvestre could be blamed for

his death, nor for the fIight of the accused from the state's legal enforcement
mechanism. The unwillingness of the Irish Catholics to come forward with information

may have had more to do with peer pressure and a fear of ostracisation than with
cornpliCity with, or approval of, Conigan's murder. nius, there was not necessarily a
contradictionbetween the petition to the government and the apparent "screening" of
the accused by the Inçh Cathoiic cornmunity.
Like the Québec police before hi.,Harrison had no lu& in locating and
arresting the accused murderers. Moreover, he was made the victim of a Ribbon
the actions of Donald Morrison, the Mkgantic Outlaw. Nonetheless, none of these people came
forward with informationthat would have led to Morrison's arrest, nor did they offer any
resishnce to the state. Little, "PopuIar Resistance," 106.
l9 John Buckworth Parkin, George AIexander PhiUpotts, Alexandre-Maurice Delisle,
Inquj. Commksioners, to Timothy Lee Terrill, Provincial Çecretary, Québec, 23 March 1857,
]LAC,Vol. 15, Appendix 45; testimony of Hugh Russell,Ralph Johnson, James MuLtavey, Father
John O'Grady, Corrignn Inquiry.
Testimony of Ralph Johnson, Hugh Russell, JamesMullavey, C m g a n Inquiy; Montreal
Witness,21 November 1855; Tme Wifnessand Catholic Chronicle, 23 Novernber 1855; Petition of Her
Majesys True and Loyal Subjects, J U C , Vol. 14, Appendix 42.

campaign of harassrnent Hanison and his men were "ambushed" by a gang of

Ribbomen one morning as they made their way from Leeds to Saint-Sylvestre to begin
a day of searching. Harrison daimed that upwards of seventy-five shots were fired at

his p q from the woods, but miraculously, no one was hit Either the Ribbonmen were
homble marksmen, or eise they only sought to scare Harrison off the trail. Undaunted,
Harrison and his men continued on their way. As they made their way home that
evening after another fruidess day searching, they were intercepted by a messenger

who wamed them that the Ribbomen were assembhg further down the road to finish
off what had been begun that morning. Frightened, Harrison and his men sought
shelter in the home of a local Irish Protestant, William McGinnis, Harrison Iater claimed
that he saw armed men ninning through the woods on either side of the road,
presumabIy to the ambush spot. He and his men barrkaded themselves b i d e of

McGinniç' home and waited for the attack they expected to corne. In Uie m e m e ,
Harrison sent a messenger back to Leeds requesting aid.21
When word of Hanison's predicament reached the ears of Leeds magistrate John

Hume, he was told that Harrison and hiç thirteen men were holding off a furious attack
by some five hundred Ribbonmen. Fortunately, for once, cooler heads prevailed, and
before an m e d force could be sent to rescue Harrison's party, JohnLambly, the mayor
of Mégantic, was able to convince the men to wait unal a scout could be sent to check
Harrison's position. When the scout finally reported back to LambIy just before dawn,
he was told that Harrison and his men had indeed been spotted barricaded inside

21 Testimony of William Harrison, C e a n Inquiry; John Lambly, Mayor of Mégantic, to
Ross,k d s , 16 November 1855, JLAC,Vol. 14, Appendix 42; John Hume, Magishate, to Ross,
Leeds, 16 November 1855,JLAC,Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Ross to Cartier, 28 November 1855, JLAC,
VOL14, Appendix 42; Canada, Le Recensement de 1851, Canada Est.

McGinnisOhome, but there was no sign of the Ribbonmen, or anyUung, for that matter,
that would have irnpeded their progress home. Eventudy, some -e

d e r dawn,

Harrison and his men were "rexued by a group of men and brought back to Leeds?
Curioudy, neither JamesMcKee, who had been a member of Harrison's search

party, nor his father, Andrew, made any mention of thk episode in their testhmny
before the inquiry into the Corrigan Affair in 1857. Andrew McKee, especially, spoke at

length in front of the commissioners about the tensions that arose in Saint-Sylvestre in
the aftermath of Comgan's death. It seems strange indeed that he did not mention this

incident" It codd be that Harrison either fabncated or exaggerated the story about the

planned Ribbon attadc in order to excuse his Iack of success in arresting the accuçed
men. Ross seemed to suggest this when he pointed out that the shots that Harrison
claimed were fired at h i .search party were probably nothing more than signalhg shots
by the Ribbonmen used to monitor the whereabouts of Harrison's party.24 At any rate,
Harrison's career as a bailiff was ended a few days later when he and his men were
arrested on a warrant signed by Pâquet on larceny charges. Hamison and his men had
allegedly removed some musket balls and 6s. 3d. in cash from the home of George
Barmon, one of the accused, during another fruitless dawn raid.%
Whüe the intimidation of the Ribbonmen (asswning that the attack on Harrison
did happen) did not work as well on Harrison as it might have - he was not scared off

22 LmbIy to Ross, 16 November 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Hume €0Ross, 16
November 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14,Appendix 42;testimony of William Harrison, C m g m Inquiry.
Testimony of JamesMcKee, Andrew McKee, William Harrison, Conigan Inquiy.
z4 ROSSfo Cartier, 28 November 1855,JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42.
King to Cartier, St.Joseph, 5 December 1855,]MC,Vol. 14,Appendix 4î;Cartier to
Laurent Pâquet, Magiskate, Toronto, 18December 1855, JLAC,Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Pâquet to
Cartier,Saint-Sylvestre, 2 January1856,JLAC, VOL14, Appendix 42; Parkin, Phillpottç, Deiisle to
Terrlll, Montrkal, 13November 1857, Conigan Depusitiuns.

"

the case - it certainly worked in the case of Pâquet He was dearly ahraid to get involved
in the Comgan Affair anymore than he already was.26 Pâquet had given some

particularly hcriminating evidence agaïnst the accused killers at the coroner's inquesi,=

and it is likely that he was viçited by the Ribbonmen, remliding him to remain
disinterested in the case. Pâquet se-

to have been friends with Richard Kelly, the

local Ribbon leader and one of the accused men,zs and this would have limited his room
to manoeuvre as a magishate. Moreover, it is unlücely that h e would have been willing

to see his friend convicted of murder, a capital offence. It is likely that Pâquet already
knew better than to get involved in business such as the Comgan Affair, as from the
outset he had been a reluctant participant. Indeed, he appears to have interfered in

Harrison's attempts to arrest the accused, for, according to Hanison, Pâquet had
commanded him not to bother with making arrests in the case, arguing that not only

would it be unsafe to do so, but that Harrison would also not be paid.29 There was &O a
furore created around the amest of Harrison and his men on the larceny charges, though
these allegations seem to have been greatly exaggerated by the Reverend K i n g . M

Testimony of JamesMurphy, Con-ipn Depositions.
Parkin,PhiIlpottç, Delisle to Terrill, 13 November 1857, C-an
Depositions.
28 Testimony of Laurent Pâquet, The Queen a. R. Kelly, et ut.; Parkin,PhilIpotfs, Delisle to
T e d , 13November 1857, Comgnn Depositions.
29 Testimony of William Harrison, Conigan Inquiy; Parkin,PhiUpotLç, Delisle to Terru, 13
November 1857, Corrigan Deposifions.
30 Among other things, King accused Pâquet of forging Mdavey's signature on the
warrant for the arrest of Harrison and his party (which uicluded King's eldest son, William, Jr.). It
seems, however, that this was a common pxactice of the Saint-Sylvestre magistracy when they
expected one of the other magistrates to join them on the case, as Pâquet did here. Mdavey,
however, refused to get involved. Pâquet also entrusted the warrant for the arrest of the Harrison
party to JamesDonaghue, a Saint-Sylvestre magistrate.Donaghue was the brother of Patrick
Donaghue, one of the accused men. Moreover, James and Patrick Donaghue were related to
brothers Francis and Edward Donaghue, aIso accused, through marriage. Lastly, King
complained that John O'Farrell, the MLA for Lotbiniere, and James Donaghue had corne to his
house in the rniddle of the night, with an arrned force of seventy-eight Ribbonmen in order to
arrest William, JI.; King to Cartier, 5 December 1855, JUC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Cartier to
Pâquet, 18December 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Pâquet to Cartier, 2 January1856, JLAC,
26
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While Pâquet was mwillùig to get any more involved in the Comgan Affair

than he aheady was, the other Saint-Sylvestre magistrates were unwilling to get
involved at ail. When he was approached by Harrison for aid in dealing with Pâquet,
Thomas Walker?a Protestmi, flat out refused to get involved. Walker?as we saw in the
previous chapter, had been warned by a "prominent member of the communiy' to
mind his own business. Meanwhile, James Mdavey, an Irish Cathoïic, did his utmost to

avoid any involvement with the Corrigan Affair. Mullavey, of course, had the problem

of behg both Irish and CathoLic: he could not get involved in the affair if he wished to
maintah his status in the ~01nmunity.31

On the same day that Harrison and his men were "ambushed by the
Ribbomen, the petition from the Irish Catholics of Saint-Sylvestre asking for
government protection from the overzealous Orangemen was forwarded to the
government The accusations of the petitioners and Harrison were simizar to each other,

as both parties daimed to have been vicamised by their enemies. A week later, Ross,
who appears to have been in charge of the case on behalf of the government, wrote to

Cartier and warned "that a dangerous excitement partaking a good deal of religious
charader, exists in [Saint-Sylvestre] and in the neighbouring Townships of Leeds and
Inverness."32

The Irish Catholic petitioners were not the only ones concerned with the
activities of the Leeds Orangemen. Accordùig to Pâquet, the Orangemen had gathered

Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Parkin,Phillpotts, Delisle to T e d , 13November 1857, C m g a n
Depositions.
31 Testimony of William Harrison, JamesMullavey, Thomas Walker, Comgan Inquiry;
Parkin, Phillpotts, Delisle to Terrill, 23 March 1857, W C , VOL 15, Appendix 45; Parkin, Phdpotts,
Delisle to TerriII, 13November 1857, Corrigan Depositions.
32 ROSSto Cartier, &&bec, 14 November 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42.

in a force of some two hundred men and had taken to firing their muskets in and

around Saint-Sylvestre both day and night, partly as a show of force, and partly to
intimidate the Irish Catholics. Pâquet also reported, like the petitioners, that he had
heard of instances where Orangemen had broken into Catholic homes in the middle of
the night, terrorising the inhabitanis, and firing their guns, al1 under the pretext of
searching for the accused. According to Peter Stocking who was one of the Orangemen,
he had been part of a group of Orangemen who broke into the bedroorn of a wornan

who had just begun her confinementbefore giving birth, throm her out of bed and tom

up the bedclothes and matiress, ail on the pretext of seardiing for the accused men.
Given the impossibility of concealing a grown man in the bed of a woman about to give

birth, it is dear that the Orangemen had ulterior motives. Pâquet, however, was carefd
to point out that not al1 Protestants in the Saint-Sylvestre and Leeds area were
partiapating in these outrages, though he did note that King a c m e d all the Protestants
who did not participate of being cowards.3
Regardless of King's opinions of those who refused to participate in the Orange
intimidation of the Irish Catholics of Saint-Sylvestre, there was a rhetoric of violence
emerging around the Comgan Affair. As Rusty Bitterman has pointed out, the Irish
Ribbonmai had at their disposal a wide repertoire of tadcs they could use to intimidate
their opponents, frorn the maiming of cattle to the assassination of theix enemies.3 In
Saint-Sylvestre during the Comgan Affair, however, the Ribbonmen took care riot to
commit any more acts of violence after the beating of Comgan Instead, they relied on
the threat of violence, and even when these threats were found to be hollow, it did

Pâquet to Cartier, 2 January 1856, JLAC,Vol.14, Appendix 42.
Pâquet to Cartier, 2 Janiiary 1856,JLAC, Vol.14, Appendix 42.
35 Bitterman, "AgrarianProtest and Cultural Transferrd," 103-4.
33

nothing to q u d the tensions. In most cases the mere hint of violence was enough for the

Ribbonmen to achieve their desired end.
Ldce the Ribbonmen, the Orange Order made use of rhetoric and the threat of
violence. n i e Orangemen, too, were sele&ve in showing their potenaal might, and they
also ensured that there were no injuries. Scott See has argued for New B m w i c k that
when the legal enforcement mechaniSm of the state were unable to perform their tasks,
the Orange Order would often step in to operate as a vigdante group.3 This is exactly
what happened in Saint-Sylvestre; the state was unable to arrest the accused, and the

Orange Order stepped in to operate as vigilantes. The Orangemen, however, were just
as unsuccessfd as the govemment in their searches for the accused. Though they
allegedly üileatened to use "Lynch L a w , they did not resort to violence, aside from
their noctumal visits to the homes of Irish Catholics, which did not produce any lasting
injuries. They &O did pot retaliate against the Iwh Catholics for the murder of
Corrïgm, perhaps due to the relative weakness of their position.37

Similarly, in the case of the Mkgantic Outlaw Affair of 1888-9, there was no
escalation of violence after the murder of a deputy by Donald Morrison, the Mbgantic

Outlaw. Jack Little has noted that this was probably due to the involvement of the
communify 4lite in the attempts to prevent Morriçon's arrest? That violence did not
escalate in Saint-Sylvestre after Comgan's death may have had something to do with
the involvement of the community's élite. Richard Kelly, while c e M y not a member

36 !%oit W. See, Riots in New Brunswick: Orange Nafivisrn and Social Violence in the 1840s
(Toronto:University of Toronto Press, 1994), 12.
37 In both Saint-Sylvestreand Leeds combined, as weIl as the Counties of Lotbiniere and
Mkgantic as wholes, Catholics vastly outnumbered Protestants. Canada-Board of Registration
and Statistics, Census of fhe Canadasf 1851-2: Personal Census, a7,122-5.
38 LittIe, "Popular Resistance," 112.

of the communitfs agricultural &te,39 was the leader of the Ebbon Association and he
ceitainy played a role in ensuring that the Ribbonmen did not cause an escalaiion of
violence. Kelly had stopped the beating of Comgan on the fairgrounds, and had also
broken up the fight between Peter Stockhg and Francis Donaghue inside John
Machell's house after the beating of Comgan had ended." Similarly, Father (YGady,
the Catholic cure of Saint-Sylvestre, made repeated pleas from the pulpit to his
parishioners to resist the temptation to respond to the Orange Order with violence.41

No doubt Ross had this kind of role of the local Protestant élite in mind when he
sent a letter to several prominent members of the Protestant community, asking them to

do what they could to "dissuade vigilante groups, as the inevitab1.eresult of such
proceedings will be to embarrass, if not to absolutely defeat the efforts of persons in
authority.. .[and that such vigilante action] will be very apt to defeat the ends of justice
and the very object whidi they themselves have in view."Q Only one recipient of this
letter, and there were only three, lived in Saint-Sylvestre, and that was King. The other
two recipients were John Hume, a magistrate, and John Lambly, the mayor of Megantic,
both of whom lived in Leeds. Lambly, as we have seen, was instrumental in ewuMg
that the "Harrison Affair" did not escalate. Both he and Hume promised Ross that they
would do all in theirpower to dissuade vigiiantism.43 Presumably, the structure of the

39 Kelly, like al1 of hk CO-accused,was from the middling, if not the lower, tanks of SaintSylvestre. Neither Kelly nor any of his CO-accused(at Ieast those who could be identified from the
census manuscript) had particularly prosperous farms. Canada, Le Recensement 1851, Canada Est,

Saint-Sylvestre.

* It js important to note, however, that Kelly almost c&y
was involved in the
planning of the beaüng of Corrigan, given that he was the leader of the Ribbonmen. Testùnony of
William Woodward, Robert Simpson,James Mdavey, François Dion dit Deslauriers, Louis
Demers, Terence Burns, The Queen v. R. Kelly, et al.; Quebec Moming Chronicle, 9 February 1856.
41 Testimony of Father John O'Grady, Corrigan Inquiy.
ROSS to Lambly, Hume, and King, no date, Québec, M C , Vol. 14, Appendix 42.
43 Hume to Ross, 16 November 1855, JLAC,Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Lambly to Ross, 16
Novernber 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42.

Orange Ordex also worked to prevent an escalation of vi01ence. As Greg Keaiey has
argued, the leadership of the Orange Order, concerned with attaining "respectability,"
at l e s t to some extent contributed to the ritualisation of Orange/ Green violence in
Toronto.44
While Hume,Lambly, and the Orange leadership, dong with the leaders of the

Irish Catholic comunity of Saint-Sylvesfxe, worked to ensure that there was no
escalaaon of violence, the Reverend King had a different agenda. He was more
interested in ewuring that the INh Catholics took the blame for the Ning tensions in

the cornmunity than in quelling them. nius, the reverend was doing his utmost to
create a disturbance. Indeed, he was directly blamed by some for single-handedly
ensuring that the tensions in Saint-Sylvestre reached the levels that they did.4
According to King,a force of some fifty Ribbonmen were terrorising the Protestants of

the area, and he warned Ross that if something was not done to curtail them
imrnediately, another murder would be committed. He informed Ross that he could not,
in al1 consaence, comply with his request to dissuade vigdantism. He reasoned that the
Irish Catholics were terrorising the Protestants; indeed, King daimed that just an h o u
before he had received Ross's letter, a witness in the case (he did not supply a name)

had had his home broken into and was beaten. Moreover, just as his seaetary was
retuming from the post office with his mail, which induded Ross's letter, King leamed
that a gang of Irish Catholics had beaten a rival group almost to death in nearby SaintGilles. Kingthen went on to relate his version of the "Hanison Affair,'' but greatly

44 Gregory S. Kedey, Toronfo Workers Respond fo IndusfrîalCapzfdism, 1867-1892 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1991(1980)), 114-15.
TetimOny of Father John O'Grady, Ralph Johnson, C m g a n Inquiy; British Norfh
American Colonist, no date, as quoted in Tme Witness and Cafhotic Chronicle, 4 July 1856.

exaggerated and distorted the story, claiming that there had actually been an attack on

M c G W home.%

It is interesting to note the slippage between the "Ribbonmen," the "Irish
Cathofics," and the "CathoLics" on the part of King.Consistent with the categorisation
of Catholin as the "Other", King, like Ross and Dougall, wandered from the specific
actions of a few men,to the Irish Catholic cornmunity, and,at times, to the entire
Catholic comrnunity of Saint-Sylvestre. His generakations to the entire Catholic
community of Saint-Sylvestre are particularly interesting,given that at other times, he
was careful to point out that the Canadiens of Saint-Sylvestrewere perfectly peaceable,
and that it was the INh Catholics who were causing all the trouble.47

King also reconstructed Robert Corrigan as the victïm of Catholic aggression.
King repeatedly stressed Comgan's humility and peacehilness, though this tends to
contra& other opinions of Comgads character, from both Catholic and Protestants."
Indeed, according to King,just days before Comgan was beaten, he had lent his saddle
to one of the men later accused of murdering him. Moreover, only one hour before he
was attacked, Comgan lent $4 to another of the men later accused ùihis death. In both
cases, King dedined to iden*

the men who benefited from Comgan's

neighbourliness, which suggests that the version of events he gave may not have been

aU that accurate. Lastly, when King was administering final rites to Comgan, the latter
-

% King to Cartier, 12 November 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42; King to Ross, St.
Sylvester, 14 November 1855, ]LAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Lambly to Ross, 16 November 1855,
JLAC, Vol-14, Appendix 42; Hume to Ross, 16 November 1855, JLAC,Vol.14, Appendix 42; King
to Cartier, 5 December 1855,W C ,VoI. 14, Appendix 42; testimony of William Harriison, C m g a n
Inquiry.
47 Testimony of Rev. William King, Colrigan Inqui y.
Testimony of Father JohnUGrady, Andrew McKee, Hugh Russell, JohnCordack, John
H&Ralph Johnson,Cmigan Inquin~;Par&, Buckworth,Delisle to Terriil, 23 March 1857, JUC,
Vol. 15, Appendix 45.

prayed for god's forgivenessfor his attackers, as w d as his own salvation, at least in the
reverend's version of events.49

As tensions mounted in Saint-Sylvestre itself, word of Comgan's murder began
to reach the desks of the newspaper editors of Canada.Two of Québec's major Angle
Protestant newspapers, The Mercuy and 7 k Moming Chronicle, launched indignant and
bitter attacks on the accused murderers, oftentimes diallenging their manliness, as can
be seen in the following editoriai from the Morning Unonick:
But is this not a disgraceful state of things? An honest famier, who was
chosen one of the judges at the County Agricultural Show, gives a
coflscientiousopinion which happens to offend a certain party; and a
combined band of ruffians[,] setting all law and order at defiance, fall
upon the defenceless f a n e r in the broad light of day and on the public
ground. They attack hirn in this corvardZy manner, six or seven against
one, and beat him so cnielly, that he dies in consequence within eight
and forty hours aftemards.9

Though sewationalised, this editorial was one of the milder accounts of
Corrigan's murder to be publiçhed in the Anglo-Protestant press of Lower Canada in
the weeks foIlowing the brawl in Saint-Sylvestre.The Mercury, on the other hand, ran a

highly sensationaliçed and inaccurate account of the genesis of the feud between
and the Ribbonmen, as well as of the brawl that erupted at the agricultural

Co+

fair.Under the headline of "Comgaris Murder - The Particulad', the following story

appeared:
Severai accounts of this black bagedy have been furnished us, and in the
cause of justice we give below such detaik as are reliable. it appears that
last year Comgan was attacked at his own door by four men. He was
forced to c d to his daughter to stand by with a pair of pistok to blow the
brains out of any good man who should strike him while he was engaged
- -

--

-

Reverend William King,letter to the editor, Quebec M m y , 4 December 1855; King to
Cartier, 12November 1855, JLAC,Vol. 14, Appendix 42; King to Ross, 14 November 1855, JLAC,
VoI. 14, Appendix 42; King to Cartier, 5 December 1855,JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42; kstimony of
Rev. William King, Conigan Inquiy.
50 Quebec Moming Chronicle, 24 Odober 1855, italics mine.
49

with an a d v e r q . He then offered to fight them one by one in T m John
Bull fashwn. They accepted his challenge and he thrashed aU four of thea
To revenge defeat upon [Comgan], it was determined to i d i c t upon him
a proper chasfisement, and nearly twelve months after the orignal fight,
an opportunity was found to attadc the unfortunate man when unarmed
fifi fo one. The crowd who attacked him were all wd-armed with clubs,
and a whistie, the preconcerted signalC] was heard at the moment of
attack.51

This version of events is a blurring of the two instances when Comgan had
f o n d himseE in trouble with O'Neill and his gang in December 1854and January 1855,
as well as the day Comgan met his end on the fairgounds. It is not hard to see the

inflammatory nahire of these newspaper accounts. No doubt, this was the intent of the
editors of both the Mercuy and the Morning Chronick.As Tina Loo has pointed out,
newspaper "stories cannot be considered 'apart from' their prose. The language used
was not just a manner of style. It was rhetorical and.. .it was meant to persuade" its
audience.52 The Moming

Chronicle emphasised the "cowardly" manner in whidi

Comgan was attacked, and both newspapers noted with disdain the fact that Comgan
had been outnumbered in the attack. Moreover, in recounting the "original" fight
between (YNeill and Comgan, the Mercu y praised Corrigan, an Irishrnan, for fighting
in "Tme John Bull fashion," meaning that he had fought like a good British man.The

manliness of Comgan's deged attackers, on the other hand, was under attack. To the
editors of both newspapers, it was unacceptable that Comgan be attacked when he least
expected it. Their failure to challenge Comgan under fair circumstances symbolised
their cowardliness. In accusing the alleged attackers, the newspaper editors were
directiy W e n g i n g their manliness, as courage was one of the characteristics central to

Quebec Mercury, 1 November 1855, italics mine.
Tina Loo, Making Law, Orhv, and Authmity in British Columbia (Toronto:University of
Toronto Press, 1994),140.

the d a t i o n of manliness.~Moreover, Comgan's daughter may have been a symbolic

m to attack the lIzanlUless of Comgan's assailants.
tooI used by the editors of the M e ~ y
To have forced Corrigan to rely upon his young daughter for protedion M e r
ernphasised the disreputable charader of the assdants. At any rate, it is unlücely that
Henrietta Comgan wodd have brandished pistols in her father's defence. At the time of
Robert's death, Henrietta was not yet two years old.9
What is interesting about the attack on the manluiess of the aiieged murderers

by the editors of the Québec newspapers was that it was not "rough" manliness that
they were denouncing; it was the fact that the attackers did not adhere to it.
Traditionally, urban bourgeois men and women have denounced "rough" codes of
manluiess as coarse, backwards, and uncivilised.55 Instead, the editors of the Québec
newspapers held up rough manliness, praising Comgan for taking on his attackers in

"True John Bull fashion,'' while noting with disdain that he was attacked by a gang of
men Moreover, they denounced his attackers for swamùng him in a group of fifty, ail
armed with sticks and weapons. To attack a single man in a group was cowardly
enough, but their use of weapons made it even worse?
It is also interesting to note that both newspapers, no doubt infiuenced by K i n g 5 7
presented Corrigan as the innocent victim of violent attacks. Accordhg to rough

53 Gai1 Bederman, Manliness and Civilizafion: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the
United States, 188O-19I7 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 17-18.
54 Philippe Sylvain, "L'Affaire Comgan à Saint-Sylvestre," Cahiers des Dix, 42 (1979),
132;
Philippe Sylvain, "Corrigan, Robert," Dictionanj of Canadian Biography, Vol. VIII (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1985).
55 Bederman, Manliness and Civilization, 17-18.
56 This,too, was an exaggeration. As we have seen, while Comgan was attacked by a
group of men,they numbered no more than six or seven. Moreover, not a l l of the alleged
attackers were anned with sticks, nor is it dear whether those who were armed used their
weapons on Corrigan.
57 King was a frequent correspondentwith the editors of Québec's Anglo-Protestant
press. Quebec M m r y , 4 December 1855.

manliness, violence and fighting were accepted outcomes of bragging about one's

fighting prowess. Here, however, the editors seemed to construct Comgan more in the
mariner of bourgeois manliness, insisting that he had

done nothing to initiate the

treabnent he received. 'There was no mention of the behaviour that had got him into
trouble with the Ribbonrnen in the first place, nor any mention of the fact that Comgan
was facing both assault charges and a civil suit at the time of his death. Indeed, the only
English-laquage newspapers to pubiish anythmg derogatory about the character of
Corrigan were the CathoEc British North American CoIonist of @&bec, and the T m

Witness and Catholic Chronick of Montréal?

As November progressed and turned into December and still no arrests had

been made, the Anglo-Protestant press of Québec began to clamour for more direct
action on the part of the government. After Harrison's arrest on the larceny charges in
mid-November, the govemment seemed to lose interest in the case. Indeed, it was
becoming increasingly clear that the state did not have the wherewithal, or the desire, to

deal with the murder of Robert Comgan Mead, the state seemed content to allow
events there to r m their course. There was no blatant or hosale atternpt to do away with
traditional "law-ways" in the community and replace them with the state's version of
"justice.' Indeed, had it not been for the furore that erupted in the newspapers of

Québec over the Comgan Affair, it is quite lürely that the govemment would have been
content with waiting for the accused murderers to tumthemelves in, in time for the

Crimuial Sessions that were scheduled to begin in February 1856.59

"

British N d Ame'can Colonist?no date, quoted in T m Wifness and Catholic Chronicle, 30
November 1855;T m Witnessand Catholic Chronick, 2 May 1856.
59 Quebec Mercu y,22 November 1855.

As the accused men conhued to evade arrest, indeed, as there were no attempis

to arrest them, the blood temperatures of the editors of the Québec newspapers
continued to N e (to Say nothhg of King in Saint-Sylvestre). By early December, the

M~YCU
y was fed up. In a cuiouçly worded editorial, George Tumer Grey, the editor of
the Mercuy,argued that since the legal amiof the state was not strong enough to bring
in the accused murderers, then "Comgan's friends must arm themselves to search out

the murderers."" Presumably, Carey was not aware of the actions of the Orange Order
in Saint-Sylvestre. Two days later, Carey declared

it's high time Uat lovers of law & order of the District should subsxih to
defray the expertses of causing the reputed asçassins to be brought in by
force. We suggest this subscription as we have ascertained that constant
commdcation is kept up with parties in Quebec [on the part of the
accusedl and that h d s have been subsaibed for their legal defence and
amis have been sent from Quebec to St. Sylvester to help the Ribbonmen
evade the law.61
It is worth noüng that the men accused of murdering Comgan were now "assassiw", a
t e m that carries with it political connotations. Moreover, that a conservative newspaper

such as the Mernrnj would be advocaiing the abandonment of the d e of law in favour
of vigilantism is rather intnguing. Carey was not the only one to call for v i e t e action,
however; the editor of the conservative Monfreal Gazette also called for "a mustering of
Comganfsfriends to capture the offenders."62 As Richard Maxwell Brown has pointed
out, however, vigùantism has historicaily been the reserve of the élite, or reactionary,
forces. It has been used to maintain order and the sfafus quo."

Quebec Mercunjt 11 December 1855.
Mercury, 13 December 1855, itaIics mine.
62 Montreal Gazetfe, no date, quoted in the Quebec Monzing Chronicle, 6 December 1855.
Richard Maxwell Brown, "Violence,"The Oxfwd Histury of the Arnmcan West,ed. C. A.
Miher Ii, C. A. O'Connor, M. A. Sansweiss (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994),395-6.
61 Quebec

After having raised the reward offered for the apprehension of the acnised,

Lewis Thomas Dnunmond, the Lower Canadian Attorney-General, and Provùicia2
Secretary Cartier became h e d with the press's c d for vigilantisn Cartier

demanded to lcnow if there was even a police force in Saint-Sylvestre, and if there was
not, why not, remuiding Drummond that "[llaw must be vindicated speedily."" Cartier
and Drummond had the head of the Montréal Water Police, Wüliam Ermatinger,
commissioned as a magisirate for the District of Quebec so that he could reorganise his

police force to lead a contingent of them into Saint-Sylvestre." Meanwhiie, preparations
were being made to send the military into Saint-Sylvestredong with Ermahger's men.

Finally, on 20 December, Emtinger's police and two companies from the Sixteenth
Regiment were sent into Saint-Sylvestre, with Ermatinger assuming command for the
expedition.66
Like Murphy and Harrison before him, Ennaünger found the locals of SaintSylvestre unwilling to help. He complained to Ross that they deliberateIy gave him and
hiç men false information67 After arriving in Saint-Sylvestre on 21 December, the

military and Ermatinger's police spent the next three days methodically searching every
house in the parish, as well as the bushes surrounding Saint-Sylvestre.Certainy, the
terrain of the pariçh did nothing to help the military,as the dense b w h and Wly

64 Cartier to Drummond, Toronto, 5 December 2855, ]LAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42. Why
Cartier was anxious that "Plaw must be vindicated speedily" is unclear, given that he sent this
telegram a full six weeks after the attack on Comgan and nearly a month d e r the Iast atternpt to
arrest the accused.
65 Cartier to Lieutenant-Colonel Wiüiam Ermatînger, Toronto, 5 December 1855, JLAC,
Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Dnunniond to Cartier, Qubbec, 8 December 1855, JLAC,Vol. 14, Appendix
42; Ermatinger to Cartier, Montréal,10 December 1855, JLAC,Vol. 14, Appendix 42.
a Quebec Mercunj, 20 December 3855; Tme Wifnessand Catholic Chronick, 14 December
1855; Montreal Wifness,26 December 1855; Quebec Monring Chronicle, 21 December 1855.
6' Ermatinger and Captain R. B. Johnson, to Ross, Pointe-Uvi, 26 December 1855, JLAC,
VOL14, Appendix 42.

landscape made it "extremely difficult to effect the =est of any person who would be

befriended by the inhabitants."~
Ultimately, the rnilitary and Errnatinger's police were unsuccessful and were
forced to reheat to Québec empty-handed on 24 December. Ermatinger later blamed not
only the inkansigence of the local community and the difficult terrain that surrounded
the parish, but &O the Ribbon Association. Accordhg; to Ermatinger, Ribbon solidanty

in the Quebec region was so tight that the accused could have been anywhere within a
150 mile radius of Saint-Sylvestre and still have been d e , though this is certainly en
exaggeration.69

To add insult to injury, as the military train p d e d out of Craig Road Station, it
was derailed after Abraham Ramsay, a local Irish Catholic and employee of the rail

yard, p d e d the switch, degedly on the orders of his boss, switchmaster John "Boz"
Keliy, brother of Richard Kelly. Ramsay and Boz Kelly were immediately taken into
custody by the police, dong with a third man,John Black, and charged with the
attempted murder of d l 5 0 men on board the train.When brought to trial in January,
however, they were quickly acquitted due to a lack of evidence. Apparently, Ramsay
had been doing some maintenance work on the track and simply p d e d the switch as

the kainbore down on him to Save his own life. Moreover, Boz Kelly was not Ramsay's
boss, instead, an Anglo-Protestant by the name of Kenneth McDonald was?

Testimony of Lieutenant-Colonel WilLiam Ermaiinger, Captairt Charles Armstrong,
Conigan Inquiy.
69 Ermatinger and Johnson to Ross, 26 December 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42.
Ermatinger to Cartier, Québec, 28 December 1855, ]LAC Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Quebec
Mercuy, 29 December 1855; True Wihess and Cafholic Chronicle, 4 January,11 January, 18 January
1856; Montreal Witness, 2 January 1856; Quebec Moming Chronick, 26 December, 31 December
1855,4 January 1856.

Though s k e d into action by the sensation created by the Québec media, the
govemment did not seem to be concemed with the failure of Ermatinger and his men.
Moreover, the media lessened its attack on the govemment, content with the arrest of
Boz Kelly,Ramsay, and Bladc for the derailment of the train? Ross blamed the failure
of the military on the difnculty of taking such a large force into Saint-Sylvestre "without
the accused receiving intimation of [the troops'] approach."n This was probably true,
given that the Saint-Sy1vesh.e Ribbonmen had no difficulty in keeping tabs on the

s d e r forces under the command of both Murphy and Harrison. Moreover, the arrival

of the rnilitary was certainly no surprise, given that the media had announced that the
military would be sent some two weeks before it actually was? Nonetheless, conduded

Ross, while Emtinger was not able to b

~ in gthe accused, the presence of the military

in Saint-Sylvestre and Leeds went a long way towards calming the tensions in the
community.74 As well, a stipendiary magistrate was assigned to Saint-Sylvestreand his
presence also seemed to c

h the community.~

In the end, the assumption that the accwd were simply waiting for the spring
Criminal Sessions to surrender, rather than cooling their boots in jail over the winter,
proved to be correct. O n 7 January,Matthew Hopkins, one of the accused, travelled to

Quebec Mercury, 29 December 1855;Montreal Wifness, 2 January1856, Quebec Morning
Chronick, 26 December, 31 December 1855,4 January,16January1856.
ROSSto Cartier, Qukbec, 30 December 1855,JLAC, VoI. 14, Appendix 42.
73 TOthe editors of the Mercury, the fact that two full weeks elapsed between the fhst
nun0u.rthat the military were to be sent into Saint-Sylvestre, and the actual deployment of the
troops suggested two things. First it suggested that someone in the govemment had been able to
dehy the actual deployment of the troops to the benefit of the accused and th& supporters.
Second, it also suggested that the a c c w d and their supporters were given the benefit of an eady
warning of the impending arrival of the military by this source. The editors, however, were
careful to point out that the idea that this source was someone "in high office" was ludicrous.
Quebec Mercuy, 27 December 1855.
74 Quebec Mercury,
75

27 December 1855.

TestimOny of Ralph Johnson, C m g a n Inquiy.

Québec and turned himself in He was foilowed in quidc succession by Richard Kelly,

"Big" UNeiU, Francis Donaghue, Edward Donaghue, Patrick Donaghue, "Blinking'f
Monaghan, George Bannon, Hugh Hopkins, and John McCafïÎey, ali of whom gave
thmeIves up to Ennatinger on 17January.76 Thus, ten of the eleven men accused of

murdering Comgan were now in the state's wtody. The last man, James Hagan,
remained at large. According to Ennatinger, he was in the United States." On 25

January,seven of the ten men in w t o d y were indicted by a Grand Jus,.

and had their

trial date set for 28 January.The remaùiing three, Matthew Hopkins, Hugh Hopkins,

and Edward Donaghue, were released from custodyP
While there appears to have been a contradiction between the petition sent by a
group of Irish Catholics to the goverrunent asking for protection from the overzeaious
Orangemen, in that they expressed abhorrence with the murder of Comgan while the

INh Catholic community presented a united front to law enforcement offiaals, this is
not necessarily the case. As we have seen, the reluctance to corne forward with
information may have been linked to the fear of social ostrackation, rather than
approval of, or compliaty with, Comgan's murder.
That there was no escalation of violence in the parish and its envimm is due to
the role of certain members of the community elite. We have seen how John Lambly did

his utniost to discourage violence in the "Harrison Affair." Simrlarly,Richard Keily,
though accused of murdering Comgan, certainly resbained his Ribbonmen from

76 Quebec M e m y, 8 January,19 January1856;Ermathger to Cartier, Qu&bec,18 January
1856, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42.
Ermatinger to Cartier, 18January1856, JLAC,Vol. 14, Appendix 42.Strangely,
Ermatinger incorrectiy mis-identifies Hagan as William McGiruiis, who, as we have seen, was the
man who shdtered Harrison and his men from the threatened lübbon attack.
78 Quebec M m i n g Chronicle, 26 January 1856; testimony of fames Green, Cmigan Inquiy.

escalating the level of violence. Moreover, fiuther violence wodd not have suited the

needs of the Ribbonmen, who had achieved their desired end with the beating of
Comgan The Orange Order, as well, was car& to avoid an escalaaon of violence,

partly due to th& relative weakness in the community, as w d as due to the structure of
the Order, as its leadership assumedly worked to reshain the Orangemen.
The accuçed murderers were further helped by the state's lackadaisical attitude

towards the Comgan Affair, as well as its lack of resowces. It could not rely upon its

agents in the Saint-Sylvestreand Leeds area for assistance ui this case. None of the
magistrates in Saint-Sylvestrewished to get involved, no doubt due to Ribbon
intimidation, while Harrison was a non-factor. Only after an outcry from the AngloProtestant media did the state seem to get interested in the case. This interest, however,
was fleeting. Rather than actively pursue the accused men,the state preferred to wait

until they simply tumed themeIves in in time for the next Criminal Session. Thiç
nonchalance serves to underline the relative weakness of the state in m a l areas that has
been emphasised by historians such as Lewthwaite and Greer.

CHAF'ïER N:"TUSTICE IS AN EMPrY
NAME IN LOWER CANADA"'
"A shgular fatality seems to attend everything c o ~ e c t e dwith this now
notorious case," complained the Morning Ulmnide on 1February 1856. The irial of the
seven men inacted for murdering Robert Comgan had been suspended when a

member of the jury went miçsing during the lundi break on the first day of the trial.' A
mistrial was dedared, and the jury was released, at least for the thne being. After a long

and tiring session for the selection of a new jury, the same twelve men were swom in,

including James Finnegan, the man who had caused the mistrial in the first place? The
disappearance of Finnegan, who was fined £5 for his a..cs,4would not be the only
opportunify during this trial for the media of Lower Canada to complain about the
proceedings in the courtroom presided over by Justices JeamFrançois Duval and René&douardCaron.
The case of R. v. R. Kelly, et al. quickly descended into a near farce as accusations
of misconduct flew back and forth between the prosecution and defence counsel, as well
as towards the bench. Moreover, the accused men were supported by a packed, raucous
courtroom filled with their supporters, friends, and family. The defendants, meanwhile,
treated the trial as a joke, openly mocking the trial process and daring the prosecution to
prove their @t. Added to this circus-like atmosphere were the continual cornplaints of
the Anglo-Protestant press of Québec about the trial.

Niagara Mail, no date, as quoted in Quebec Moming Chrunide, 28 February 1856.
QuebecMoming Chronick, 1Febmary 1856; teçtimony of James Green, Conigan Inquiy;
Quebec M m r y , 31January1856.
3 Testimony of JamesGreen, C u n i p n Inquiy; Qwbec Morning Chronicle, 1February 1856.
4 QuebecMercury, 2 February 1856.

Before proceeding with the detaüç and analysis of the trial, it is necessary to
idenhfy the leading actors in this courtroom drama. As mentioned, the presiding
justices were Duval and Caron, though Caron was a Puim6 judge.5 The prosecution was
conducted by none other tnan Dunbar Ross, the Lower Canadian Çolicitor-General, and
the man who had coordinated the government's failed attempts to arrest Comgan's
accuçed killers. He was assisted in the latter stages of the trial by Simon Lelihre, a

Quebec solkitor. The seven men who stood trial were defended by four solicitors, who
worked together dosely. John O'Fanell, the Member of the Legislative Assembly for
Lotbiniere, who was &O apparently a Ribbonman, defended Richard Kelly and George

Bannon6 Patrick O'Neill and Franâs Donaghue were defended by h d r e w Stuart;
Charles AUeyn defended Pairick Monaghan and Patrick Donaghue; whiie John

McCaffrey was represented by a Canadien named Chabot.' It appears that O'FarreU led
the defence tearn, as he conducted most of the cross-examinations of the Crown's
witneçses, as well as the majority of the examinations of defence witnesses! The jury

was composed of twelve men d e d from the petite bourgeoisie and proletariat of

See Donald Fyson, Evelyn Kolish, and Virginia çdiweitzer, The Court Sfructure of Quebec
and L m Canada, 2 764-1860 (Montreal:Montreal History Group/ Groupe sur Y histoire de
Montréal, 1994), 35 for an explanation of the structure and function of the Court of the Queen's
Bench.
In his tesümony before the inquiry appoinîed to examine the Comgan Affair,O'Farrell
appears to have been far too famüiar with the Ribbon Association and i 6 history in the SaintSylvestre/ Quebec region to not have k e n a member. Testimony of JohnWFarrell, Inquinjinto the
Death of Robert Comgan and the Impmtiality of Laurent Plîquet, Justice of the Peace (hereafter cited as
"Corrigan Inquirj'), Depositions and Proceedings Related to the Deafh of Robert Comgan (hereafter
cited as "Cmgan Deposifions"), Canada East-Provincial Seaetary's Office, numbered
correspondence files, file 49 of 1858, RG4 Cl, National Archives of Canada. O'FarreIl was also
indicted during the same Criminal %ions on charges of forgery arising from a separate case.
Quebec Merm y, 29 3amary, 31 January 1856.
7 Tstimony of JamesGreen, Cwrigan Inquiry.
Quebec Moming Chronick, 9 February, 11February, 12 February, 13February, 14
February, 15February, 16 February, 18February, 19February 1856.

Quebec. Of the tweive, at Ieast four were Canadzèns, while five had Irish m e s , two had
Scots names, while one rnember had an English first name and a CatlLzdietz surname.9

On the h t day of the trial, Stuart "prayed to the Court to interdict the
publication of any part of the trialund it was terminated."" Stuart and his defence
coiieagues argued that th& clients' chances of a fair trial would be compromised by the
publication of the detaüs of the case in the Québec press, as it was the habit of the press
to publish all the testimony v e r b a h Duval agreed with Stuart,and granted his

request.ll
Almost immediately, however, a conboversy arose smounding the publication

ban It seems that the ban was oniy placed upon the Québec newspapers, whüe those in
Montréal and other parts of both Upper and Lower Canada were still free to publish

details from the tnal. The Montrenl Herald was the first newspaper to publish a record of
the testimony from the trial? When UFarreii discovered this,he was Mous and he

immediately complained to Duval about it Instead of extending the ban to Montréal,
however, Duval struck down his own niling, and the ban was lifted, much to the
consternation of O'Farrell and the defence team.13

No sooner did the furore over fhis die down than did Ross work himself into a
freflzy over the translation of the testimony of G2nadien witnesses into English, and that

9 The jurors and their occupations were: Victor Beaupré,joiner; Thomas Burns,
shoemaker; Louis Bélanger, butcher; Michael Hanley, merchant; Olivier Garneau, d e r ; Charles
Tanguay, saddler; JamesFinnegan, trader; Thomas Blanchard, labourer; Patrick Redmond,
sawyer; Thomas O'Donaghue, watchmaker; Andrew Clarke, shoemaker; Archibald McDonald,
shoemaker. Quebec Moming Chronicle., I February 1856; testimony of James Green, Cmigan
Inquiry; Michael S. Goss, "'The Laws Are Like Cobwebs:' Popular Resiçtance to Authority in
Mid-Nineteenth Century British North America," Lmu in a Colonial Society: Zïze Nova Scotia
Exphce, ed. Peter Waite, Sandra Oxner, Thomas Barnes (Toronto: CarsweU, 1984), 118.
Io Quebec M m y, 2 February 1856.
l1 QuebecMercury, 2 Febniary, 7 February 1856.
* Quebec M e n y, 7 February 1856.
13 Quebec Morning Chronicle, 9 Febniary 1856; Quebec Mermy, 9 February 1856.

of English-speaking witnesses into French. He accused the translator of not providing a
direct and v e r b a h translation, arguing that the translator was inserting his own words
into the testimony. Ross then proceeded to give the trawlator a cornplete dressing down
in front of the court, unîil Duval intervened and ordered Ross to stop over-reaching his

authority.i4

Added to these antics in the courtroom, the accused men shifted their positions
within the prisoners' box in order to confuse witnesses asked to identrfy t h e a
Moreover, on at least one occasion, a member of the audience was able to squeeze

hirnself into the box to M e r confuse Crown wibesses. Al1 of this appears to have
gone on without the knowledge of the guards of the gaol, who were in charge of the
prisoners, nor that of the bench and counçel. These tactics seem to have succeeded in
confusing at least two witnesses for the Crown, William Lowry and Richard Stewart.
Lowry, when asked to identify PatRdc Donaghue, pointed at George Bannon; Stewart
mistook Patrick Monaghan for Richard Kelly.15

The large audience also contributed to the circus-like atmosphere in the
courtroom, for the a c c w d men exchanged jokes and coments with the spectators,
clearly contemptuous of the entire proceedings.16 It is clear that Duval had difficulty in
controkg his courtrooa %me observers and participants actudy blamed him for

this, accusing the judge of holding a bias towards the accused. Duval's detractors &O

Quebec M m i n g Chronicle, 9 February 1856.
Tesfimony of William Lowry, Richard Stewart, JudgeS No& on the Evidence in the T M
of The Queen us. R. Kelly, et al. On Trial for the Murder ofRoberf Covigan af Quebec., F e h m y 2856
(hereaftercited as "The Queen o.R. Kelly, ef al."), C m i p n Deposifi'm; Quebec Murning Chronicle,9
Febmary 1856; testimony of JosephMOM,C m g a n Inquiy.
l6 Quebec Mercury, 19 Febmary 1856; Quebec Moming Chronicle, 21 Febmary 1856;
testimony of Dunbar Ross, Simon Lelievre, JohnDunbar, JohnHenry Willan, CharIes Roger,
Richard Pope, George Turner Carey, C m g a n Inquiy.
14

15

accused him of contributing to the light atmosphere of the murder triai by making witty
comments and jokes throughout the trial. It is important to note, however, that those
who accused Duval of inpropriety were exdusively Anglo-Protestant, or, like Lelievre,
had a vested interest in a guilty verdict17
Ross and O'Farrell, certainly with no love lost between them, were involved in a
senes of courizoom exdianges that became more pointed and hostile as the trial
progressed Ross continudy accused O'FarreU of being a lia..No doubt Ross sought to
capitalise on O'Farre11's indictmmt on forgery charges in a separate case at the same

. .

G.lmuial Sessions.18 (YFarrell, for his part, provoked Ross's anger with suggestions that

he ladced the mental capabilities to be an effective lawyer. Moreover, both men accused
each other of being members of secret societies: Ross accused O'FarreU of being a

member of the Ribbon Association, while O'FarreU accused Ross of being an
Orangemm.~g
Clearly, such an atmosphere was beneficial. to the accused, though it is debatable
whether or not this mattered in the end. Aside from the support of the audience, the
accused received support that was much more important from at least one other source,
if not two. First, the Ribbonmen of both Quebec and Saint-Sylvesbe continued to harass

and intimidate potential witnesses. As argued in the previous chapter, there is evidence
that the magistrate Pâquet was a v i c h of Ribbon intimidation, given his reluctance to
become involved in the Comgan Affair. Pâquet substantially modified his testimony at

17 Quebec Mernrry, 19 February 1856; Quebec Moming Chronicle, 21 Febmary 1856;
testimony of Dunbar Ross, Simon Lelievre, JohnDunbar, John Henry Willan, Charles Roger,
Richard Pope, George Turner Carey, Cmigan Inqui y.
laSee above, footnote 6.
19 Quebec M m i n g Chronicle, 9 Febmary, 11 February, 14 Febmary 1856.Ross,at least, was
correct O'Farreil was a Ribbonman.

the murder trial from that whidi he had offered at the coroner's inquest in Odober 1855,
thereby completely destroying his aedibility as a witness. It was clear that Ross had
intended to w Pâquet as his star witness, for the latter spent nearly two days on the
witness stand,most of it engaged in debate with Ross, who became increasingly
frustrated with Pâquet's lack of co-operation20 Pâquet's testimony also led Caron and

Duval to declare Corrigan's dying deposition to the magiçtrate as inadmissible, as
Pâquet had throm enough doubt ont0 Comgm's mental state at the time that he made
the deposition to render it useles's in the opinion of the judges.21 As Ross's anger with
Pâquet rose, he seemed to be more and more determined to destroy Pâquet's
credibilityP
At the murder trial, Pâquet attempted to downplay the seriousness of Conigan's
injuries when he Wited him the day after the beating to take his deposition. According
to Pâquet, he had expected to find Comgan sicker han he actually was. At the coroner's
inquest, however, Pâquet had testified that he had found Comgan dangerously ill when
he arrived at McKee's home to take the deposition. Moreover, it appears that Pâquet
had identified at least some of the men accused of murdering Corrigan as being
involved in the row when he testified at the coroner's inquest. At the murder trial,
however, he claimed to recognise no one in the crowd surroundingCorrigan, whkh
seems strange for a man as prominent and weIl-known as Pâquet Most serîously,

Testimony of Laurent Pâquet, ï7ze Queen v. R. Kelly, et al.; testimony of John O'FarrelI,
Andrew Stuart, Cmgan Inquiy; John Buckworth Parkin, George Alexander Phillpotts,
Alexandre-MauriceDelisle, Inquiry Commissioners, to Timothy Lee TerriIl, Provincial Secretary,
Montr&al,13 November 1857, Conigan Depositions.
TestimOny of Laurent Pâquet, Eugène Drouin, Zïw Queen v. R. Kelly, et al.; Quebec
Moming Chronicle, 13February 1856; testimony of Jean-FrançoisDuval, Conigan Inquiry; Parkin,
PhiUpotts, Deliçle to Terrill, 13November 1857, C-an
Deposifions.
22 Testimony of Andrew Stuart, Cmgan Inquiry.

however, for the Gown, Pâquet, as mentioned, tluew enough doubt ont0 the mental

state of Corrigan when he took the deposition from him. While other witnesses testified
that Comgan had dedared himself a dead man, Pâquet testified that when he asked
Comgan if he might recover, the latter responded, "Maybe.""
Whüe it is dear that Pâquet changed his t e s w n y , either out of fear of the

Ribbonmen, or his friendship with Kelly, we c a ~ oknow
t
how many other witnesses
were subjected to the same treaiment. Other witnesses did not have the same kind of
spotlight placed on them, as Pâquet was not only intended to be the prosecution's star
wihiess, but he was &O a servant of the state.24 Pâquet, especially after his performance

on the witness stand, was clearly being set up by Ross and King amongst others, to take
the fall for the government should a conviction not be obtained in the case. As early as
December 1855, Ross was positionhg Pâquet as a scapegoat, arguing that if Pâquet had
taken more vigiiant action on the fairgrounds on the day that Comgan was beaten, the

controversy of the Comgan Affair could have been avoided. King was also anxious to
blame Pâquet for the state of affairs in Saint-Sylvestre. To this end, King accused Pâquet

of various acts of misconduct, and, like Ross, argued thatif Pâquet had been more

23 Testimony of Rev. William King, Andrew McKee, Laurent Pâquet, Eugène Drouin,
William Lowry, James Mdavey, François Dion dit Deslauriers, Louis Demers, Francis Maguire,
rite Queen a. R. Kelly, et al.; Quebec Moming Chronicle, 9 February, 11February, 12February, 13
February, 14 February 18February 1856; testimony of Jean-FrançoisDuval, Comgm Inquiry;
Laurent Pâquet, Magistraie, to ~ e o r ~ e k t i e nCartier,
ne
Provincial Secretary, Saint-Sylvestre, 2
January 1856, Journals of the Legislathe Assembly oftheProvince of Canada (hereafter cited as
"JLAC'), Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Parkin, PhiUpotts, Delisle to T e d , 13November 1857, C@an
Depositims.
24 Though we have seen in the Introduction that Greer, among others, has argued that the
magistracy was only norninaliy a servant of the state, given that they were unpaid and relied
upon the communities whidi they policed for their living. Allan Greer, "The Birth of the Police in
Canada," Colonial Leoiathan: State Formation in Mid-Nineteenfh Cenfuy Canada, ed. Allan Greer and
Ian Radforth (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992),18; Allan Greer,The Patriots and the
People: The Rebellion of 1837 in Rural Laver Canada (Toronto: Universiv of Toronto Press, lm),
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proactive on the fairgrounds, none of the heightened tensions in Saint-SyIvestre would

have occurred.s
There were rumours of other witnesses who were degedly intimidated by the

Ribbonmen, fiough there are only four documented cases, induding Pâquet's, of this
happening. Moreover, im the case of one of these witnesses, Edward McKee,
intimidation does not appea.to have been a factor in his decision to leave SaintSylvestre for Vermont. Rather, it appears that McKee moved there in order to take up

farming, as what arable land existed in Saint-Sylvestre had k e n taken up by 1855-56.26
The other two apparent victims of the Ribbonmen were Peter Stocking and Jean-Baptiste
Noppert As we saw in the second chapter, Stocking was one of the belligerents at the
fairgrounds on the day that Conigan was beaten He was also, like the McKee brothers,
a member of bailiff William Harrison's search party. Stochg, furthermore, &O seems
to have been a member of the dandestine Orange seardi parties. Çometime after midNovember 1855, he fled Saint-Sylvestre, apparently due to Ribbon intimidation, and

was rumoured to be in the American west by the time of the trial.27

2s Neither King nor Ross made any mention of the inactivity of both James Mullavey and
Thomas Walker, the other Saint-Sylvestre magistrates. Ross's attadcs on Pâquet are rather
interesting, in that it was Ross who had recommended Pâquet be appointed to the magistracy in
the first place. Dunbar Ross, Çolîcitor Generd, Lower Canada, to Cartier, 30 December 1855,
JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Reverend William King to Cartier, 5 December 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14,
Appendix 42; testimony of JohnO'Fmeil, James Mullavey, Thomas Walker, C m g m Inquiry;
Parkin, Phillpotts, Delisle to TerriU, 23 March 1857, JLAC, Vol. 15, Appendix 45.
26 See Chapter I for a discussion of Edward McKee and his brother, James, who were
second-generation residents of Saint-SyIvestre who appear to have been unable to take up
agriculture in the parish, as their father had done, due to a lack of arable land. Above, p. 25. The
Mercury incorrdy reported that both Edward and his brother James had fled to the United
States. In actual fa&,Jameshad remained in Saint-Sylvestre,working as a bhcksmith. Pâquet to
Cartier, 2 January1856, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42; testimony of Andrew McKee, Edward
McKee, James McKee, Jean-Baptiste Noppert, The Queen o. R. Kelly, et d.;testimony of Andrew
McKee, James McKee, Com'gan Inquiy; Quebec Mercuy, 32 January 1856; Quebec M m i n g
Chronicle,1February, 9 February 1856.
27 Pâquet to Cartier, 2 January 1856, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42; testimony of William
Woodward Mark Ellison, W i b m Lowry, Thomas Adams, Laurent Pâquet, JohnBridget, Mary

The third witness, Jean-BaptisteNoppert was a CizttLZdien farm labourer living in
Saint-SyIvesfxe who complained of being wamed by John Kelly, Daniel McCaffrey, and
John Monaghan, whose brothers were among the accused,B that it wodd be in his best
interests to leave Saint-Sylvestre. Moreover, Noppert clairned to have had his life
threatened by Matthew Hopkinsf through a m u M acquaintance.29 Nopperfs crime, it
seems, was to have offered some darnning testimony against Kelly, McCaffrey,
Monaghan, and the Hopkins brothers at the coroner's inquest. Noppert's aedibility,
however, was called into question by both himself, when he admirted under crossexamination during the trial that he had never actudy been physicdy threatened, and
when Gown witness François Dian dit Deslauriers questioned Noppert's version of
events. According to Deslauriers, Noppert had been too far away from Comgan to have
seen what happened on the fairgrounds. When Deslauriers confronted Noppert with

this after the coroner's inquest, Noppert degedly told Deslauriers that it did not matter
if he had seen the beahg or not, it had been described to him by other witnesses.~

While it is probable that more people were subjected to Ribbon
"encouragemenf' to not testify, or else to change their testùnony, there are no more
documented cases of it. It would be e s p e d y interesting to discover the role of the
Ribbonmen within the Irish Catholic community of Saint-Sylvestre in t e m of the trial.
It is likeIy that the Irish Catholics of Saint-SyIvesbe did not need to be overtly reminded
McLeanf JohnHagan, Trle Queen o. R. Kelly' et al.; Quebec M m i n g Chronicle, 9 Febmary, 11
February, 12 February, 13Febmary 1856.
28 Richard Kelly, JohnMcCaffrey, and Patrick Monaghan, respectively.
29 Matthew Hopkins and his brother Hugh were among the men accused of murdering
Conigan, though the Grand Juryf d e d to indict either of them. According to Noppert, a mutual
acquaintance, Neil Moony, had told Noppert that Matthew Hopkins had said thaï if he saw
Noppert again, he would kül him;tesümony of Jean-BaptisteNoppert, The Qwm o. R.Kelly, e t al.;
Quebec Moming Chronicle, 9 February 1856.
30 Testimony of Jean-BaptisteNoppert, François Dion dit Deslauriers, The Queen v. R.
Kelly, et al.; Quebec Munzing Chronicle, 9 February 1856.

not to offer any damning testimony, as they were already aware of the consequences of
such actions.

Perjury was committed by more than one witness in the trial, not the least of
whom was Pâquet Many different versions of the events on the fairgrounds on 17
October were offered to the court Most of the controversy seemed to surround Richard
Kelly, and his role in the beating. S r n e witnesses, all for the prosecution, daimed to
have seen him strike Corrigan, indudùig some who testified that Kelly had jumped on

Comgan'ç stomach, causing the fatal injury.31 AU of the men KeIIy had been with when
the fight broke out, induding the îanadiens and those who testified for the Crown,
claimed that Kelly could not have struck Comgan without them having seen it.32
Moreover, Thomas Adams, who testified against Kelly, allegedly told James Donaghue
outside of a tavern in Quebec before the trial began that he had not seen Kelly strike
Comgan at ali. Nonetheless, Adams testified that he h a d . While it is unclear whether
or not Kelly did strike Comgan, it is clear that Kelly had some enemies in the

Witnesses such as Noppert, Deslauriers, Pâquet, Adams, and James Donaghue,

by allegedly altering their testimony, lying on the stand, or accusing one another of
perjury, were clearly able to able to alter the outcome of the trial.Others, such as

Richard Stewart, who testified for the Crown, were charged with perjury after admitting
in court that they based their testimony on what had been printed in the newspapers.3

-

of Mary McLean, Jean-Baptiste Noppert, Thomas Adams, Mark ElLison,
Richard Stewart, The Queen v. R. Kelly, et al.
32 Tesümony of François Dion dit Dedauners, Louis Demers, Laurent Pâquet, Terence
Burns,JamesMulIavey, The Queen o. R.Kelly, et al. Delauriers,Demers, and Pâquet, all Canadiens,
testified for the Crown,while Burns and Mullavey, Iriçh Catholics, testified for the defence.
33 Tesümony of Thomas Adams,JamesDonaghue, The Queen o. R. Kelly, et al.
34 Quebec Moming Chronicle, 13 February 1856.
31 TestimOny

Certainly, these people were aware of the potential impact of their testimony on the
trial, and wielded this power consâously. They hoped to either secure a conviction
against the men a c c w d of murdering Corrigan, or else to ensure that they were
acquitted, regardless of what actuaiiy happened on the fairgrounds that day.

After the prosecution had wrapped up its case, the foreman of the jury stood up
and declared that they were ready to render their decision in the case." niey were
prepared to acquit the defendants without having heard evidence in favour of the men
a c c w d of killing Comgan.36 Nonetheless, they were not permitted to do so by Duval

and Caron, and the trial continued. After the defence wrapped up its case on 15
February, the prosecution and defence team made their dosing rernarks, first in French,

then in English, for the benefit of the bilingual jury. Then Duval embarked on his
marathon charge to the jury. Duval, it seems, had taken copious notes on the testimony
offered, and now proceeded to read it out,nearly verbatim, to the jury.During his
charge, he told the jury that the aime of murder had, indeed, been proven: Comgan
had k e n beaten to death by a gang of men on 17October. The question for the jury to
decide, Duval told them, was whether murder had been cornmitted by "all or any of the
prisoners?"" All told, Duval addressed the jury for some eight hours, four hours in
French, then four hours in English.39Finally, the jury retired to "deliberate" and, to the

Quebec Morning Chronicle, 15 February 1856; testimony of Dunbar Ross, Simon Lelièvre,
JamesGreen,Corngan Inquiry.
36 At l e s t not offiMy, as Pâquet, among others, had offered teçtimony that was in
favour of the accused.
37 It i
s h m these notes that much of the Corrigan Affair has been reconstructed in this
thesis.

Testimony of Jean-François Duval,Conigan Inquiry.
Testimony of John Dunbar, JohnHenry Willan, Charles Roger, Dunbar Ross, Simon
LeliWre, John O'FarrelI, Charles Alleyn, Andrew Stuart, Corrigan Inquiy.
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surprise of no one, they retumed a verdict of "not gtdtf' for al1 of the defendantsa The
prisoners were released from w t o d y into the amis of th& jubüant supporters, family,

and friends who had packed the courtroom for the entire length of the three week-long
trial. They were carried out of the courtroom amid joy and Iaughter on the shoulders of

their supporters. Indeed, some newspaper editors complained that a near not broke out
with the release of the prisoners.41

Reaction to the acquittai of the men charged with Corrigan's death was
immediate and outraged. "Justice is an empty name in Lower Canada," screamed a
headline in the Niagara Mail.* The Montreal Commercial Advertiser was more polemical in
itç response:

We are taught to believe that trial by jury is the Palladium of British
Iiberty; it t a pity that we are obliged to confess that it &O the shield of
Canadian Crime. A baser murder than that of Comgan waç never
committed.. .He died praying for the forgiveness of his murderers. His
blood cried upon his country for justice, but justice happened to have no
sympathy.4
The Witness of Montreal, a virulent anti-Catholic, anti-Irishnewspaper, published a
recapitulation of ten "undisputed facts" of the case:
1.That Corrigan had corne to blows with Catholics over religion, thus
there was bad blood between them.
2. That there is no doubt that he was attacked and beaten by a gang of
Catholics at the fair, and this beating caused his death.
3. That there is no doubt that homicide comnitted in this manner is
murder & is quite worse than murder by pistol or gun & there is litlle
doubt that the prisoners were among the most prominent engaged in [the
murder].
40 Quebec Moming Chronick, 19 February 1856, Quebec Mermy, 19 February 1856; T m
Witness and Catholic Chronicle, 22 February 1856; Montreal Witness, 20 February 1856.
41 Quebec M m i n g Chronick, 19February 1856; Montreal Witness, 5 March 1856.
Q Niagara Mail, no date, as quoted in Quebec Morning Chronicle, 28 Febmary 1856.
At least according to King;testimony of Rev. WiUiam King, The Queen o. R. Kelly, et al.;
testimony of Rev. William King, Comgan Inquiy.
44 Monfred Commercial Advmtiser, no date, as quoted in Quebec Mming Chrmick, 23

February 1856.

4. There is no doubt that the murderers were shielded by their coreligionists & that the govemment could not, or would not, arrest th5. The murderers tumed themsdves in in full knowledge that they would
not be convicted.
6. That 2 Catholic judges presided at a trial rife with religious tensions.
7. That the rnajority, if not all, of the jury were co-religi~nists~
furthemore, that they çympathised with the prisoners.
8. That there was misconduct on the part of the jury.
9. That the trial was conducted in a facetious & jocular manner.
10. That the accused were paraded through Quebec & on their way home
a€ter their acquittal.6
The Wihss's complaints that the hialwas presided over by two Catholic judges, as weli
as an all-Cafholicjury is interesthg in that it does not note the national differences

between the judges and the accused men, nor those between the members of the jury,
who were not, at any rate, all Catholic.4 To the Witness, national differences did not
matter among Catholics. It did not matter that instances of strife between Irish Catholics

and Canadiens were just as prominent as those between Catholics and Protestants.47 This
is not inconsistent with our earlier discussion of the construction of Catholics as the

"Otherf'in mid-nineteenth century îanada.

The press of both Upper and Lower Canada noted the role of the jury in the
acquittai of Comgan's accused murderers. It is interesthg to note that while some
newspaper editors complained that the jury were pre-disposed to finding the accused
men innocent,the Anglo-Protestant press had pre-detemllned their guilt, and they did

Montreal Witness, 5 March 1856.
Testimony of JamesGreen, C m g a n Inquiy.
47 H . C . Pentland, "The Lachine Strike of 1843," Canadian Hisfwical R&m, 29'3 (1948),
266; G. R. C. Keep, "The Irish Adjustment in Monheal," îanadinn Histm'cal Rmkzu, XXXIf 1 (1950),
44-5;Michad S. Cross, "TheShiners' War: Social Violence in the Ottawa Valley in the 1830s"
Canadian Historical Rm'ew, 54,1(1973); Ronald Rudin, The Forgoften Quebecers:A Hisfory of
English-Speaking Quebec, 1759-1980(Qu6bec: institut qu&écois de recherche sur la culture, 1985),
113-14; D. Aidan McQuillan, "Beaurivage:The Development of an Irish Ethnie Identity in Rural
Quebec, 1820-1860," The Unfold Stoy: The Irish in Canada, Vol. 1, ed. Robert O'Driscoll and Lorna
Reynolds (Toronto: Celtic Arts, 1988), 263-6;Robert J. Grace, The Irish in Que'bec: An Introduction fo
the Hiçforiography (Qu6bec Institut qu&écois de recherche sur la culture, l m ) , 97-101.
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not waver from this conviction after the acquittai. The role of the jury in the Affair came
to the fore at the inquiry held into the Comgan Affair in 1857. At the inquiry, many
wibesses c o m p b e d that the qualificationsfor the petty jury were too low, and as a
resuit, the worst sort of men were selected for jury duty. This meant that it was
impossible to ensure a fair and impartial decision in any case, especially in those where
national, political, or religious differences came into play. Many of these witnesses,
including Andrew Stuart,a defence c o d o r , advocated a raising of the minimum

quaüfications to sit on a airnuial trial jury.*
'Rte Introduction noted that Greg Marquis and Donald Fyson have each pointed

out the role of the criminal trial jury in the popular public cowciousness. Marquis has
argued that in the hands of the jury, the criminaljustice system became a tool of the
common people, through whidi they incorporated their own legitimacy to the process
of justice dispensation.49 While these condusions may be an overstatement, as they
suggest that the members of the jury took the2 role as jurors seriously and f d y
understood the role they played and the power they wielded in the dispensation of
justice, it is nonetheless a point worth considering.

Whüe the jury in the case of R. o.R. Kelly, et al. was certainly aware of the power
it wielded, it did not wield this power in the manner suggested by Marquis. The jury, it

seems, was carefully sekted by (YFarrelI and the defence team to ensure the best

4 Testimony of Dunbar Ross, William Smith,Andrew Stuart,JamesDunbar, George
Tumer Carey,JosephMorin, JamesA. Slater, François R6al Ayers, Jean-FrançoisDuval, Conigan
Inquiy.
49 Greg Marquis, "DoingJusticeto 'British Justice:' Law, Ideology and Canadian
Historiography," Canadian Perspecfiveson Law and Society: Issues in Legal Historj, ed. Wesley Pue
and Barry Wright (Ottawa: Carleton University Press,1988),50; Donald Fyson, "Criminal Justice,
Civil Çociety and the Local State: Justicesof the Peace in the District of MontrbaI, 1764-1830"
(Université de Montrkal, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 1995),333-4.

possible combinationfor th& clients. Ross was furious with (YFarrell'smanipulation of
the jury selection process,g though as prosecutor, he could have matched wits with

UFarrell, and ensured a more sympathetic jury. While complaints that the jury was
unsympathetic to the prosecution is endemic to the British justice system, as it affords
the prosecutor an excuse for losing a case, it seemç that Ross was simply out-foxed by
UFarrell in thiç case. The men chosen for jury duty were dearly sympathetic to the
accused, given that they were ready to render their verdict before the defence had even

begun itç case.
According to James Slater and William Gunrt, members of the gaol guard in
Québec, there was a group of men in Quebec who were wilhg to serve on juries, and
for the right price, ensure that the outcome of the hial was satisfactory to whomever
was paying them, usually the defence. At least one member of the jury at the trial of
Corrigan's accused murderers had, according to Gunn, served on four or five juries in

the previous three years, "and this man apparently can be depended upon for a 'not

guiity' verdict, and he could hold out with the obstinacy of others."51
Clearly, then, the consenrative forces in Lower Canada had recopised what

Marquis has pointed out that the common people of the corrunUNty were afforded an
opportunity to have their voices heard in the justice system through their position on
juties. There rernains a difference, however, between what Marquis has argued, and
what the consenratives concluded. Whüe both noted the agency that the jurors therefore
possessed, the conservatives clearly did not wish the lower class to have this power at

all. They preferred a system whereby men who were more affluent, and therefore of

51

Testimony of Dunbar Ross, Conigan Inquinj.
Testimony of JamesA. Slater, William Gunn, Currigm Inquiy.

better character, were empaneued to sit as a criminal c al jury. This way, it was thought,
the religious, national, and political prejudices that were blamed on the lower classes
could be avoided, as if the bourgeoisie was incapable of prejudice.

In the immediate aftermath of the acquittal of the accused murderers, the
accusation that Justice Duval had unduly influenced the jury quickly made its way to
Toronto and into the Legislature. The Upper Canadian opposition, led by George
Brown, was funous. John Hillyard Cameron,a prominent Orangeman and opposition
Member of the Legislature, presented a motion that Duval's charge to the jury be
presented to the House for examination. When the goverrunent refmed, with
Dnunmond arguuig that such a move would compromise the independence and
integrity of the judidary, the matter was put to a vote, whidi the government Iost. This
caused a confidence motion in the Legislature, whidi the government narrowly won.

The Comgan Affair seems to have dealt a fatal blow to the already shaky MacNab-

Tache Consemative coalition. It was already reeling from some rather unfortunate
comments by Govemor Sir Francis Bond Head, who had dedared that the British "race"
were superior to dl others, induding the Cnnadiens.Head's comments had only
contributed to a tense ethno-religious atmosphere, as a fierce debate was raging around
the issue of separate schools for Catholics in Upper Canada, and the govemment was
under intense pressure fmm George Brown and hiç supporters on thiç issue.Lastly, the

Upper Canadian Tories were chafing under MacNab's anachronistic leadership and
ideas, and were biding their iime until they could replace him The opportunity came in

May 1856, when all of MacNab's Upper Canadian cabinet resigned. Cameron had been
positionhg himself to succeed MacNab, but he was passed over in favour of John

Ambrose Macdonald, who fomed a new Cornervative coalition with Étienne Pascal

Siill under heavy pressure surroundkg Duval's charge and the acquitta1 of the
accused men, the new Macdonald-Tach6 administration appointed an inquiry to look
into the Comgan Affair. After some fluctuation among the rank of the commissioners,
George Alexander Phillpotts, John Buckworth Parkin, and Alexandre Maurice Delisle
accepted their appointments.53Both Deliçle and Parkin were prominent Bleus. Deli.de,
moreover, had also served, dong with Ralph Johnson, the stipendiary magistrate
assigned to Saint-Sylvestre to quell the tensions there, on an inqiiiry into the guerre des

éteignoirs in the early 1850s.9n i e commissioners were charged to look into five aspects
of the case:

1.To inquire into the circumstances out of which Comgan's death arose.
2. The proceedings taken againçt the accused, the marner in which the
was conducted & the causes, if any of the failure of justice.
3. Generdy to make all inquines as to any obstacles that may be in the
way of the due & proper administration of justice in the locality where
said crime was committed & the best means of removing such obstacles,
should they exist.
4. To inquire into the origin of the disturbances which occurred at St.
Sylvester previously to & at the t h e of Comgan's death.
5. Into the conduct of Pâquet or other public officers who may be
reported to said Commissioners to have failed in the discharge of his

John Charles Dent, The Lasf For9 Years: Canada Since the Union of 1847, Vol. II (Toronto:
George Virtue, 1881),332-8; J. M. S. Careless, The Union 4fheCanadas: The Gruwth of Canadian
Instifutim (Toronto: McClelIand and Stewart, 1967), 19û-203.
Étienne Parent, Assistant ProvincialSecretay, to J. B. Parkin, Québec, and Geo. A.
Phillpotts, Toronto, 3 September 1856, Canada East-ProvincialÇecretary's Office, Letterbook, Vol.
14 (18561,RG4 C2, National Archives of Canada; Parent to A. M. Delisle, Montrbal, 27 Octobea
1856, Canada East-Provincial Secretary's Office, Letterbook, Vol. 14 (1856),RG4 C2,National
Archives of Canada.
54 JacquesMonet, "Delisle, AIexandre-Maurice," Dictionmy of Canadian Biography, Vol. X
(Toronto:University of Toronto Press, 1972), 219-20; J. C. Bonenfant, "Parkin,JohnBudcworth,"
Dictionay of Canadian Biography, Vol. X (Toronto:University of Toronto Press, 1972),587; Wendie
Nelson, "The 'Guerre des Éteignoirs': çdiool Reform and Popular Resistance in Lower Canada,
1841-1850" (Simon Fraser University, unpublished Master's Thesis, 1989),154.

duties & more particularly, to investigate into the charges brought
against Pâquets
It is interesting to note that it had akeady been decided by those who appointed
the inquiry that there had b e n a failure of justice in this case. No doubt Ross had a role
to play in thiç mandate. As mentioned above, Ross was anxious to set up Pâquet as a
scapegoat for thiç "miscarriage of justice", as it would doubtlessly deflect the attention
away from himself, as well as hiç government. After all, it was Ross who had been in
charge of the goverment's attempts to arrest the men accused of murdering Comgan.
The failure of the state to do so, and then the failure to gain a conviction in the murder

trial,could just as e a d y have been laid at Ross's feet
Before the inquiry could begin its investigation, however, they had to wait untll
the hial of James Hagan, the final man charged with Comgan's murder, was completed.
Hagan had been indicted by the Grand Jury in absentut in J m a r y , as he had not turned

himself in with the rest of the accused men. He was fYially arrested at his mountain
hideout in July1856, and quickly brought to trial. His trial, however, was a foregone
conclusion: if the other six men,against whom there was much stronger testimony,
were acquitted, surely Hagan wodd be as well. Thus, it was to no onefs surprise when
he was acquitted after a short trial.56
M e r Hagan's acquittai, the commissioners ensconced themselves in Quebec,

and listened to the testimony of some forty-seven witneçses over the course of 1857.

55 Parkin, PhifIpotts, Delisle, to T e d , 13 Mar& 1857, W C ,Vol. 15, Appendix 45. The
"charges brought against Pâquet" seem to be those brought against Pâquet be King in a letter to
Cartier, who waç then the ProvincialSecretary, in December 1855. In this letter, King accused
Pâquet of a battery of misconduct; King to Cartier, St. Joseph,5 December 1855, JUC, Vol. 14,
Appendix 42; Cartier to Pâquet, 18 December 1855,JLAC, VOL 14, Appendix 42; Pâquet to Cartier,
2 January1856, JLAC, Vol. 14,Appendix 42.
f6 Testimony of François Real Ayers, C m g a n Inquiry; Parkin, Phillpotts, Delisle to Terfi,
23 March 1857, JLAC, Vol. 15,Appendix 45.

Given the mandate of the inquiry, the choice of witnosses is rather revealing. It seems
thatthe commissioners also believed that there had been a miscamage of justice, due to
both the jury system in Lower Canada and Pâquet Though they made a superfiad
investigation of Pâquet's behaviour, there does not seem to have been any effort to
understand Pâquet's motives for his erratic behaviour; indeed, Pâquet hiniself was not

even subpoenaed to appear before the inquiry.57

Only fourteen of the forty-seven witnesses who appeared before the
colnmissioners were from the Saint-Çylvestre and Leeds area, and this total includes

Ralph Johnson, the StipendiaryMagisbate assigned to Saint-Sylvestre in January 1856 in
order to q u a the tensions in the commtmiiy. Of these fourteen, only three were lrish
Catholics, induding both James Mullavey, a Saint-Sylvestre magistrate, and Father John
O'Grady, the Catholic cure of Saint-Sylvesbe. The other Irish Catholic who testified was
William Woyle. Moreover, of these fourteen witnesses, five were representatives of the
state: Mdavey, Johnson, Wüliam Harrison (the Leeds bailiff who held the coroner's
warrant to arrest the accused), Thornas Walker, a Saint-Sylvestre magistrate, and John

Hume,a magistrate from Leeds.58 The relative la& of voices from the scene of the
disturbances suggests that, despite its mandate, the inquiry was not commissioned so
much to understand what happened in Saint-Sylvestre as it was to assign blame and

57 The commissioners, however, did note that "every opportunity" had been afforded
Pâquet to present ilis version of events to the inqujr. Pâquet had already given his version of
events in a letter he wrote to Cartier in response to the charges of King.Moreover, the inquiry had
the power of subpoena, and codd have exercised it in the case of Pâquet, as they did with other
potentially hosole witnesses. Parkin, Phillpotts, Deüsle to T d ,23 March 1857, JLAC, Vol. 15,
Appenk 45; King to Cartier, 5 December 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Cartier to Pâquet, 18
December 1855, JLAC, Vol. 14, Appendix 42; Pâquet to Cartier, 2 January 1856, JLAC,Vol. 14,
Appendix 42
Ss Testimony of Rev. William King,William Harrison, JamesMdavey, John Hume,
Father John O'Grady, Hugh Russell, John Cordack, John Hill, William Kilfoyle, Ralph Johnson,
Thomas Cromwell,, JamesMcKee, Thomas Waker, Andrew McKee, Cmgm I n p iy.

assuage the Upper Canadian oubage over the outcome of the trial. Of the remaining

hrty-three witnesses, only three can be positively identified as Irish Catholicç."
Fourieen were representatives of the state (induding Ross, Duval, and Caron), ten were
advocates, four were newspaper editors, one was a physician, and four were members
of the jury.60

Mer examining the witnesses, the commissioners made two prelunuÿiry reports
to the government in 1857before submitting their final report in May 1858. The
condusions of the commissioners were not surprising, given the mandate of the inqirir,,

the predetermined notion that there had been a miscarriage of justice, and the pauaty of

Irish Catholic voices from Saint-Sylvestre before the commissioners. Pâquet, they found,
had
exhibited ignorance of his duties as a Justice of the Peace, a want of
proper appreciation of the high position in which that office placed him
& a total absence of zeal & energy in performance of his duties & Uiat
there are circumstances, apparent from the facts established in the
Inquiry of such a character as to raise suspicion that Pâquet was
influenced by some improper feelings to preveni the due administration
of justice & that there is no doubt whatever that the line of conduct
pursued by him greatly ernbarrassed the officers of the Crown.61
Incredibly, the commiçsioners concluded that if Pâquet had taken immediate steps to
stop the beating of Comgan and arrest those g d t y of beatllig him, he would have had

59 These three were O'Farrell, and two members of the jury. 1suspect, however, that a
fourth witness, Charles AIleyn, lawyer for Patrick Monaghan and Patrick Donaghue, was the
Irish Catholic mayor of Québec at the time, &O named Charles Alleyn. Grace, The Irish in Que'bec,
234.
Testimony of Antoine Panet, Charles Armstrong, JamesGreen, James Murphy, William
Smith Sewell, Dunbar Ross, Charles Alleyn, Simon Lelievre, Andrew Stuart, JamesDunbar,John
Henry Willan, Charles Roger, Richard Pape, John O'FarreU, George Turner Carey, JohnJ. C.
Pentland, George O'Neill Stuart, Richard Pentland, Philippe Aubert de Gaspé,Joseph Morin,
JamesA. Slater, William Gunn, Charles Simony, Piene A. Doucet, Michael H d e y , Thomas
Burns,JohnMcLaughlin, George Hunter, William Ermaünger, François Réal Ayers, Jean-François
Duvai, Charles Tanguay, Olivier Garneau, Ren4 Édouard Caron, C m g a n Inquinj.
61 Parkin, Phillpotts, Delisle to Terrill, 13November 1857, C m g a n Depositim.

the support of the people of Saint-Sylvestre, despite ali evidence to the contrary ated
above.62 A s a result of these findings, Pâquet was dismiçsed from his position as a

magistrate in early 1858.a
Moreover, the commissioners, after "a carefui pensa1 of the evidence in the case
of the Queen against Kelly and others.. .have corne to the conchsion thaï there was a
failure of justice in this case, that some of the accused were suffiaently identified, and
ought to have been convicted."@The commissioners could not, however, place blame
for this failure on any one person or condition, though they did note that secret
societies, both the Rïbbonmen and Orange Order, had a role to play in the troubles in
Saint-SylvestTe. They also noted the inadequacy of the jury system as it stood in Lower
Canada, arguing, Iike many of their witnesses, that the qualifications for the petty jury
were too low. They suggested that either the minimum qualificationsbe raised, or else
the upper limits be extended, "so as to secure le all cases attendance of some of the
higher grades of society.""

There is littie evidence of the state of affairs in Saint-Sylvestreitself after the
acquittal of Richard Kelly and the other men charged in Comgan's murder. There was a
m o u r that Richard Kelly, upon arriving back in Saint-Sylvestre, had been murdered
by an irate Protestant, though this rumour was quicldy debunked.66 It seems that the
presence of Ralph Johnson, the stipendiary magi~trate~
had the desired effect on Saint-

Parkin, Phillpotts, Delisle to Terrill, 13 Novernber 1857, Conigan Depositions.
JamesGreen, Clerk of the Peace of the District of Quebec to T. J. J. Loranger, Provincial
Secretary, Québec, 17 February 1858, C m g a n Deposifions.
64 Parkin,Philipotts, Deliçle, to T e d , 23 March 1857, ]LAC, Vol. 15, Appendix 45.
Parkin,Phdipotts, Delisle to T e d , 23 March 1857, JLAC, Vol. 15, Appendix 45.
Three Rivers Inquirer, 27 February 1856, as quoted in Quebec Chronicle, 29 February 1856,
1M a c h 1856.
63

Sylvestre, and the tensions in the community began to subside, at least for a while.67

King however, was predictably firious with the acquittai. Çometime in the spring of
1856, he established an Orange lodge in Saint-Sylvestre, with himself as the grand
master. King daimed that his lodge had been established purely as a defensive measure,

as the Protestants of Saint-Sylvestre, at least according to him, felt that "the laws did not
secure the h e s of the Protestant inhabitantsr' of the parish. King's behaviour as grand
master, however, suggested something else entirely.

As the "Glorious Twelfth" approached in 1856, Kinglet it be known that his
Orangemen had every intention of provoking the Irish Cattiolics of Saint-Sylvestre into
a fight. As the British North American Colonist, a Québec newspaper, dryly noted, "it
would, no doubt, suit the purposes of Miniçter King, and a few others, that there shodd
be a row." The Colonisf reminded its readers that King had been attempting to whip the

Protestants of Saint-Sylvestre into a fervour over Comgan's murder, not without some
success, since the previous auhimn.69 At any rate, 12July came and went in SaintSylvestre without any inadent. The Saint-Sylves&eOrangemen did not even march in
the5 parish, oppting instead to join the Mégantic Orangemen in Leeds?
It appeared, then,that the tensions caused by Comgan's murder the previous
autumn had, by now, receded, and life retumed to normal in Saint-Sylvestre. Table 4.1
presents a comparative look at the population of Saint-Sylvesbe according to religion in
the 1851 and 1861censuses. It suggests that there was no exodus of Protestants out of

the cornmunity in the afiennath of the Comgan Affair. Instead, it shows that there was

Testhnony of Ralph Johnson,C e a n Inquiy.
Testimony of Rev. WilIiam King, Cmgmz Inquiy.
69 British North A m d n Cobnisf, no date, as quoted in The True Wifness and Catholic ,4
July1856.
True Witness and Catholic Chronicle, 18July 1856.
67

68

a level of stabdity in the community, dthough the Protestant population aduaily
decreased in size by 0.2 per cent The Catholic population, however, only increased in
size by 1.4 per cent over the course of the 1850s.
Table 4.1:
Comparaüve Population Figures for Saint-Sylvestreby Religion, 1851-1861
Denomination
îatholic
Ch~rch
of
England
Ch~rch
of
Scotland
Methodists

1851
Percentage
1861
Percentage
Population
of
Population
of
population
Population

Absolute
Increase/
Decrease

Proportion
-al
Increase/
Decrease

2,872

76.9

3,225

78.5

+353

+1.4

410

11.0

404.

9.8

-6

-1.2

282

7.6

217

5.3

-65

-2.3

158

4.2

259

6.3

+IO1

+4.1

Çource: Canada-Board of Registration and Statistics, Census of the Canadas, 1851-2, Personal Cetzsus,
Vol. 1,122-3;Canada-Board of Registration and Statistics, Census of the Canadas, 1860-1, Persona1
Census, Vol. 1,102-3.

The accused men were able to avoid conviction for their role in the death of
Robert Comgan with the help of several factors. The first of these was the confusion as
to who was respowible for admuiistering the death blow to Comgan. While some
tesafied that it was Kelly, others claimed that Stocking had inadvertently done so. At
any rate, the evidence was not clear, and assigning blame for Corrigan's death was
impossible. Second, there was a jocular atmosphere in the courtroom throughout the
trial. Supported by a packed courtroom of friends, family, and supporters, the accused

men treated the entire process as a joke, daring the prosecution to prove their guilt
C e r W y , this atmosphere intirnidated sorne of the prosecution witnesses. Third, the
Ribbonmen continued their campaign of harassment and intimidation of potentially
hostile witriesses. Even without extensive documentation, it is clear that the Ribbonrnen
were able to intimidate some witnesses. The fourth source from which the accused men
benefited was the jury. It appears that at l e s t one member of the j
q was either a

Ribbonmen, or could Ee depended upon by them to retum a not g d t y verdict The jury
was openly sympathetic to the accused men, as it was willing to acquit them without

even hearing the defence's case. In the end, th& was the most important factor. Duval's
charge to the jury, whether it was biased in favour of the a c c w d or not, was probably
not all that important, as it is cleax that the jury was prepared to acquit the accused men
before the Crown had even finished its case.

CONCLUSION
When the commissioners presented their report in the spring of 1858, the
Corrigan Affair had already sïipped into the pages of history, or rather, obçcurity. At
best the Comgan Affair merits a passing mention in political histories.1 In a volume
published on the occasion of Saint-Sy1vestre"sbicentennial in 1978, the murder of Robert
Comgan merited only a single mentionfand even that was in passing? Ronald Rudin,

in his inflammatoriy entitled, The ForgottPn Quebecers: A Hisfoy of English-Speaking
Quebec, 1759-1980, d e s no mention whatever of the Corrigan Affair;unusual indeed

for a study which daims to stress "the diversity of [the Anglophone] population" of
Qukbec.3 The Comgan Affair, like the Gavazzi Riots and the separate schools question
in Upper Canada, underlined the tensions that exkted in mid-nineteenth century

Canadian society between Irish CathoIics and the dominant Anglo-Protestant

population
Historians of Lower Canada have downplayed historical ethno-religious
tensions within the Anglophone minority. Instead, these tensions have been
overwhelmed by the classic cleavage between French and English: the "Two Çolit~des.~~
Certainly, works such as Rudin's have played a role in this. In his preface to 77ze

ForgoffenQuebecersfRudin states that his purpose in writing was, to paraphrase E. P.

1 John Chailes Dent, The Laçf Forty Years: Canada Since the Union of1881, Vol. II (Toronto:
George Virtue, 1881),333-7; J. M. S. Careless, Brown of the Globe, Vol. One: The Voke of Upper
Canada, 1818-1859(Toronto:Macmillan of Canada, 1959), 21415;J. M. S. Careless, The Union of the
îanadas: The Growth of Canadian Instifutions, 1841-1857(Toronto:McClelland and Stewartf1967),
198-202.
JulienBilodeau, Sainf-Sylvesfre se m n f e , 1828-1978 (Ste-Marie,QC:Le comité des
recherches historiques, 1978),122.
3 Ronald Rudin, The ForgotfenQuebecers: A Hisfq of English-Speaking Qwbec, 1759-1980
(Québec:Institut québécois de recherche sur la culture, 1985),back cover.

Thompson, to rescue the Anglo-Quebecer from the "condescension of posterity."4

Rudin, as well as others,5 is more interested in presenting a W e d Anglophone
community and celebrating its contributions to Québec than in emphasising the
diversity and discord that existed. In doing so, these authors are able to present an
Anglophone community that was united in the face of the Canadien majority of the
province.6

In the mid-1850s, however, one could not escape the ethno-religious tensions in
Lower Canadian society. Indeed, the Corrigm Affair, dong with the Gavazzi Rots, was
perceived as part of a senes of "outrages" comnitted by the Irish Catholics (and by
extension, the CathoIic Canudiens)agaùlçt the hglo-Protestant population of Lower

Canada.George Brown, the prominent editor of the Toronto Globe, called for the
formation of a new political party "to guard the interests of Protestants, and to oppose
Romish domination."' Moreover, men like George Brown and JohnDougall, were

4

E. P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working CZass (New York: Vintage Books, 1966

(1963)),12. indeed, Rudin atternpts to place the history of Qukbec's Anglophone population
within the context of other historically marginalised groups such as "workers, women, and a
numbex of ethnic groups." Rudin, The Forgotten Quebecers, 17-18.
5 See, for example, G . R. C. Keep,"The Irish Adjustment in MontreaI," Canadian Histmical
Rwiew, 31,1, (1950): 39-46; Marianna O'Gdagher, "The Irish in Quebec," The Unfold S t q : The
Irish i n Canada, Vol. I., ed. Robert O'DriscolI and Lorna Reynolds (Toronto: Celtic Arts,1988): 25361.
A notable exception to this,of course, are Marxist historians. These historians, however,
tend to focus more on the diversity and discord among the Anglophone population of Québec in
terms of class relations. While there was a correlation between ethnicity and socio-economic class
in nineteenth century Lower Canada, Marxist historim place ethnicify in a subordinate position
to class, if they even deal with ethnicity at d.See, for example, H. Clare Pentland, "The Lachine
Carial Stnke of 1843," Canadian Historical Review, 29,3 (1948):255-77; AlZan Greer, "The Birih of
the Police in Canada," Colonial h a t h a n : State Formation i n Mid-Ninefeenfh Cenfuy Canada, ed.,
AUan Greer and Ian Radforth (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992): 17-49. More recently
the anti-American sentiment of the Anglo-Protestant élite of Lower Canada has been emphasised.
See J. 1. LittIe, "British Toryism amidst a 'horde of disaffected and disloyal squatters': The Riçe
and Fall of William Bowman Felton and Family in the Eastern Townships," Journal of Easfem
Townships Siudies, 1 (1992):13-42.
Dent, The Last Furiy Years, 334.

unable to distinguish between Irish Catholics and Canadiens, due to the social
consf~~ction
of CathoIics as the "Other" in mid-nineteenth century Canada.

Thus, the murder of Robert Comgan, an obscure farmer in an isolated
community in the wooded foothillç of the Appalachian Mountains, became a bitter
ethno-religious struggle. This evolution was due, among other factors, to the manner in
which Comgan was murdered. Comgan, a single man, was attacked by a gang of men
and was beaten to death. This attack was the culmination of a feud between Corrigan
and Patrick O'Neill over who was the better man Thus,the Comgan Affair involved
notions of violence and manliness. 1have argued that violence was a part of the way of

life in Canadian rural agricultural conununities in the nineteenth century, given the
tensions assoaated with people of diverse national and religious backgrounds living
together in dose-knit cornmunitiesfand the physical nature of work, which required

strength and physical starnina. Certainly, some of the violence in Saint-Sylvestre, such
as the on@

fight between O'Neill and Comgan, as well as the fights at the

agriculturai fair in 1853and 1854, was recreational. In other words, it was rituaLised

violence among men as they did battle to decide who was the better man. In the case of
O'Neill and Corrigan, it was a battle to decide who was the best man in Saint-Sylvestre.
O'Neill, whose nickname was "Big", was regarded as the strongest, and therefore the
best, man ui Saint-Sylvestrebefore the arrival of Comgan two or three years before his
death. The ritualisation of violence in the c o n x m m i ~
is evidenced by the negoaations
that took place Yi the aftermath of the fight between O'Neill and Corrigan in January

1855. After they could not decide who was the best man with their fists, the two men
submitted their dispute to their neighbourç to reach a settlement Moreover, Corrigan
made use of the law againçt (YNeill in the aftermath of this fight. As Cedia Morgan has

argued, the law was often used to supplement, not replace, "rough" meam of settling

disputes with violence.8 Corrigan was also facing assault charges at the time of his death
arising from a dispute between him and an unnamed man from Leeds in a contest to

determine who was the stronger man9 In the case of Comgan's dispute with O'Neill,
however, it has been argued that Comgan violated local custoxns and practices by
appealing to a magistrate in Québec for redress in this case, rather than going to a local
magistrate. Comgan, a noted anti-Catholic zealot, however, may have been loathe to

turn to the two Catholic magistrates in Saint-Sylvestrefor aid in this case.
The editors of Québec's Anglo-Protestant newspapers were qui& to denounce
Comgan's alleged murderers for the "cowardlyf'manner in which they attacked him: in
a gang of at least seven, some of them armed with sticks. Behaviour such as this

contradided the notions of "rough" manliness in which Comgan had been
reconstructed by the newspaper editors. According to these notions, Comgan should
have been challenged one-on-one, in "bue John Bull fashion." The behaviour of the
alleged murderers, however, was not all that inconsistent with their own notions of
violence. Shillelaghs and other sticks were often used in fights in the communityI and
their use was not necessarily unfair and dishonourable.
Though he was Irish, Comgan was reconstructed by the edicors of the Mercury

as "John Bull", the ultimate manifestation of British manliness. Thus, the Comgan
Affair could be exploited by the Anglo-Protestant press of Canada as an issue of

Cecilia Morgan, "'InÇearch of the Phantom Misnamed Honour': Duelling in Upper
Canada," Canadian Historical Review, 76,4 (1995), 546.
9 Testimony of Richard PentIand, John J. C . PentIand, Inquiy into fhe Death of Roberf
C-an
and the Impartialibj of Robert C m i a n , (hereafter cited as "Corngan Inquinf), Depositions
and Proceedings Related to the Deafh of Robert Caignn (hereafter cited as "Comigan Depon'tions"),
Canada East-ProvincialSecretary's Office, nwnkred correspondence files, H e 49 o f 1858, RG4
Cl,National Archives of Canada.

Protestants versus Catholics, rather than almg the Irish faction lines according to whkh
it developed in Saint-Sylvestre. Moreover, Comgan's transcendence of his Lrishness &O
showed the greater extent to whidi Irish Protestants were able to integrate into AngloProtestant Canadian soâety, as they shared not only a religion, but in some cases, a
comrnon ethniaty with the dominant Ang10-Protestants of Canada.

Irish Catholics, on the other hand, were not able to do so, largely due to their
religion and the mti-Irish stereotypes imported to Canada from the United Kingdom.
Irish Catholics had a tradition of violent resistance to British d e and Protestant
ascendance in keland, and they were unable to shake thk stereotype in Canada for
much of the nineteenth century. Certainy, thisstereotype was emphasised in the eyes of

Anglo-Protestants in Canada by sudi incidents as the Lachine Canal Sirilce in 1843 and
the S h e r s ' War in the Ottawa Valley during the 1830s. Moreover, clashes between Iwh
Catholics and the Orange Order on the "Glonous Twelfth", though not necessarily
instigated by the Catholics, were of-ten reconstructed in t h marner due to what, in
some places, amounted to an Orange monopoly on justice0
Moreover, liish Catholics were prevented by their religion from integrating into
Anglo-Canadian society. Anti-Catholic rhetoric was prevalent in nineteenth century
Canada, as c m be seen by the responses of JohnDougall and George Brown to the
murder of Comgan and the acquitta1of his alleged mers. Catholicism was seen a

ID
In relaiing incidents of Orange/ Green rioüng in Toronto, Greg Kealey allows himself
to fa11 into this pattern as weU. Kedey describes an Irish Catholic who rode his cart hto the
middle of an Orange march, precipitatùig a riot, as foolhardy." When describing a similar action
by an Orange carter, who rode his cart, decorated with Orange ribbons, into a Catholic parade
farther down on the same page, no such adjective is uçed. Gregory S. Kealey, Toronto W w h s
Respond fo Industrial Cupztalism, 1867-1892 (Toronto:University of Toronto Press, 1991 (1980)),116.
See also, Bruce S. Elliott, The City Bqond: A Histcmj of Nepean, Birthplace of Canada's GTprfal,17921990 (Nepean, ON:City of Nepean, 1991), 70-1; Scott W .See, Riots in Nao Bru-ck:
Omge
NatiDism and Social Violence in the 1840s (Toronto:University of Toronto Press, 1994), 7l-111.
"

potential secuTify threat to Britain and its colonies because Catholics were perceived as
owing prïxnary allegiance to the pope, not the British throne. Moreover, anti-Catholic
stereotypes were reinforced by the fact that Catholics tended to d

e up the poorest

sectors of soaety, not only in Canada, but throughout the Anglo-Atlantic world. This
was consistent with the construction of Catholics as the "OtherJ' group in Canada. This
construction served to emphasise the anti-Catholic stereotypes and allow for
generalwaons to be made from the specific to the general in terms of the behaviour of
Catholics.

The anti-Irish, anti-Catholicstereotypes were reinforced in the eyes of men üke
Brown,DougaIi, and the Reverend King by the actions of the INIiCatholics of SaintSylvestre in the aftermath of Corrigan's death. When warrants were issued for the arrest

of the men accused of the murder, the Irish Catholic community-of Saint-Sylvesbe
dosed ranks and sheltered the accused men. An important distinction, however, has to
be made here. While Ross and Dougd, especiaiiy, seemed to assume that the entire
Irish CathoLic community of Saint-Sylvestre was willingly involved in the protection of
the accuçed men,th& was probably not the case. As was the case with the ScotsCanadian community in the Mégantic Outlaw Affair some thirty years later, there were
members of the Irish Catholic community who were appalled by the murder of
Comgan. That they did not corne forward with information that would have led to the
arrest of the accused men waç probably more to do with peer pressure and the influence
of the Ribbonmen than with any sense of sympathy with Richard Kelly and his
followers.
That Kelly and his CO-accusedwere able to elude arrest for so long iliustrates the
wealcness of the state at the local level. The inability of the state's representatives in

arresting them was partially due to the levd of commmity solidarity displayed by the
I N h Catholics. The state's representatives, however, were unable to mount any
sustained effort to bring in the accused men The Saint-Sylvestre magistracy, indeed,
went to great lengths to avoid involvement in the case, dexnonstrating that it was not

exempt from the same pressures and infIuences that the Irish Catholic community as a
whole was subjeded to in this case. While the Irish Catholic magistrate, James
Mullavey, immediately diçtanced himself from the Comgan Affair, the Protestant
e t r a t e , Thomas Walker, had been expliatly wamed to mind his own business.

Lastly, the rnagistrate who was unlucky enough to get involved, Laurent Paquet, not
only changed his testimony at the murder hial from that which he offered at the
coroner's inquest, he did his ubnost to remain as removed from the case as he could
while stiil performing his duties. In the end,it was not enough, as he was stripped of his
commission after the presentation of the findings of the inquiry in 1858. All of this tends
to suggest that, despite the emphasis Canadian historians have placed upon the notion
of state formation in Canada during the Union era, little had changed in rural areas
since before the RebeEons.~~

In his influentid article, "'The Laws Are Like Cobwebs': Popular Resistance to
Authority in Mid-Nineteenth Century British North Amenca,'' Michael Cross presented

the Corrigan Affair in ternis of a M d t argument of state formation. In doing so, Cross

11 For discussions of the magistracy in pre-Rebellion Canada, see Allan Greer, "The Birth
of the Police in Canada," Colonial Leviafhan:Sfnfe Fmation in Mid-Ninefeenfh Centunj Canada
(Toronto:University of Toronto Press, 1992), 18; Allm Greer, The Pafriotsand fhe People: 'T3te
Rebellion of 1837 in Rural Lower Canada (Toronto:University of Toronto Press, l m ) , 91-100; Susan
Lewthwaite, "VioIence, Law, and Community in Rurai Upper Canada, " Essays in the History of
Canadian Law, Vol. 5: Crime and Criminal Justice,ed. JimPhillips, Tina Loo, and Susan Lewthwaite
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994): 353-86; DonaId Fyson, "Criminai Justice,Civil
Society and the Local State: Justices of the Peace in the District of Montréal, 17&1830"
(Universitéde Monbkal, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 1995).

conçtructed the Comgan Affair in terms of the local cornmunity of Saint-Sylvestre
resiçting the oppressive forces of the expansionkt state.12 As I have argued,such an
interpregtion is misleading. In employing such an emphasis, Cross has completely
neglected the ethno-religious basis of the Corrigan Affair. Moreover, he has
oversimplified the entire process. It was not simply a question of the Iriçh Catholic
coxnmuniity of Saint-Sylvestre against the Anglo-Protestant state. There were internal
deavages wifhin the community not only between Irish Catholics and Protestants, but
also within the INh Catholic community itself. Moreover, Cross's interpretation
suggesis a monolithe state. As Bruce Curtis has argued, the "State" cannot be seen in
such a manner. In fad, it c m o t be seen as an "It", or object, at d.
Rather, the state iç a

process, a constellation of sometirnes competing institutions and groups.13 One of these
institutions was the Saint-Sylvestremagistracy, which pursued interests that conflided
with those of the govemment.

That the Comgan Affair developed dong Irish faction Iines in Saint-Sylvestre
demonstrates the extent to w h f i Irish culture was transferred to Canadian soil. Despite
three decades of relative peace between Irish Catholicç and Irish Protestants in SaintSylvestre, it did not take long for these tensions io emerge after Comgan died. Certainy
their emergence had something to do with the existence of both the Orange Order and
the Ribbonmen in the Saint-Sylvestre and Leeds area. Moreover, that these
organiçationsboth existed in Saint-Sylvesixe and Leeds for over a decade before the

12Michael S. Cross, "'The Laws Are Like Cobwebs': Popdar Resistance to Authorily in
Mid-Nineteenth Century British North Amenca," Law in a Colonial Sotiefy: The N m a Scotia
E~p~erzce,
ed. Peter Waite, Sandra Oxner, and Thomas Bames (Toronto:Carswell, 1984), 116-18.
13 Bruce Curtis, "Working Past the Mythical Abstraction: Abrants and Foucault on State
and Govemment," Cahiers dtHisfoire,17,l-2 (1997),10,12;Ged Martin, "The State in Canada:
Afhnpting a Revïew," Cahiers d'Histoire, 17,l-2(1997), 147.

murder of Comgan demonstrates that the old country tensions had not been entirely
forgotten despite the peace that existed between the two groups of Irish in SaintSylvestre.
The Comgan Affaii brought to the d a c e bitter ethno-religious tensions at both
the local level of Saint-Sylvestreand Leeds and at the national level, as the murder of
Robert Comgan had serious political ramifications. In the midst of al1 the ethnoreligiouç tensions that surrounded the case stood the lonely voice of Thomas D'Arcy

McGee, then editor of The New Era, Montreal's Irish Catholic newspaper. McGee argued
that while the spirit of eho-religious partisamhip entered into the Comgan Affair, and
"thaï subsequently the trial excited the bitterest animosities.. ., in its origins, it seems to
have been a mere personal quarrel between two irritable and physically powerful men,

both of whom were egged on by bad advisors to prosecute the quarrel"l4 Indeed,
McGee was correct the Comgan Affair was originally a dispute between Robert
Comgan and Patrick "Big" O'Neill over who was the better man. Only after Comgan
lost his life did it develop into an "Affair", due to the manner in whidi Comgan was
attacked, as well as the ethno-religious identity of both him and his attackers.
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The Nau Era, 22 August 1857.
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